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Correspondence:

&ACK IN THE EDITORIAL CHMR

In Nnuomtej 1973, when I raved to Bangalore from Bombay, I landed avur
charge of the Newsletter for Birdwatchers to Mr. S.M. Nilkante. In
spite of his busy schedule, and handicapped by being away from Bombay
fox several weeks in a month, Vasant carried on. gallantly, but ia una-
ble to da bo any longer. I have therefore offered to get back into th«
Editorial Choir of the Newsletter, and from January 1976 it will be
eaitad and produced in Bangalore.

The fact that the Newsletter naa survived far 15 years indicates that
there is need for a*i effort of this kind, and there are a number of
people in this .country who have become sufficiently keen birdwatchers
to demand its existence. I must confuse that in the past I did not
follow any clear editorial policy except the rather general onu of
encouraging bjrdviatching and the birdwatcher by accepting, more or less,
any material thet was offered. The result was that good, bed and in-
different articles all found their way in the pages of the Newsletter,
and discriminating readers must Bometimt'S hove been put off by the
somawhut inr.nu rt adiTig patter which it sontainad. An hac-L to tn- r.

little nora selective in future.

Since this is the only publication o-f tho fcind produced in India, 2

hope that serious ornithologists and active birdwatchers will play
their part in building it vp , and ensuring that it becomes a worth-
while medium of communicatic-n between persons interested in thia sub-
ject. In course of time it can become repository o** valuable infor-
mation r.bout Indian birds.

2.F.
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BIRD NOTES ON AN ENTOMOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO THE PINDARI
GLACIER, KUMAON HIMALAYA

Kumar D. Ghorpade

During the year that I spent with "he Zoology Deportment of Delhi
University from September 1973 to September 1974, I had the thrilling
experience of visiting several spots on the Himalaya, from Kashmir to

Sikkim, besides the p.lains of Assam and the Khasi hills. These trips

were made possible with the aid of o fellowship from the Council of

Scientific and Industrial Research. For one who has lived most of his

life near the Deccan, b.jing conditioned to watching the bird fauna in-

habiting the plains of southern India, an introduction to thE ornitho-

logical treasures of the magnificent and awe-inspiring Himalayan ranges

is unforgettable.

The first of these trips came in the shape of an entomological expedi-

tion to the Pindari Glacier in the Kumaon Himalaya, financed by the

University of Delhi and led by Dr. V.K. Gupta of the Zoology Depart-

ment. The team consisted of eight persons and we left Delhi on Sept-

ember 23, 1973 by jeep t wi th all our equipment and provisions in the

trailer) for Renikhct where we would halt for the night. At Ghnziabad,

where we stopped for our morning tea and breakfast, I watched some Bank

Myncs ( Acridotheres gingi'nionus } , with fludglings, coming for scraps of

food, especially pieces of chapatties, near the tea shop. These ashy

birds with yellow legs and bills and a striking naked reddish orange

eye patch appeared extremely bold to me.

"fter lunching at Ramnagar in the foothills, we drove pRst Mohan, in

dense forest, where the late Jim Corbttt shot the- man-eating tiger of

this name. The undergrowth in the forested foothills seemed now to

consist mainly of the exotic Lantona bush. Bird life (as seen from

the back of r moving jeep) was rather poor, nnd only the loosely-built

Greywinged Blackbird ( Turdus boulboul) was frequently sighted on the

roadsides. We reached Ranikhet (c. 7000') in the evening and booked

into e lodge for the night. For one hour the next morning, before we

resumed our journey, I managed to watch some birds, which are appended

in the list. Only Briggs (1931, J.. Bombay nat . Hist . 5 off.. , 34: 1072-

1079) seems to have written on the birds of Ranikhet, from which hill

stntion he recorded 83 species within a period of some 40 days, from

April 30 to June 11. My cwn effort of identifying 26 species in an

hour include the following birds not listed by Brigge: Black Red Start,

Rufousbacked Shriku, Rosefinch, White Wagtail, Large Pied Wagtail. Blue

Rock Pigeon and the Spotted Munia. Most of these cauld be called 'low-

elevation' birds, which fact tends to focus one's attention to e similar

situation reported by Mr. Victor Smetacok (1974, J.. Bombay nat. Hi&l-
>oc., Jl: 299-302) around Neinital, a mora popular hill station of the

Kumron area. While it is premature to attempt any explanation without
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a proper inves tigotiun, one does got the impression that the tree cover
of these hills hoa undergone denudation, with the possible result that
it has affected tho ecology cf tha area, opening up new niches suitable
for these plains birds to move into, at least outside the winter months.
This aspect does offer much interesting materiel for study and one hopes
a few enthusiastic ond knowledgcabl e birdwatchers staying on these hill
resorts will try to gather some relevant information.

Wo resumed our journey from Raniknet northward, going farther into the
great Himalayan mountains and reached the charming village of Kousanie
(6200') whore we lunched on the lnwns of the strategically situated
rest house, offering a most breathtaking view of the Sncw Range, that
is, on a -li-r day. The tolerably well maintained garden, with blooming
roses, dahlias and cosmos attracted multicoloured butterflies and noisy
bumblebees. Most noticeable wcra Painted Lady butterflies ( Vanes pa sp .

)

flitting gaily ond sipping nectar. Moving on, we halted to pick up somo
hill potatoes at Begeshwar, and, since some of us cculd not resist the
sight of 'Jilebis' being prepared right in front of us, soon we were
busy stuffing these end washing them down with hot cups of tua. Our
secend night halt, Kapkot (3500'), was roachod in drizzling rain and this
was the furthest the jeep could go. This village is located in an exten-
sive valley where poddy, ragi, soyabean and a millet were growing, boun-
ded on all sides by fairly bore hills with sparse coniferous forest on
their tops. Contact was maoa with the Block Development Officer in whose
cor we were tc leave the jeep and trailer and prepare ourselves for the
35 mile trek through the enchanting Findor valley to the glacier which
was our ultimate destination. We would be climbing throughout this
distance, from o height of barely 3500 feet up to over 13000 feet, taking
12 days in all, with 1-2 day stops on the way at four P.W.D. rest houses,
tz. enable us to collect the insects for which reason this expedition was
organised. The return trip, walking downhill, would take us just three
days with two night halts, that is, provided the rain gods cooperated
with us and everything went according to schedule.

•

Next morning, wo pe
point where its tri
because its waters
capped Redstart was
and White and Large
this redstart had t
block beck, wings a
white cap. Add to
quite the most onch
admiration and thro
watching it again.
river's edge was th
both Jungle and Hqu
dantly evident.

rformud our ablutions beside the river Saryu, at the
butory, tho Khcjrgonga (su named, Recording to locals,
taste like 'khcer') joins it. A beautiful White-
noticed perched on a stack of logs bosido the river.
Pied Wagtails seen near the water's edge. I thought
he meat eyecatching colour combination possible, with
nd chest, chestnut belly end toil and a pretty snow-
this tho sprightly nature of redstarts and you have
anting little bird possible. This bird really won my
ughout the trip I found myself looking forward to
Another bird that made ita presence felt on tho

c Large Pied Kingfisher, while around the village
so Crows, Indian Myna and House Sparrows were abun-
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Most of the day was utilized for collecting insects one the prize catch
of the day was o single Daklr.of Butterfly (Kallime inachus), which I

netted as it floated into me along a path in the forest. This raro but-
terfly, typical of the Oriental faun:, mimics dry aaklesvee and once it
settles on the ground in ock forest emang the fcilen dry leaves, it sim-
ply disappears from sight even thongh the observer nay have Consciously
pinpointed the spct where it he settled! Late in the afternoon it sta-
rted raining again and kept us indoors for tho r&st of the day. However
wc took the opportunity to engage a pack of mules oelunging to a Bahadur
Singh whe would also serve as our guide. This was a giant of a man, with
impressive moustaches and a much wrinkled, wLotherbeaton countoncce who
was to help Us negotiate the foot-track to the glacier for the next few
days .

Wq started off en fact early the next day along with the pack of mules
with our beddings, equipment and provisions laden on their backs end with
Bahadur Singh spurring them on. From here upto Lcharkhet which was our
next stop, we walked amongst open fields and light coniferous forest along
the ascending path which hugged tht. course of the river. I Gighted a
Plumbeacus Redstart on some rcoks in the river but besides this bird only
Red Crowned Jays and 5pnttcd Doves showed themselves nn thu way. Of
course the ubiquitous House Sparrow occurred near every human habitation,
that we passed. I must make it clear hero that oven though the Himalaya
supports e large variety of bird life, these arc, for the most part, cut
of sight, and, unless one keeps his eyes and ears really wide open, he is
bounc' to be disappointed with the avifauna hero.

After spending a day it Loherket {5750"), we climbed some four thousand
feet over a distance of five milus, covering just one mile in each hour,
to Dhakuri Ridge (9600') and reached the rest house on the other side cf
the Ridgo through Dhakuri Pass ?t noon. Bird life an the way through
fairly dense and wet mixed forest with a lot of undergrowth and ferns
both on the ground and on moss-covered tree trunks wee disappointing,
until wc crossed a broad clearing in the forest where a pair- of Dark Grey
Bush Chats, with very prominent whrto chin patches were seen. .«t Uhakuri
rest house ( 8600 ' ) f where wc stayed two ''ays, the Himalayan Greenfinch
was the most obvious bird, besides single sightings of the Plainbockcd
Mountain Thrush, Yellow-billed Blue Magpie, Himalayan Tree Creeper,
Spotted Forktail, Black Rodstort, Himalayan Whistling Thrush, Whitebrowed
Blue Flycatcher, Grey Wagtail and Rufous Turtle Dove. hpart from those,
thu Rascfinch, Spotted Dove, Redcrawnod Jay, Jungle Crow and White Wagtail
were observed around the rest hcuse on both days. The Dhakuri Ridge is
talked of as an ecological/physical bcrrior by same zoologists but opart
from my observation that the House Crow, Whitecheoked and Redvcnted
Bulbuls and the House Sparrow wore not seen efter Loharkhet, this ridge
may not assume the role of a barrier in the case cf birds.
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The fir9t of October saw us trekking downhill first and then uphill fromDhakun to Kbati (7200'), a small village with a population of approxi-
mately 200 people, the rest house located above the Pindar river flowinq
a few hundred feet below. It was at Khati that I saw the most number of
birdoiraspeciM in a day and a half, most interesting being Spotted Forktail,Himalayan Pied Woodpecker, Himalayan Tree. Pie, Himalaya VGrditer Flycat-cher, Lammergeier, Rodbillcd Blue Magpie, Pied Ground Thrush, Blacknaped
Green Woodpecker, Streaked and Striated Laughing Thrushes, Blackcapped

;
lbia

'
Y ellowbilled Elue Magpie and Himalayan Whistling Thrush. Right in

front of the rest house I watched a mixed hunting perty which consisted
of Himalayan Tree Creeper, Yellowbellied Fantail Flycatcher, Greyheaded
flycatcher, Greenbacked Tit, Tickell's Leaf Warbler, Ycllowrumped Leaf
Warbler, Greyfaced Leaf Warbler and the Yellowcyed Flycatcher-Warbler.
These 'mixed hunting parties' are a phenomenon of the forost every bird---ry
watcner must experience — a symbiotic association of different species
of birds, engaged in feverish activity, moving so rapidly through the
foliage thct ence they have moved out of sight, you are loft with the
feeling that a 'minor tornado' has just passed your way!

We footed it to our next halt, Dwali (9000' ), situated above a fork in the
river Pindar, most cf the time using the rough, stony river bod as a track,
since the actual path was bad. It was here that I saw the magnificent,
huge Himalayan Griffon Vultures, reputed to have the largest wing span
among Indian birds, frequenting the rocky hills nearby. The Bearded
Vulture or Lammergeier was also seen frequently. The only day we had
planned to spend rat Dwali collecting insects was a total washout, heavy
rain keeping us indoors, inside cur blankets and in front of a wood fire.
Taking advantage of a slight break in the murky weather next morning, we
started off for Phurkia (11,000') in biting cold through bamboo forest
most of the way and had just reached the rest housu when it started
pouring again. Birdlife at Phurkia, which we experienced as an extremely
cold and bloak place, was very poox, only the Bearded Vulture, Jungle
Crow, Blue Chat and unidentifiable Swifts being seen. The next day again
was oil rain and no sun-, which mode us very dull boys indeed! It did
cease for half an hour or so when we gat cut of the rest house and I got
a glimpse of a flock of Snow Pigeons in the most, which, I must say, is a
most glorious sight!

'•s if aware of our planned schedule of going to the Glacier on Sunday 7
October, we were greeted in the morning with bright sunshine and an abso-
lutely clear sky. The whole place was transformed from a bleak, cold
place to o beautiful alpine country with snow perks all around. The five
mile trek to the.. Racier through open grassy meadows with the only trees
in the initial portion being Rhododendrons, was exhilarating and when wedid reach Zero Point', which is the farthest you can go towards the.
glacier, separated from you by a deep gorge where the Pindar river starts
as a small trickle of water, it was rather an anticlimax since we cculd
not actually set foot on the glacier. The weather was magnificent and
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Bahadur Singh told us thct it was said that only people who were not
'sinners' in the eyes of God were able to sec the glacier in such fine
sunshine. Tho only birds seen on the way were Redbilled Choughs uttering
their wierd colls, Snow Pigeons and a solitary Blue Chat sitting an a
Rhododendron tree. Wo also passe r' e group of about ten horses left hero
to pass the summer and grow fat feeding on tho luxuriant gross bofcro
being taken back by their masters to the plains in winter and put to work.
Temporary lass of contact with humans had made these horses semi-feral
and the way they pricked up their ears and formed a closer group os we
passed them indicated this state. On tho way back, after looking for
insects under stones bath lying scattered on the grass end in the bed of
the small rivulet (the only likely spots for them to be found) Bahadur
Singh showed us some aromatic plants (bushes) with reddish foliage,
locally termed 'dhcop', growing here.

We returned to Kapkot walking the 35 mile distance beck in three days
with night halts at Phurkia, Khati and Loherkhct, picked up our jeep,
paid Bahadur Sinyh ond made it to Bageshwar by nightfall on October 10th.
ThE following morning I saw Block Partridge, Small Blue Kingfisher and
Swallow here, all these birds for the first timL; on the trip. Next day
we reached Ranikhet end the following day visited Dunagiri (7700 1

), a
hill nearby with a temple ond apple orchards. Wo were beck in Delhi for
dinner the next day.

The expedition hod been very interesting and successful from the point
of view of our insect collection end I had managed to do somt. justice to
my birdwatching, although it is very difficult to do both at the same
time. I believe my foregoing account of the avifauna of this area,
though sketchy, is the mest exhaustive one yet attempted, though there
is an article by W.M.D. bhortt (1925 ^. Bomb ay not . Hist . Soc . 30 : 3BQ-
396) on o similar trek to the glacier (for shooting birds, not watching
them) where ho mentions seeing and shooting only Moncl, 'Wood Partridges',
Kelij Pheasant, Snow Pigeons, Black Psrtric'ge and Teal.

In the following table, I have listed oil the birds identified on my trip
to the glacier at each halt. An asterisk indicates positive and o dash
indicates negative sighting of that bird in the particular place.

Legend: R Ranikhet, 7000'
Ka= Kapkot, 3500'

Kh» Khati, 7200'
Pi- Pindari Glacier, 13,000'
Du= Dunagiri, 7700' * «= seen
L = Lohorkhet, 5750'
Dw=Dwali, 9000* " = not seen

B Bageshwar, 3000'
Dh= Dhakuri, 8600'
Phs Phurkia, 11,000'
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No. Bird Species H Du B Ke L Dh Kh Dw Ph Pi

1 Pariah Kite * * * _ _ _
Mil

v

us migrans
2 Himalayan Griffon Vulture.

Gvps himalovcnsis ---___.
3 Bearded Vulturo

Gyp actus borbotus - - - - «
4 Block Partridge

f runcolinus f rancrlinus --*-___
5 Snow Pigeon

Colurnba leucunoto - — ____ -
6 Blue Rock Pigeon

Coium'ua li via *--____
7 Rufous Turtle Dcve

_S_treptaDolin uriuntalis ---_.#«
8 Spotted Dove

Strap top alia chinonsis «»*###
9 Slatyheadod Parakeet

Psittacula himoleyona *--_-__
ID Large Pied Kingfisher

Curvle luMubris ---**__
11 Smell Blue Kingfisher

"lce'-!o_ att his — -*--__
12 Great Hill Beroct

Heqalcima virens *----__
13. Blacknaped Green Wocdpecker

Pic us c anus ---___*
14 Himalayan Pied Woodpecker

Dendrccopos himalayensis ***___*
15 Swallow

Hirumio rustica - — *-___
16 Rufousbacked Shrike

L^nius schach *-*____
17 Black Drongo

"

Dicrurus _adsimilis * * * * _ _
18 I ndian Hyna

Acridoth&res tristis **#*#_#
19 Redcrowned Jay

Garrulus gla ndarius »»»*»##
20 Yellowbillcd Blue Magpie

Kitta flavirostris ---__»#
21 Hedbilled Blue Magpie

Kitta erythrorhynche --____*
22 Himalayan Tree Fie

Dendrucit_t_a formosoe - - _ _ _ _ »
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No. Bird Species R Du B Ka L Dh Kh Dw Ph Pi

23 Rcdbilled Chough
P vrrh^c orax pyrrhucorax

24 House Craw
Corvus s:-»lendens *

25 Jungle Craw
Ccrvus rogcrcrhynchos *

26 Whitecheeked Bulbul
P vc ncnctus leucacenys -

27 Redvented Bulbul
Pycnonotjjs c afcr *

2B Striated Lau^hinn-Thrush
5orrul.ix striatus

29 Streaked Laughin<;-Thrush
Garrulnx lineatus

30 Blackcapped Sibia
Hetero^hec? e cnpis trqta *

31 Whitebrowcd Blue Flycatcher
Muscicjpa superciliaris -

32 Himalayan Verditcr Flycatcher
H uscicapa thalossino

33 Greyherded Flycatcher
Culicicapc ceylonunsis

34 Yellowbellied Fontail Flycatcher
Khiuidura hygoxantha

35 Tickcll's Leaf Warbler
Phylloscoyjus af fjnj^ -

36 Vcllowrumpcd Leaf Warbler
Phylloscoous proreculus

37 Greyfaced Lauf Warbler
Phyllascopus maculipennis

38 Yelleweyed Flycatcher Warbler
Seiccrcus burki.

39 Blue Chat
"

Erithacus orunncus
40 Black Redstart

P hcenicurus ochruros *

41 Plumbeous Redstart
Rhyecornis fuliuincsus

42 Spotted Fcrktail
Enicurus mnculatus *

4 3 Collared Bush Chat
Snxicela torguato *

44 Pied Bush Chat
Saxicola cap rat" *

45 Dark Grey Bush Chat
Saxicola farrea

* -

* -

*

*

» _

* _

• *
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No. Bird Species R Du B Ka L Dh Kh Dw Ph Pi

46 Whitocapped Kedstort
Chaimarrornis leuccceshelus

4 7 Himalayan Whistling Thrush
Mviophoneus cacrulcus

46 Pied Ground Thrush
Zcothera wardij

49 Ploinbackcd Mountain Thrush
Zoothcra moilissimo

50 Greywinged Blackbird
Turdus b^u lbcu l

51 Grey Tit
i
1 arus major

52 Greenbacked Tit

Icarus tnunticolus
53 Himalayan Tree Creeper

Cer thja himalayana
54 Grey Wagtail

Mo t acjlln c use ice
55 White Wagtail

Motacilla alba
56 Large Pied Wagtail

Hotac i 1 J. a made raspa tens is

57 House Sparrow
Passer domosticus

5B Spotted Munia
Lunchura punc tualata

59 Himalayan Greenfinch
Carduelis gpinoides

60 flosefinch
Carpodacus ery thrinus

THE SINGUU/.fllTY OF PLUR.XS

__ * *

_ *

_ * *

* * —

* -

Glancing through an old Encyclopaedia in a friend's house I come across

this list of words used to denote groups, as against single individuals

of soveral kinds of birds. English is certainly a rich language, albeit

a difficult one:

fall of woodcocks
flight of doves or swallows
murmuratian of starlings
building or clamour of rooks
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covey of partridge
bevy of quails
host of sparrows
game of swans
charm of goldfinches
congregation of plovers
exaltation of larks
watch of nichtingcles
wisp of snipe
plump of moorhens
segt of herons
muster of peacocks
paddling of ducks
brood of chickens
tiding of meypies
skein of geese

And how should we describe o group of people talking noisily, and pur-

porting to be watching birds. '* clamour: of birdwatcher?

2.F.

WHITEV'INGED WOOD DUCK (CMFmN,. SCUTULAT,.)

In 1967 Mr. M.J.S. Mackenzie formulated a project for saving the White-
winged Wood Duck both by preserving its habitat in Assam and by breeding
the ducks in captivity. in Gcuhnti Zoo and ot the Wildfowl Trust in Slim-
bridge, England. Under the imaginative direction of Sir Actor Scott the

captive grou^ at Slimbridge is doing very well, r.nd some 86 birds have
been bred so for* This is a most encouraging development because it
means thrt in the unfortunate evunt of thi. wild population of the Wood
Duck in i.ssem getting dangereusly depleted through hnbitat destruction,
tho captive birds could be introducoc into a sanctuary area later on.

MacKenzie has pursued this project with commendable zeal and efficicnoy

and in September 1975 ho had the opportunity to visit again the areas
in Assam whore the birds were formerly reported to be well established.
He suggests thrt the Duamera, D L hing East, Nemphri, Tinkopani Reserve
Forests as well as the Nam Dapha Sanctuary bo established as a primary
rain forest sancturry for tho White Winged V/eod Duck and otner forms of
wildlife. Ho says quite rightly that the sanctuary area should not be
chosen purely on bohai f of the Wood Duck, but rather ns a conservation
area for as wide a spectrum of trees, plants, animal, birds and insects
as may be protected in one oron of Assam rleins Primary Rain Forest.
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Uecommendations of the type mode by Mackenzie must be processed quickly
because the character of even our Hoserve Forests is changing rabidly,
and unless these areas arc given the status of a sanctuary their flori-
stics mitjht change so quickly thit they will no lenger be a suitable
h.-.bitct for these birds. Perhaps Mackenzie's proposal can also be con-
sidered by the Notional Eommittoe on Environmental Manning &. Coordina-
tion who are proceeding to establish bicsphere reserves in various ports
of India, as recemmended by UNE5L0 and tho United Nations Environment
Programme

.

Z.F.

CORRESPONDENCE!

You may bo interested to know that our Birdwatchers Club of Indore has
now formed itself ss the Ornithological Society of Cuntral India, one
of the cbjects of which is to update the Bird Survey of Central India
that was last conducted by Dr. 5nlim «.li in 1938-39. This is only a
wish at the moment, but I would hope that with some funds becoming nvai
lable we mey be able to do something to update the list although not in
tho scientific and technical manner in which Dr. So.lim f.li did it 37
yee-rs ago.

Dr. P..T. Thomas
The Ornithological Society of Central India
13, Old Schore "03d,
Indore 452001,
Madhya Pradesh.

Zafar Futeholly
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
Dodda Gubbi Poet,
Via Vidyanagar,
Bangalore 562134

.
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RANGANATHITTU BIRD SANCTUARY

5.G. Neginhal

It is May, and the summer is at its fag end. There have been some heovy
prcmonsoon showers, and the farmers have sot to ploughing their fields
to take up paddy cultivation. Water hes started flowing in the age old
irrigation canals to facilitate the ryots to puddle the fields.

The waders and water birds, which were waiting for this season, have
commenced collecting on the islets of the Cauvcry River, at Ranganathittu,
16 kms from Mysore City. Soon, large mixed hGronries spring up on all the
host plants of the islets and the birds commence building nests assured of
a good supply of food in the form of insects, earth-worms, crustaceans,
molluscs, frogs in the surrounding puddle paddy fields and fish from the
river. In addition the deep waters of the river offer natural protection
and immunity from human molestation for the breeding birds.
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1 1 is very rare to come across mixed heronries of the type that we see
at Rongenathittu, representing nine species of wading birds and four
species of water birds os listed below:

1. Large Egret (Egretta alba) Local Nome: Kokre or Bellakki
2. Median Egret (E, intermedia) L->col nnme: KokrB
3. Little Egret (E. garzetta) Local nemo: Kokre
4. Cattle Egret (Bubulcus ibis) Local name: Kokre
5* Openbilled Stork (rtnostomus oscitans) Local name: Kcngel Botu
6, White Ibis ( Thruskiornis melnnacephala) Local name: Karitale Hakko
7- Spoonbill (Platalca leucorodia)
B« Night Heron (Nycticcrax nycticorox)
9. Indian Pond Heron Ardeola grayii)
10. Dorter or Snake Bird ( rinhinga rufa) Local name: Necr Koli
11. Largo Cormorant (Phalocrocorox carbo) Local name: Neer Uatu
12. Indian Shag (Phelacroccrnx fuscicollis) Local name: Nccr Kogi
13. Little Cormorant (Phalacrocorax niger)

Soon the birds commence acquiring their nuptial plumage. There is a

change in the colour of the feathers and the bonk. The snow-white
Cattle Egret in its brooding plumage wears golden buff on its head, neck
and back. • The Largo Egret develops lacelike plumes on the back and often
keeps them erect and spread out in "showers". The Little Egrot wears a

drooping nuchal crest of two long thin plumes - known to the trade as

"aigrettes". The Spoonbill puts on a long white, busy nuchal crest. The

Large Cormorant has some white on the head and neck, and the Shag has
white feather tufts behind the eyes and white speckles on the head.

The birds arc busily engaged in nest building in the months of May and

June. These birds are no great architects. The nests arc skimpy stick
.platforms lined with water weeds and loaves. They ore built cheek by
jowl - often many species nest together. There is however a tendency to

segregate into discrete "Mohollas", as Dr. Salim hli puts it. Usually
both the sexes take part in nest building and care of the young.

The eggs arc laid in June and July, Tur ooluyists, Rangenathittu is a

veritable paradise. Thousands of eggs ore available for close study by

just stopping over the low built nests from the rowing boat or coracle
provided by the Wild Lifo Department. The eggs ore most colourful -

varying frum pole greenish blue to white. When the available nesting
grounds aro overcrowded with nests the lote comers like the White Ibis
build their nests p^ the c^rcu/i d,.

,

*

* The statement by the author about nests being built on the ground needs
to be checked as Stuart Baker in his Niuification of the Birds of the
Indian Empire Vol. IV, page 436, does not refer to this. If anything the

impression Stuart taker gives is to the contrary for he says: "They often
choose large trees tu nest on while many other birds prefer lower cnes
closer to the level of the water." Ed.
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August is the month when most of the eggs hatch and the nests are then
teeming with nestlings. The parent birds are busy getting food from the
just planted paddy fields, jheels and the river. It is a sight to see
the birds making repeated sorties for feeding the voracious fledglings.

The fledglings demand food from the incoming parents by violently worrying
them and by tickling their throats and beak. The nestlings of cormorants
and darters beg food excitedly swaying their scrawny necks from side to
side and tickling the bill of the parents to induce disgorgement. Impor-
tunate chicks of egrets and white ibis insert their bc;aks into the parents'
beaks and wrestle vigorously to pre-empt food. The fledglings of openbill
storks stand in a semi-circle moving their heads up-and-down till the
parents disgorge the food on to the floor of the nest.

The fledglings commence learning to fly by September-October. They are
at first seen going from branch to branch and later from tree to tree.
The grownups are seen to flock on the rocks projecting outside the river,
when the water recedes in October.

When thG fledglings become mature enough to take long distance flights
the parents start packing off and they leave the sanctuary by late October
and November with their young ones.

During the rainy season on two or three occasions the islets on which the
birds nest are inundated. These floods wash away the low-level nests
along with the eggs and nestlings. After each flood and the resultant
destruction the birds soon get busy in building new nests and raising new .

broods without lamenting over their fate.

The eggs and hatchlings suffer heavy depredations from crows, which infest
tho sanctuary during the breeding season. It is painful to sco the birds
looking on helplessly at the pilfering crows snatching away the eggs and
nestlings. The Brahminy Kite is the other common predator and periodically
Bonnet Monkoys swim over the islets and pillage the eggs.

V/hcn the waders and water birds leave the sanctuary with their broods, tho
sanctuary welcomes yet another serins of interesting birds. These include
the Greot Stone Plover (Esagus recurvirostris) , tho Indian River Tern
(Sterne aurantia), the Large Whistling Teal (Dendrocygno bicolor), the
Indian Cliff Swallow (Hirundo fluvicola), tho Striated Weaver Birds
(Plocous monyor) and the Common Weaver Bird (Ploceus philippinus) .

The characteristically "goggle" eyed great stone plovers with their up-
turned block and yellow bill spend the day drowsing on the hot boulders
jutting out in tho river after the rains. On being disturbed the plovers
fly away issuing forth weiling cries "-Krec-krcc-kre-kre"

.
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The graceful Indian rivor terns with orange yellow bill keep on restlessly
flying up and down the placid waters of the Ccuvery scanning it for fish.
The weaver birds flock on tho Palm and Acacia trees fringing the river and
are busy weaving their retort shaped nests with a tubular entrance.

The cliff swallows build their mud nests on the big rocks projecting out-
sido the river from November onwards and collect in hundreds for breeding.

The crested serpent eagle (Spilornis cheela) is another interesting resi-
dent bird. Tho marsh crocodiles (Crocodilus palustris) crawling on to
the exposed rocks of the river and basking in the sun provide an interest-
ing sight in winter and summer. The sanctuary provides natural breeding
conditions for the crocodiles on account of its deep waters and availability
of food in the form of fish.

Otters are most entertaining when they roll and divo after fish. The famous
but rero Mahseer (Barbus tor) fish is the prized occupant of the doep waters
of this place. There are twelve other species of fish. Hence in addition
to being a bird sanctuary this is also a fish sanctuary.

Flying Foxes ore found roosting in hundreds during the day on tho huge trees
of the main island. At dusk these bats became suddenly active and start
flying out towards their favourite orchards to food on fruit.

COMMUNAL ROOSTING IN THE REDWHISKERED BULBUL

K.K. Ncolokantan

At Pommbikulom (Palghat District, Kerala), during the last week of July
1973, I noticed that large numbers of Redwhiskercd Bulbuls assembled uvory
evening at about 6.30 at certain places and indulged in a loud concert of
chattering notos. One of their roosts was a low (30 feet), but thickly
foliaged, graft mango tree which stood, like a huge inverted basket, bet-
ween two cottages occupied by Forest Range Officers. The birds arrived
here in small flocks before dusk, set up a loud chatter which went on for
5 to 10 minutes, and then scttlad down for the night. Oncd they had fallen
silent, no one could have guessed that there wore 2 to 3 hundred bulbuls
in that tree. The peculiar chatter was hoard again for a short while early
in the morning before the birds dispersed. A small party of 6 or 7 Orange
Minivets arrived lator than tha bulbuls and shared the roost with them.

On the 15th cf April, 1975, I noted that hundreds of bulbuls were still
roosting on the same tree. On that occasion, however, no minivuts were
seen.

Since in the Handbook of the Birds of India and Pakistan thora is no hint
of a tendency in this bulbul to roost in such large numbers, will readers
who have noted this habit write to the Editor, giving details of place,
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time of the year, nature of the roost, approximate number of the birds,
etc.?

Unlike bee-eaters and house sparrows, the bulbuls never flew out of the
tree in false alarms before settling down.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FEELING BEHAVIOUR OF CERTAIN BIRDS ON THE
STANDING CROP OF JCWAR, SORGHUM VULG/.RE

A.P. Jain

During a recent visit to Mnlhargarh, Mondseur District, Madhya Pradesh,
I recorded ebservotiuns on the feeding behaviour of several bird pests
of the standing Jowar crop from 17.11.1973 to 22.11.1973. The birds cf
economic importance which came tG my notice were the sparrow (Passer
domesticus), the ring dove ( Strep tcpelia dacaoctc), the little brown dove
(5. senegalensis) , the rose-ringed parakeet (Psittocule kremeri), the
blossom-headed parakeet (Psittacula cy anccuphalo) , the house-crow ( Corvus
splendens) and the common myna ( Acriciothercs tristis).

I found that the birds mostly fed on thoso parts of the cobs on which
they could maintain their balance while pecking. *»s these parts of the
cobs became groinless and the birds still attemptod to peck at grains on
other parts, their balance got disturbed and the birds shifted to other
plants. This is true for ill the birds mentioned above except the
sparrows. The sparrows mostly feud on cobs which have already been
visited by other birds possibly b&couse it is easier to pock and pick
loosened grain.

The frequency of grain picking from the standing cobs was highest for the
dove followed by the myna, parrot and crow. /.n ocular estimation revealed
that grain from about 15 per c3nt'of the cobs were partly or wholly devou-
red by these birds.

The crows also fed en the pods of groundnut ( Arachis hypogea) which were
stocked for drying in the fields.

It was interesting to note that sparrows, while feeding, remained asso-
ciated with many Df the larger birds while the latter selected their own
fields for feeding and usually no mixing of species occurred.

SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE OCCURRENCE OF NON-MIGRnTORY BIRDS
-

K.K. Neelakantan

In the August-September (1975) issue of the Newsletter Br. Navarro

(

commented most interostingly on soasonal differences in the bird-life of
Susagowahatti . This hdped to remind me of some of my experience at
Parembikulom (Kerala State), a wildlife sanctuary.
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In spita of the ravages caused by the building of a dam, by unfortunate
land use policies ond unprofitable took plantation schemes, Porambikulam
remains on interesting place for the birdwatcher. My first visit to this
sanctuary was in July 1973, ond the second in npril 1975: tho first during
a lull in the monsoon and the uthcr well before the onset of the rains.

In July 1973 one of the commonest and most noticeable of birds at Porambi-
kulam was the Coorg wren warbler tPrinia hodgsonii). Pairs and parties
were everywhere, and almost oil day some of them could be seen 'dancing 1

and singing on electric and telephone wires and other high exposed perches.
But in April 1975 1 met with the bird only once in the course of three
days

!

Another striking difference was in the number of grcon pigeons. During
my first visit green pigeons (mostly of the greyfrontcd species) were
noted as numerous. Early in the morning end Into in the evening they
could be seen basking in the sun on the topmost twigs of tall trees. They
spent hours in a tree close tu the Inspection Bungalow, quarrelling among
themselves and with barbets, bulbuls ond hornbills for the fruit. In April
1975 green pigeons were seldom seen though the Imperial pigeon (Jerdon's)
was often met with and appeared to be nesting.

Other birds noted as common and noisy in July 1973 but seldom seen or
heard in April 1975 were the Bronzed Drongo and the Orange Minivot. During
tha first visit Malabar Grey Hornbills were found going about in parties
of 4 to 6 whereas in April only single males were seen. «n

TRITE OBSERVATIONS

Zafar Futehally

The presence of predators and prey existing cheek by jowl is something
which always causes amazement. The uthcr day a number of spotted doves
were preening themselves unconcernedly on bnuhinin tree while a shikrn
was perched just 3 feet below them on tha some tree. The position of the
dovos was such that they probably felt 'on top', but could not the shikra
have made a quick abcut-turn to attack these doves? Or was it that the
doves knew that the shikra hod fed on a sparrow, and wes satiated for the
day?

Yesterday morning (14th January), as I was inpsecting the coconut plants
in our garden there wes a heavy "thud" 10 feet from me, and I noticed that
a dead mouse had been dropped by o Pariah Kite. The Kite was being hotly
pursued by fcur others and a couple of house crows as well. I walked away
50 yards from the site so that I could observe further developments without
disturbing the birds. The kite swooped 3 or 4 times on the mouse without
succeeding in engaging it in its talons. The position of the house was
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such that the kite could not make a long sweep, and had to rise abruptly
as the house was in the way. What surprised me was that even tho two
house crows did not descend on the mouse after tho kite gave up the attempt.
Later on I hurled the deod mouse on tc our lawn from where it was clearly
visible to the several kites and crows that were oround, but none of the
birds came tc pick up the dead aninal, I wundcr if any of our readers can
offer an explnnctiun.

Identifying birds like Pipits, for example, merely from their form and
colouration is difficult business. For many dey3 I used to see pipits
in the fields arounJ cur house without being able to decide what species
they were. But, the Handbook coma tc my rescue. Thus The Handbook
Volume IX page 24 says ".... moving its tail up and down in the manner
of wagtails .... perches freely on bushes and tufts of grass "

*rmed with this information I went back to look at these birds, and it
was then clear that they were Paddy-field Pipits ( <>nthus novaeseLlandiac)
Similarly the several wren warblers can be very confusing, and it is marc
by their habits than by their appserance thfct they can be identified. In
the cose of the Streaked Fantail Warbler (Cisticcla juncidis cursitans),
Volume VIII of the Handbook page 34, says "feeds on or near tho ground,
seldom flitting about on the top of bushes or gross. clumps in tho manner
of wren warblers". It may be useful if readers, when out birdwatching
make on the spot notes of the mannerisms of different birds as a clue tc
identification.

CORRESPONDENCE

MUNI/, AND WHITE -EYE RECORDS

T. Gay

During a five-week stay in lovoly Kodaikanal, October-November 1975, I

hod hoped to enjoy o lot of bird-wotching. The unaccustomed cold, how-
ever, and the mist and cloud and rain brought by the prolonged north-east
monsoon, put a veritable damper on my hopes. Bird observations were few,
and the only ones possibly worth reporting are these two:

(l) rt pair of Spotted Munias (Lanchura punctualata) were seen on Cooker's
Walk, busily diving into patches of coarse grass and perching on the dense
lontana bushes. With their customary lack of shyness, they allowed me to
observe them at close ran ye. Salim nil's Indian Hill Birds, finds nc place
for any species of Munia; and. since Conker's Walk is well over 7000 ft
above sea level, this observation may possibly constituto n "height rocord"
for these little finches. Does any reader of the Newsletter know of a
still higher record?
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(2) In the pleasant grounds of the Carlton Hotel one could at any time
find the pretty little White-eye (Zosterops polpcbrusa). Their numbers
were sometimes fairly large, but I had no idea how large until one morning
when I was able to count them as they flew, by ones anJ twus, from one
tall ilex tree to another a few paces distant. I counted — to my amose-
ment — no less than 67 White-eyes! The trickle cf small groen bird -
lets scum as though it would never end. The Beck cf Indian Birds refers
to "flocks of 5 to 20 or more", but has even Sslim Bhai scm o fleck of
sixty-seven?

i. PUNCHED C.-RD KEY TO THE D1C0T F/.MILIES OF SOUTH INDIn

2afor Futehally

Fr. Cecil J. Saldenha of the 5t. Joseph's College, Bangalore, and Mr. C.
Kamaeswara Rao of the Deportment of Botany, Bangalore University, have
designed and produced a most useful Key for the identification of all the
Families of south Indian plants. "11 the Dicot Plant Families are listed
on each of a set of punched cords. A list of characters relating to the
loaves-, flowers, fruits, seeds, perianth, indumentum, etc. is given. When
a fow of these are identified the relevant cords pertaining to these
characters arc placed one tin top of the other. Holding up the* cards
against the light the identification is provided by the cut slot which is
not blanked out. The several cares indicate by their slots oil the Family
characters by a particular trait.

This Key is available for fis.35 from the Centre for Taxenomic Studies,
5t. Joseph's College, Bangalore 560 001. Perhaps same enterprising
ornithologist will produce something similar for identifying the birds
of a particular region.

RED-WnTTLED L^PwING

V.S, Saxena

May I invite your attention te the note 'Mure about the nestiny of the
Red-Wattled Lapwing 1 by Thomas Gay in the Newsletter of i.pril/May 1975?
Shri Thomas Gay referred to the nesting of the Red-Wattled Lapwing in
Kota in front of the Palace. I made enquiries with Shri Bhim Sinyhji
lex-ruler of Kota state) about this bird. In his reply dated 12th December
1975, 5hri Sinhji seys: "The news about the Kotoh Lapwing nesting on the
lawns is correct. The bird did come till 1966 but cfter that 1 have not
noticed her coming tc that place for nesting egain. I do not know where
the bird has gone now"

.

Thero was also an interesting comment from Mr. *«,K. Chakravarthy and
Mr. P.M. Govindokrishnan, Bangalore (Newsletter of August/September 1975)
about finding the nestlings of the Red-Wattled Lapwing in the low ground
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in Bangalore and that against the apprehension of a draught, there was
good rainfall in Bangalore this year. The site of nesting of Rod-Wattled
Lapwings is often linked with ensuing rainfall conditions in a particular
year. The ogg laying of this bird in the north is done in the promensoah
period and if the hatching of oggs is belated and if by intuition, it gets

V the idua that it is going to be a yaod rainfall year, it will avoid low
lying areas. From thu account of Sarva Shri Chokravarthy and Govind-
krishnan it appears that chicks must have become large enough to fend for
themselves before the low ground level was inundated. It is, however, a
matter for furthor observation and study, Shri Dhcrmakumarsinhji (cf.
Newsletter for February 1975 - Shri 5.K. Reeves) has howavcr, dismissed
the dependability of this belief.

I may further quoto a few instances. My friend Shri G.N, Pillai, Dy.
Conservator of Forests, Udaipur told me that n pair of Rod-Wattled Lapwingi
laid eggs on the roof of a small room in tho annexe of his Bungalow ot
Udaipur in 1973 anJ as is well-known Udaipur had a devastating flood in
1973 and the area around the nesting site was submerged. far a little while,

This year when I was on tour of Ranthombhor, Project Tiger Reserve, on
28th May, 1975, 1 saw a Red-Wattled Lapwing nesting on a katcha platform
about a metre high from the general ground level, opposite the mesque in
the fort. There were four eggs in the nest. I have been given to under-
stand that the rains were quite good in the terrain in this year.

It can therefore be conjectured that the nustini, ond laying of eggs on
higher ground than usual may have c bearing on good rainfall to follow.
I do not have authentic information about tho other aspect, i.e. that if
eggs ore laid in a depression it would imply a poor rainfall year. It
would be desirable that more observations on this bird and its breeding
behaviour are made in a scientific way so that the human race could profit
by the indications, good or bad, birds give us.

THE SINGULARITY OF PLURnLS

Amin Tyobji
-

I wish to augment your list of plurols with the following:

A nye of pheasants
" tribe of sparrows
rt roftor of turkeys
A mustering of storks

-^* » chattering of starlings
A convocation of eagles
n team of ducks (on tho wing)
A bond of joys .

r\ pack of grouse
A colony of gulls
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J.5. Serrao quotes from an article by George Reiger in I ntcrnnti jnal
Wildlife Vol. 5(3), May/June 1975:

"Once the English language was rich with arcane and colorful words for
wildlife plurals, groupings and behaviour. For example a number of larks
was on exaltation of larks. A group of teal was correctly called a spring
of teal. We also find a charm of goldfinches, a murmuratiun uf sterlings,
a murder of crows, and unkindncss of ravens, a. parliantFn-^ of rooks, a
quarrel of sparrows, a fall of woodcocks, and a wisp of snipes. In fact,
the word flock was generally reserved for domestic chickens and sheep,
while flight most often applied to swallows and rock doves (common pigeons)
•A group of geese on the wing was referred to as a skein , while those on
the ground wore a gaggle Grouse travelled in packs , partridges in
covevs. and quail in bevies l\ cock pheasant and his hens made up a nye
nide; a family of turkeys was e dule or o rafter . Peacocks mustered .

P-lovers congregated . Bitterns came in sedges while herons appeared in
seiaes. A group of puddle ducks was described either as a o addling - in
the water - or as a leash or team waddling ashore. i\ cluster of divinr,
ducks was a downing or droppinc . swans formed a herd or whiteness , and
coots were n covert. " « Today all*birds flock, and most big
mammals form herds."

As 'gaggle' refers to geese on the ground, as also a collection of ladies,
may I suggest 'cackle* for noisy birdwatchers.

COMMENTS

Ghorpedc's article on Bird Notes on an expedition to the Pindori brings
bock vory old momories of when I first did this trip (as a boyscout) in
1912 - before World War I! - when jeeps, etc. and anything beyond bridle-
paths wure unknown,

F".C, Badhwar

amMay I be permitted to strike a personal note and say how grateful I

to Mr. Nilkonta for having so ably kept the Newsletter olive at a time,
and for a poriod, when it might so easily hove foundered. I novo olways
greatly enjoyed the Newsletter and look forward eagerly to receiving my
copy.

When a voluntary job requires to bo done, it is not always easy to find
volunteers. Despito his busy life, Mr. Nilkanta assumed the editorship
of the Newsletter and kept the publication going, andfor that we owe him
a debt of gratitude.

At the same time, it is good to be able, since a change had perforce to
bo made, to welcome back our first editor and founder of the Newslo-ttor:
Mr. Zafar Futeholly . May he have a long and successful tenure of the
oditori.il chrir.

»
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Turning to the Newsletter itself, I fully agree with our new editor when
he says that he feels sure that there is .e need for a publication such
os the Newsletter, and thot the standard of the Newsletter should be
raised, in the hope that it will be token more seriously and become, ee
he says, "a repository of valuable information on Indian Birds".

To reise the standard cf the Newsletter will, of course, take time and
there are lots of suggestions which one could make as to how this could
be done. In addition to the one which the editor himself makes, that is,
of being more selective in the matter which is included in future, may I
be permitted to make three fairly simple and obvious ones.

Firstly, the drafts of the Newsletter require checking carefully before .

re-production. With respect, they havo hitherto contained far too many
avoidable typographical errors.

5cconrlly, it should be a rule that the first time the vernacular (that
is the trivial, common or popular) name cf a bird is mentioned in a
contribution, its zoological name should be givon in brockets and that
the sub-specific nemo should only be given if reference is being speci-
fically mede to the sub-species and is therefore roally necessary. Here
I would suggest that the zoological nomenclature to bo used should bo
that adopted in the 'Handbook of the Birds of India and Pakistan' by
Salim *>li and S, Dillon Ripley. I All ton volumes of which have now been
published, and aa it is currently the standard work on Indian Birds, a
copy of it would, I imagine, bo in vory library of any standing in
I ndia)

.

Thirdly, I think the Newsletter should be given a name. May I suggest
"Sarus" as being the name of a very conspicuous and common Indian Bird.

5.K. Reeves
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WHERE IS JERDON'S COURSER? AN INQUIRY

Coursers are ground-living birds, slightly smaller than the Grey Partridge. They inhabit open

sandy or stony waste land, fallow cultivation, and thinscrub jungle. The Indian Courser (right) is

common throughout the plains of India. Jerdon's, or the Doublebanded Courser (left) is so rare

that it has not been reliably seen since the year 1900. It was then known only in the Godavari

and Penner valleys in Andhra Pradesh—Nellore, Cuddapah, Sironcha, Bhadrachalam and Anantapur

neighbourhoods—but may be found elsewhere. The double breast-band will readily distinguish it

from the commoner Indian Courser.

If this bird is seen by you kindly report to your nearest forest official with particulars as to locality,

date, and numbers seen. Forest or other Government officials, and shikaris and village headmen,

are requested to kindly pass on this information to Bombay Natural History Society, Shaheed Bahgat

Singh Road, Bombay 400 023
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SALIM ALI WINS THE J. PAUL GETTY WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
PRIZE FOR 1975

Salim Ali's numerous friends in India and abroad arc delighted with this
award. In a Press Release on 2nd February, The World Wildlife Fund said:

"Dr. Ali, who lives in Bombay, will receive a prize of 50,000 dollars,
awarded for outstanding achievement or service for the benefit of mankind
in the conservation of wildlife, plant or animal. India f s Ambassador to
the United 5tr.tes, Mr. Triloki Nath Kaul, will receive tho award on behalf
of Dr. Ali in Washington on 19 February.
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The prize, the largest ever for wildlife conservation, was first esta-
blished by Mr. Getty in 1974 and awarded to Don Felipe Benovides of Peru.
The selection is mode by a 13-men jury cf distinguished scientists end
conservationists, presided ever by H.R.H. The Prince cf the Netherlands
President of the Wurld Wildlife Fund.

The award of the 1975 Getty Prizo to Dr. Ali crowns r life-time's devoted
work on India's rich birdlife, culminating in the monumental ten volume
"Handbook * the Birds of India end Pakistan", which he cn-euthcred with
Dr. 5. Dillon Ripley, Secretary nf the Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

Dr. Ali was educated in Bombay and later studied in Berlin under Professor
Erwin Stressmann.

He recalls that his interest in studying birds began when, as a boy, he
shot a sparrow with a yellow threat which puzzled him. An uncle sent him
to the Bombay Natural History Society, where he was shown their extensive
collection and encouraged tc start his own.

He had a brief spell in business but during the slump after the first
World War his wife encouraged him tn fellow his consuming interest in birds
From then onwards he carried out detailed field studies in various parts of
India, rosulting in many scientific papers and books which ore standard
works. His zest for field studies has never ceased and to this day he
undertakes expeditions to such places as the Himalayas and tha reroute salt
marshos of the Rann of Kutch, where only a year ago he obtained the first
solid evid_nce <-f thu breeding in India of the Lesser flamingo
(Phccniconoias minor), hitherto known only in Africa.

Primarily interested in bird ecology, the science af how birds live and fit
into their surroundings, Dr. Ali r.lso led research into migration which has
demonstrated the importance cf the Indian sub-continent in world bird move-
ments .

He was mode a Momber of Honour cf the Wr-rld Wildlife Fund in 1973, and
among many other honours ho has receive.: the Padma Vibhushan, one of India's
highest awards."

At the moment of writing ( 20-2-1976), Salim Ali and Dillon Ripley are
searching for thu Forest Spotted Owlet (Athene blewitti) i'n the Melyhat
Tiger Reserve in Maharashtra. This bird "effects heavy moist deciduous
jungle end groves of wild mango; partial tc the neighbourhood of streams".
Less than a dozen specimens of this bird hate been collected, and the last
was by Meinertzhagon on the banks of the Tepti river in 1914.

2.F.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE BREEDING HABITS OF THE INDI..N
"JUNGLE NIGHTJAR (O.PRIMULGUS INDICUS INDICUS) IN KHmNDALA

Dr. t\. Navarro, S.J.

Nightjars, as their name suggests, belong to the "Birds ef the Night".
They do not breed in colonies, but nonejholess, in Khandala I found thot
they nest fairly close te one nnother. l"hey like a patch of open ground
cither at the entrance of or right inside the fnrest. The eggs, since
they use nc nests, are always pieced on bare ground or on stones.

Behind the Khendele Hotel and beyond the pipe-lines, there ore stones
which are left-cvors of those used to build the tunnels through the
Khandala Ghats. These patches of greyish ground are very attractive to
the Nightjars as is evidenced by the fact that I have often found them
nesting in such spcts.

Some may find it difficult to observe a Nightjar at night, but it seems
to me thot it will be even maro difficult to locate a Nightjar brooding
over its eggs ct dcy-timc. They sit sc still on;: steady as to be olmost
invisible to the human eye - a masterpiece of camouflage.

Two. eggs are laid and their shape is elliptical. Their colour ie pinkish
or buff-red, with blotches, smears and spots of reddish-brown neutral tint
and lavender. Among the several "nests" found at Khandala, I noticed that
in each case the oggs were not of the same size.

Cn the trees, the Nightjars piece themselves in e length-wise position
pressed clcse to the branch. They tlend as well with the pattern and
colouration of the branch as of the ground so that obviously they are
highly skilled in chcosing the right spot for becoming invisible.

The Nightjars make their appearance at dusk. At first, a few calls are
heard and these increase gradually. After a time, several males are heard
calling from the trees, and apparently, they prefer the top^woet of the
branches.

This year, a pair of Nightjars selected a spot for their breeding near the
fence of our villa. Every day at 7.15 p.m. the birds made their abearance,
flying from one tree to another as if chasing each other. Then the male
would sit on one of the tallest trees and start calling. The female would
remain on the ground or cn ono of the lower branches cf s nearby tree colle-
cting insects. The cell of the mote was a fast, steady ant! monotonous
repetition of thagcoo. tha-coo . tha-cuo . (That is why tho Katkaris onome-
topoeically cell it the Thacoo). Suddenly, it would change its coll into
a law guttural tune coc-coo . coo-coo , coo-coo , making the first coo slightly
longer than the other, and then go back to its original call which was
louder and more sonorous.
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For several (leys, the coll cf the male went on throughout the night right
up to 5 c'clock in the morning. My observations were mere cosily mode
since I could hear them calling from my room.

After watching the Nightjars for two or three rinys, we noticed that the
mala plays on the too of one of the tallest trees, nfter a long and noisy
call, ho plunges into the air with wings onri toil fully expanded floating
in the air and moving from right tu left. This is the manner in which he
approaches the waiting female. The male then flies up to the tree from

where he started end repeats the display ebout four or five times. As the
male gees to meet the female, ho produces a sound or call quite different
from the usual one. 1 1 is like the noise of a single low note produced by
blowing in a hollow cane and constantly repented. Dut it is so low that
it can only be heard from quite close. The most curious thing was that we
were watching this display from about 20 yards away from where the female
was sitting and that went on for about three days after which the male
called in his more usual fashion,

Ourside of the breeding season, the calls arc few and short at dusk, end
even at night they are made after long intervals. During the breeding
season, the calling sooms tu bo influenced by the weather. I have noticod
during this period that if there happens to be a a term in the middle of May,
or if the temperature falls a few degrees, the Nightjar keeps more silent.

I was once trying to photograph a Nightjar sitting on its eggs. The bird
became suspicious whon I went too near and flew off from the eggs. I tried
to follow its flight with binoculars but I suddenly lost sight of it. After
a time, I noticed a shapeless einii colourless object slewly moving towards

the eggs, it sat on them still motionless as if it was part of the ground on
which it sat. It was so nearly invisible that it would deceive even the
most expert end skilful birdwatcher!

THE MALnBhR GREY HOfiNbILL ( TOCKUS aRISEUS)

K ,K , Neelakantan

In mid-April 1975, I was lucky enough to come across two occupied nests of
the Malabar Grey Hornbill. One was in an ironwood tree (Mesua fcrroa)
standing in lush cvergroen forest in the Korion Shclo at Top Slip {Tamil
Nadu). Seeing a lunc mala hornbill sitting with e large, long-legged
insect in its bill, I watchod its movements onri savj it flying tc a largo,
wart-like knob some 50 foet up the thick trunk. There it passed en the
food tc a bird within a nost.

The next morning at about 11.15 we sow the male hurnbill behaving like a
dronga or a flycatcher - fluttering, swooping, turning half a somersault
etc. - to catch some prey which it ultimately secured. The victim appeared
tc be a small reptile, most probaLly a draco or flying lizard. After
beating the animal repeatedly on a branch, the hornbill made for its nest.
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The other nest was discovered on the 16th of April at Parambikulam. It ,
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held bDth the fsneXe and nor brood, and thct at that stc-.ge the food was
predominantly vegetarian.

A question: Do the famnio and young roguloxly squirt their excreta through
the narrow slit? Although I spent 4 hours at the White Cine nest and the
conditions were ideal for close observation, I did not 6co any evidence of
this habit.

ON MIXED SPECIES ASSEMBLAGES OF BIRDS

Modhav Gadgil

Dy and large, it is birds of the some feather thnt flock together. banga-
lore has on odr.ixture of house and jungle crows, and crows of both the spe**.

cies gather behind our kitchen to pick up scraps of food. liut if one looks
carefully, one sees them neatly segregated* There is a loose perty of house
crows, and a loose party of jungle crows, and they c!o not intermix. In our
garden, the sunbirds and flcwerpeckcrs and white-eyes or<- often attracted
to the same flowering shrubs, but although they may mingle on the shrub for
a little while, they always, come ana go their separate ways.

There arc, however, three different contexts in which birds of different
species seem to voluntarily come and stay in association. These are the
mixed feeding flocks, mixed communal roosts end mixed heronries. All of
these often lead to s; ectcculor results. I hod the opportunity last year
to spend ten days on a natural history trek through the moist deciduous
forests of Wynaad region in Kerala, and what 1 was most struck by were the
grand feeding parties of the insect-eating birds. * great variety of
species joined to form the feeding parties; vol vetf rented nuthatch, iora,
scarlet minivets, goldfronted chloropsis, jungle myna, bronze drongo, and
goldenbackod woodpecker were the. most common participants. One could walk
through the forest for a couple of miles without seeing more then one or
two stray birds; and then all of a sudden feeding party would come onu's
way, and the whole forest would corns alive, for ell the members of the
large feeding party which mcy contain twenty to fifty Giro's, would be
chattering simultrncously • These parties move at a deliberate pace,
setting up a groat rncket, and undoubtedly flushing up a nice crop cf
insects. This crop they harvest in thuir own peculiar ways, chlcro^sis
from the leaves, woocpeckers from the trunks, drongos sallying after them
in "the air end so on* nnd then, once this party hos passed on, the forest
would remain silent rnd till another half hour later, one encountered the
next feeding party.

All those species do occur in the dry deciduous forest of uandipur as well,
where 1 spend o lot of my time. Jut at Uandipur, they all food by them-
selves, never forming a mixed feuding party. What is it then thnt couses
them to congregate as soon as the forest becomes a little lusher and
moistcr?
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One may occasionally see mixed feeding flocks outside the lush forest, but
they certainly do not seem to have the same splendour. There was, for exa-
mple, a stray rosy pastor whom I had got to know in 1972 in Hoona, who had
decided that it was really an Indian Myna , and who always fed and roosted
along with Mynes.

Although mixed feeding flocks seem to be a special feature of the lush
forest, mixed roosting is quite common, everywhere. There is a Spathodea
tree on our Institute campus in iiangalore on which roost about eighty
brahminy and ten Indian mynas every night. But this mixed roosting, end
the mixed heronries, such ns that of Ranganathittu described in the Feh; -
lasue, arc a eubjocfc in themselves to which I would like to return sr

*
ether time.

STRAY THOUGHTS OF A BIRD PHOTOGRAPHER

E. Hanumantha Rao, hFIAP

The landscape photographer or portrait photographer can choose his setting,
and may to some extent plan his picture and arrange his apparatus, shutter
speed, critical aperture and other rolated paraphernalia. In contrast,
when a rare bird, or a common bird in a rare stance, is the subject, the
photographer has to shelve all his formulary, his sole concern being not to
miss the rare specimen. To the photographer's frequent chagrin, birds have
the tendency to make themselves scarce when approached. The slightest
noise, from the camera or its wielder, scares a rtay the bird; hence the
first rule of bird photography: the farther you are from the subject, the
greater the possibility of photographing it. Birds, unfortunately possess
extraordinary eyesight and power of hearing.

Even the commonest of birds, liko roynahs and partridges, are thus not easy
to photograph, hfter two decades of active photography, I find that photo-

graphing even an ordinary house spsrrow is quite tricky!

Wildlife photography can be attempted only when one has ochieved consider-
able expertise in handling the camera. Despite the sophisticated equipment
aveileble at present, unless one is confident of the precise results of the
selected shutter speed - be it s thousandth or a two-thousandth of a second-
end the proper f-stop to accompany it - and unless one is free from physical
sway and such other concomitants which attend the shooting process, one
cannot hope for success in bird photography.

The othor and major prc-roquisito for a bird photographer is complete
familiarity with the habits and temperaments of the birds he intends to
photograph. He should be able to identify and interpret bird voices; hB
should be able to locate deceptively hidden eggg. Thorc is no short-cut
to such familiarity: the only way of acquiring it is by intense and arduous
study and observation. Study of the relevant literature and actual bird-
watching thuB precede bird photography.
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Before I took to nature photography as my chief hobby, nearly twenty years
ago, I had consumed considerable literature on the subject. I had closely
read such works as Ootes and iilandford's Fauna of British India . Salim Hli's
Dook of Indian Dirds, Joseph Hickey's Guidu to Dirdwatchtnt . -nd becks by
T.C. Jerdon, James Fisher, Hugh Whistler, Stuart Smith and others. It is
but a short step from study to biiLwu tuning, ana likewise from birdwatching
to bird photography.

I enjoyed watching the birds, fcr its awn sake, for the fascination it
provided, even when I had not thought of eventually photographing them so
extensively as I happened to do. When I began to watch birds, - first in
my immediate vicinity and then in the outskirts, gardens and paddy fields,
- it jio longer surprised me that many distinguished persons of pre-indepen-
dent India, like *.0. Hume (founder of the Indion National Congress),
Stuart Daker end numerous others made birdwatching their chief pastime. It
is the devoted labours af these savants that laid the foundations of orni-
thology and bird study in India.

My study helped me identify the various bird species, get to know their
nesting, breeding and migratory habits, and familiarise myself with their
doily ways and movements.

I hove spent hours, indeed days, watching the 'daily routine of animals and
birds, and have felt amply rewarded even when not a single photograph was
possible. To watch a bird or animal in its natural habitat affords us
unique joy. To disturb the birds for the soke of photography is not only
self-defeating but also vandalism of a kind. The bird photographer, even
when he is stationed hundreds of feet away from the subject, takes the
utmost care not to disturb the environs, to the point of avoiding even
coughing, footstep noises and rustle of clothes.

While birdwatching is a pleasure by itself, bird photography multiplies that
pleasure a hundredfold. Advanced photographers often construct ' hices ' in
the vicinity of bird nests to enable them to watch the ccurse of daily life
of birds and also to take photo-raphs when opportunity affords. Attracting
birds by providing special feeding facilities may often pay dividends.

Intending bird photographers may start with a mere single-lens-reflex
camera with a medium tele lens of say, 200-300 mm, which will moot most of
their ordinary needs. As one advances, one may acquire and employ additional
equipment. The mechanics of bird photography, such as selection of shutter
speed, film, etc., will form the subject of our next article.
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THE ZOOLOGICAL SUHVEY OF INDIa AND
ITS CURRENT ORNITHOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES

Subhendu Sekhar Saha

At its inception in 1916, the Zoological Survey of India { ZSI ) , inherited
the immensely voluable treasure of zoological collections from the Indian
Museum which itself likewise inherited those of the hsiatic Society of
Bengal,

During the second World War, the ZSI w2s shifted to Cenaras where it was
housed in a building on the bonk of the Varuna Hiver. «n unprecedented
flood of that little river in 1943 caused great damage to the collections.
Part of it was washed away, and a pert remained submerged under water for
three days before it could be salvaged. In 194B, the 251 was brought' beck
to Calcutta. Since then rebuilding the collections through frequent and
extensive faunistic surveys has been a mejor activity cf the ZSI. Its bird
section has elso been doing the same.

At present, Z5I has the following programmes of ornithological work in hand:

1. Birds of Bhutan: Since 1966, ZSI, Dombay Natural History Society and the
Smithsonian Institution carried out a number of evifaunistic surveys in
Bhutan. About half of the total material collected ty the three institutions
has been entrusted to ZSI and the other half to SI for working out. The
actual working out hos been completed and the report is now being finalized.

2. Dirds of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands! This report is being based on
a large collection made on these islands by various ZSI parties during the
lost 20 years or so, A number of additions and alterations are expected in
this report from other recently published ones.

3. avifauna of Orissa: Since 1970, ZSI has undertaken a thorough faunistic
survey, diatric twise, of Orissa. Working out of the avifaunal collection
so far madw has already stortod. The programme will, however, continue for
some more years.

4. Birds of Goa: This f aunistically little-known territory is being exten-
sively surveyed since 1968 and is likely to continue for a year or two more.
The collection of birds already made is being worked out.

5. Birds of Calcutta an-_ its environs: Except for the stray collections made
by the pioneers of ornithology during tho 18th and 19th centuries, and short
reports published in 1843-44, and again in 1916, there is no comprehensive
report on the birds of this area. ZSI, therefore, underfnk a long-term
project of studying, ringing and collecting birds in and around Calcutta in
1962. The accumulated collection and ringing data are now being worked out
in the form cf an avifpunistic report.
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6. Ethology of the Common Daya, with special reference to their economic
role in agriculture: The Common fccya has been branded as a post of the
cereal crops. Mammoth flocks of bayas inhabit the vast stretches cf paddy-
fields in the eastern pert of the country. The present study undertaken
two years ago, is an attempt to evaluate the damage caused by this bird to
the crops and its economic bearing on agriculture,

7. Catalogues of the collections of the bird families nlcedinidae and
Picidac: The catalogues of collections of birds belonging to the above
mentioned families incorporated in the National Zoological collection of
I ndie.-preserved in ZSI are being prepared for publication.

8. Dird ringing in Calcutta and its neighbourhood: Since 1962, Z5I has
been ringing birds, in collaboration with the Dombey Natural History
Society, in this area, and very interesting recovery data have already been
obtained. Since 1975, Z51 has been ringing mostly ducks at the Aliporc
Zoological Garden, Calcutta, and interesting results are expected.

9. Status-survey of the Large Whistling Teal: Of late it has been noticed
that this bird has become scarce and that it has vanished from many areas of
the country, where it was common even ten years ago. ZSI has therefore
undertaken to conduct a s totus-survay of the species in various parts of
the country. During 1975, various parts of West Dengal and Assam were
visited for this purpose, but the results so far obtained are not very
encouraging,

i

10. Dirds of Dengal; Since no comprehensive list of the birds of Dengal
is available, ZSI has undertaken to prepare one on the basis of published
works and existing collections in various museums,

DHARATPUR DIRD SANCTUARY

The Posts and Telegraph Department of the Government of India released a

postage stamp of 25 paise on 10-2-1976 depicting Painted Storks in Dharatpur.
The official announcement said:

"Keoladeo Ghana Dird Sanctuary, Dharatpur, Rajasthen is one of the most
spectacular water-bird sanctuaries in the world and offers a magnificent
display of indigenous breeding birds end winter migrants.

The sub-tropical climate in the sanctuary together with its extensive
aquatic vegetation and profusion of trees provide ideal conditions for

nesting. Soon after the south-west monsoon, Indian water-birds like

cormorants, darters (snake-birds), spoonbills, white ibises, egrets, the

grey heron, the painted stork, the openbilled stork begin to nest usually

in congested, mixed colonies, an trees partly submerged in water. The

nesting colonies are mainly sited in the hundreds of acacia (babul) trees

that dot the marsh.
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Jy the time the north-east monsoon and the winter arrive, these birds have
raised several broods and generally reached the end of their strenuous
breeding enterprise. They are now free to fly over to feeding grounds close
by or far away.

In winter, miyrotory jirds errive frcm regions as distent as Russia
(Siberia) one northern Europe by November. The magnificent Siberian crone
and a variety of duck, guest, sandpipers, plcvers and others descend in
vast numbers on the large, shallow sheets of water in Ghana and spend a
few months arcund these feeding grounus, wintering with us. They return
to their hemes in the cold north by the end of February.

Seme indigenous water-birds that have completed their breeding enterprise
elsewhere in India also migrate to the Ghana Sanctuary. For instance,
among the three kinds of pelicans found in the sanctuary in December, the
rosy and the Dalmatian pelicans are migrants from -outside the country, but
the third, the grey pelican, breeds in India itself. The indigenous birds
commence their nesting enterprise by mid-September and depart by about
March.

In view of the wide range and the large number of water-birds found in the
Ghana 3ird Sanctuary, the well-known National Audubon Society of U.5,^,
has chosen this 5anctuary to hold its Ecology Workshop from February 9 to
11, 1976.

The P & T Deportment is happy to bring cut a special postage sitmp on the
Ghana Cird Sanctuary, Dharatpur to mark the occasion,

"

CORRESPONDENCE

RED-WATTLED LAPWING

Poter Jackson

I have been meaning to write to you for e long time as I wanted to add
something to the debate on the Red-wattled Lapwing.

In Delhi the Lapwings nested in a number of the large gardens of "old" New
Delhi, and probably more often than realised on the flat roefs of houses.
The one I remember .particularly built a nest first of all on the rocf of
the residence of Mr. Malcolm Macdonald, then Ilritish High Commissioner.
Cut it gave up, probably because of the prcparatirns for a party to cele-
brate the Queen's birthday, which involved flags and other disturbing
things. Mr. Macdonald located what he believed to be the same pair nesting
on the roof of the nearby Defence Ministry block soon afterwards. I was
keen to photograph them, and after Mr. Macdonald had obtained clearance
from Mr. Krishna Menon, then Defence Minister, I climbed o rickety ladder
to the roof and set up my hide. It was May end getting quite hot. Usually
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the Dritish Ornithologists' Union. I therefore append below the definition
it gives of a Noun cf assembly and the comments it makes on Nouns of
hssembly relating to groups of birds:

"Assembly, Noun ofi a collective noun for a number of birds (or other
enimals) of one kind together; som«_ of these words are of general appli-
cation, while others have restricted meanings. The usual term for an
assemblage of birds is 'flock'; sometimes 'flight' if they are on the
wing; sometimes 'party' if the number is quite small. Other ordinary
English words can of course be used for descriptive purposes in appropriate
circumstances, e.g. 'assemblage, 'congregation' , 'multitude', 'horde',
'host', and (on the wotur) 'aceft 1

. The word 'brcod' is used for the chicks
or nestlings hatched from a 'clutch' or 'set* of eggs laid by one hen bird
for simultaneous incubation. Sirds breeding gregariously are referred to
as e 'colony'. 'Pair' means a male and e female, presumably united,
'trace' means two birds, usually dead - a measure used in counting the
Sportsman's 'bag'. t

Then there are the special nouns of assembly which it is correct, or
supposedly correct, to apply to particular kinds of birds in preference to
the more general term, ond only to such kinds. Seme of these ore genuine
items from the vocabulary of medieval venery, whether now obsolete or still
to some extent current (mainly emong sportsmen). Others are more inventions
of later pedantry. Others again are erroneous, having found their way into
the category by misconception. No attempt at an exhaustive list need be
made here.

The word 'covey 1 is used for a family party or similarly sized flock of
partridge or grouse, and is perhaps the only one of these special words
that has any wide currency in English as spoken in Great Britain at the
present day. There are some people, however, who would always be careful
to speak of a 'gaggle' or (if flying) 'skein' of gtese, a 'pack' (bigger
than a covoy) of grouse, a 'wisp' of snipe, or a 'spring' of teal. On the
other hand, one would be only half serious in speaking of a 'murder' of
crows, a 'charm' of goldfinches, a 'watch' of nightingales, a 'nye' (various
spellings) or pheasants, a 'clattering' of choughs, a 'covert' of coots, a

'siege' of herons or bitterns, a 'fall' of woodcock, a 'herd' of cranes,
curlew, or swans, a 'trip' of dotterel, a 'bevy' of quail, a 'chattering'
or ' murmuration' of starlings, or a ' dissimulation' of small birds.

There are a few specific terms for colonies, according to the kind of bird
concerned, ,,(ookery' and 'heronry' are of the best usage, and the former
has been adopted also for penguins ( Spheniacidoe) by ornithologists in the
Antarctic. Others are easily invented, where euphony, permits, and some
have wide currency - 'gullery', 'ternery', 'swannery', but 'lo ornery 1

(guillemots) is a more sophisticated usage. These inventions aru not free
from affectation, however, and the general term 'colony' is usually to be

preferred,"
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WHITE IBIS BREEDING ON GROUND

Madhav Gedgil

I very much enjoyed reading Shri Neginhal's article on the birds breeding
at Ranganathittu in the February issue of the Newsletter. The editor
points out that the observation of white ibis breeding on the ground is a
novel one, and needs confirmation. When Dr. V,S. Vijayan of the Bombay
Natural History Society led a bird ringing team at Ranganathittu in last
August, he too was struck by this unusual behaviour. The team consisting,
besides Dr. Vijayan, of Shri H.C. Shatchandre, Shri R. Gadagkar, Dr. V.N.
Vasanthrajan and myself have observed this ground nesting of white ibis,
and we also have good photographic record of the phenomenon. Shri Neginhal
was of course with us at that time also. There is therefore no doubt of
the authenticity of Shri Neginhal's record, and he must get the credit for
recording this unusual nesting behevicur for the first time.

(5hri Neyinhal has sent me a photograph of the nests of the White Ibis on
the ground, so this finding must be accepted. Ed.)

RANGANATHITTU BIRD SANCTUARY

J.S, Serrao

Mr. S.6. Neginhal's article /"Newsletter I6(2)i 1-4; 1976_7 gives the
impression that the Large Whistling Teal (Dendrocygne bicolor) to be a

common feature of the 5anctuary. As far as I am aware of the status of
this teal which is common in Assam, Bengal and Bangladesh, it is found
sporadically in poninsular India as far south es Madras, and as a rare
stray in Sri Lanka.

In our own times Dr. Salim *li did not come across it during the Mysore
Bird 5urvey and cites a single specimen in Col. Phythian-Adams's collection
which the latter collected from a small flack on the Kabani river during 14

seasons of duck-shooting in Mysore. Neither William Davison nor C.J.W.
Taylor record the bird for that pert of Mysore they individually worked
in 1663 and 1887 respectively. Bombay Natural History Society's collection
has a single specimen procured from the Calcutta bird market, and Mahara-
shtra has but a single sight record by Mr. Humoyun hhdulali from Powai,
Bombay, made on 17. vi. 1958 (J. Bombay not. Hint. Soc. 56i 3SB-9).

Mr. Neginhal's list is conspicuous for the omission of tho Lesser Whistling
Teal (Dendrocygna javanica) therefrom, which is recorded by Dr. Salim Ali
from near Hampnpura (with ducklings, 21.xii . 1932) , at Gundalpet (I3.xii.
1936), on a Cauvery island above Seringapatam (a nest, 15. viii.1936) and
Bandipur (an adult with chicks, 19. xi. 1938). The Cauvery island referred
to by Dr. Salim «li is perhaps what now forms the Ranganathittu sanctuary.
Decouse of the fact that fiold differentiation between the Large and Lesser
Whistling teal is relative, and owing to paucity of records of the Largo
bird from peninsular India, a confirmctian of Mr. Neginhal's record is

desirable.
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The Newsletter for Birdwatchers will certainly form en important source
of reference to the student of birds in India in the yeers to come, and
the ottempts mode to check, ro-check end check again any seemingly odd
record is well worth the trouble.

ONSET OF "3RAIN-FEVER"

T. Gay

At 0630 hours on 7 Fobruary I heard the call of the Brain-fever Dird
(Cuculus verius) and since I sleep lightly and wake early, I can state
wath assurance that this was the first Drain-fever cell, this year, on
this western edge of Pocne. The experience set.me wondering how early
in the year the Hawk-cuckoo normally begins to advertise itself. Salim
Ali's "becomes increasingly obstreperous wi.th the advance of the hot
weather" does not offer any definite date. Whistler is equelly indefiniti
wxth his "is most vociferous from early spring into the rains" , and he
further says that "the call is uttered at any time of the year."

If any of my fellow readers has kept records of either (l) calling in the
cold season, or (2) earliest call in the calendar year, would he be kind
enough to share his knowledge with the rest of ue?

/

I should like to associate myself, if I may, with all that S.K. Reeves
has written in the Feb issue. His suggested name of "SARUS" fox the
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BIRDS OF PINDARI HILLS

5.R. Shah

I have o feeling that readers of Nowaletter may be unduly dis-heertened
if they do not see even one fourth of the birds seen by Shri Ghorpade
(Volume 16 No.l, Jan. 1976). On the same trek (in early May) I had seen
only 11 out of the 60 birds listed (Nos.l, 16,17,18,20,24, 25, 27,30,40,
41,46 plus a monal (Lophophorus impejanus), a brown dipper (Cinclus pallasi),
a Kashmir dipper (Cinclus cinclus), a cuckoo and a couple of unidentified
birds).

Maybe I do not possess the same degree of the art of spotting and keenness
of eye-sight as Shri Ghorpade. I have not yet seen Noe.5, 10, 13, 22, 25,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 44, 45, 48, 50, and 53 during mere than a dozen (full
October) treks in Himalayas. For seeing so few birds, I thought, the
birds had migrated to lower altitudes or plains.

A novice may take hoort from my case.
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OUR CONTRISUTORS

Dr. A. Navarro, St. Xavier's High School, writes regularly for the
Newsletter. He has "collected" a number of bird calls an his tope
recorder.

Prof. K.K. Neelakantan is Professor of English at Trivandrum, and is
a serious birdwatcher.

Mr. E. Hanuirontha Rao, C/o. Shomareo &. Sons, 12, Lelbagh Road, Langalore 27,
is a well known nature photographer both in India and abroad.

Mr. S.5, Saha, Zoological Survey of India, Indian Museum, Calcutta 27, is
a Research Assistant in the Survey's Bird Section.

Peter Jackson, formerly principal representative of Reuters in New Delhi,
is now tho Director of Information, World Wildlife Fund, 1110, Merges,
Switzerland. He is also a first—class photographer.

Mr. S.K. Reeves knows India well, and is now settled in Enrjland.

Mr. J.S. Serrao is the Librarian at the Lombay Natural History Society,
Hornbill House, Shahid Jhagat Singh Road, Lombay 400 023.

Mr. Thomas Gey, Lev Kunj, Probhat Road, Poona 411004, is Dritish by birth,
and after early retirement fromthe Indian Civil Service, has settled in
Poona.

Mr. 5.R. Shah, K-20 Shakti Sodan, Lamington Road, Bombay 400 007, is a
keen young birdwatcher who has done much trekking inthe Himalayas with
his parents.

Prof. Madhav Gadgil is now attached to the Center for Theoretical Studies,
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. He is a Ph.D. (Biol.) from Harward
University. He is currently engaged in the study of the ecology of the
Bandipur National Park, and is also undertaking a survey of the elephant
population in southern India,

Zofar Futohally,
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers,
Doddo Gubbi Post,
Via Vidyanagor,
Dangalore 56213C.
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WHERE IS JERDON'S COURSER ? AN INQUIRY

Coursers are ground-living birds, slightly smaller than the Grey Patridge. They inhabit open
sandy or stony waste land, fallow cultivation, and thinscrub jungle. The Indian Courser (right) is

common throughout the plains of India. Jerdon's, or the Doublebanded Courser (left) is so rare

that it has not been realiably seen since the year 1900. It was then known only in the Godavari

and Penner valleys in Andhra Pradesh—Nellore, Cuddapah, Sironcha, Bhadrachalam and Anantapur

neighbourhoods—but may be found elsewhere. The double breast-band will readily distinguish it

from the commoner Indian Courser.

It this bird is seen by you kindly report to your nearest forest official with particulars as to locality,

date, and numbers seen. Forest or other Government officials, and shikaris and village headmen,
are requested to kindly pass on this information to Bombay Natural History Society, Shaheed Bahgat

''
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INCIDENCE OF BIRD PESTS IN SUNFLOWER AND EXTENT OF L055 CAUSED

Mir Hamid Ali, B.H. Krishnamurthy Rao, N. Shivnarayan,
Aziz Banu and M. Anand Rao

Ahs ".r,-- t

Studies on the bird pest of sunflower were carried out in the experimental
plots at the Agricultural College Farm. The observations on the bird
visitants were taken on the standing crop of sunflower from seed setting
to harvest stage. For the calculation of the extent of damage, a known arei
was covered with a nylon agricultural netting and an equivalent area was
exposed for bird damage. Parakeets caused heavy damage to sunflower crop
in the absence of scaring. Though House Sparrows and Munias visited the
crop, they did not appear to feed on the sunflower seeds. The loss in
sunflower seeds due to bird damage was found to be 94.5% {kharif 1974) and
96.09% (rabi 1974-75) respectively.
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Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) is an important oilseed crop in India, and is
extensively cultivated in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Qrissa, Rajasthan, Tamilnadu and Uttar Pradesh. Like any
other crops, sunflower is also subject to attack by a number of pests. The
most important of these are reported to be birds which are said to cause
appreciable loss. However, no detailed and authentic information is avail-
able in the published literature on these bird pests and the extent and
nature of damage caused by birds in this crop. Hurt (1944) reported that in
Britain, pigeons, rooks and finches feed on sunflower seeds but similar
observation on the bird pests of sunflower does not appear to have been made
in our country. Unless the loss suffered by the crop in question due to
bird damage is determined in quantitative terms, the magnitude of the pest
problem and the consequent need to arrest these losses will not be clearly
understood. Hence studies to determine the most destructive bird species
of sunflower and the extent of damage caused by them were taken up in A.F.
Agricultural University, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad, and the results obtained
ere presented here.

Materials and Methods

Studies on sunflower (Var.EC 66415) were conducted in the experimental plots
of the Agricultural College Farm, Rajendranagar. For observations on the
birds infesting sunflower and to study the extent of damage, two plots each
measuring 20M x 32M were selected. An area of 12M x 32M has demarcated in
one of these plots and the crop therein was protected from bird damage by
covering with a nylon net. An equivalent area of crop in tho adjoining plot
was let fully exposed for the bird damage.

Observations on the bird visitants on sunflower were taken in the morning
from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. and in the evening from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. The data
were recorded on the standing crop from seed setting to harvest stage.

For calculation of percentage loss caused due to damage by birds, 25 randomly
selected 'heads' were taken from the standing crop from protected and exposed
areas at the time of harvest and the number and the weight of weil-formed and
ill-formed seeds in each of the 25 'heads' in the two treatments (protected
and exposed) were recorded.

Results ond Discussion

Data recorded on the bird visitants have shown that Roseringcd Parakeet
(Psittacula krameri) of the Psittacidae family is the most dominant visitant
in sunflower crop. A survey made for the bird pests of sunflower in culti-
vators' fields also revealed that the parakeets are the only bird species
damaging the crop. Besides Parakeets, House Sparrows (Passer domesticus)
and Munias (Lonchura spp) made occasional visits to the crop, but they did
not feed on the sunflower seeds. Presumably the short beaks of the latter
birds are not strong enough to pick the seed out from the receptacle.
Though the natural food of these birds have been reported by Salim Ali and
Ripley (1969, 1972, 1974), there is no mention of sunflower in this list.
Studying the feeding habits of the Roseringed Parakeet at Punjab, Simwat and

-
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Sidhu (1973) reported sunflower as a major food source to these birds. The
incidence of bird infestation started when the crop reached the seed forma-
tion stage and continued till the harvest of the crop. Hurt (1944) reported
damage to sunflower at seed and seedling stages by Partridges and Pheasants.
He observed that these birds while taking the seed break off small stems and
thus ruin tho plants. In the present study, no bird was found picking up
the seed sown or damaging the suediing. In the absence of scaring parakeets
were found to invade the sunflower crop at heading stage in flocks and feed
voraciously on sunflower seeds. Feeding by parakeets was confined to early
morning (6 a.m to 8 a.m.) and evening (4 p.m. to 7 p.m.) hours mainly, the
seriousness and magnitude of damage caused by parakeets under unprotected
conditions existing in most of the farmers fields can be judged from the
data given below:

The parakeets removed the seeds from the receptacle of the head and fed on
the tender cotyledons by removing the seed coat. Apart from feeding on
seeds, the parakeets also damaged major part of the receptacle and removed
the ray florets of the inflorescence. In doing so, the parakeets also
interfere with the pollination and seed setting as the ray florets by virtue
of their conspicuous bright yellow colour are a source of attraction for
the pollination of the crop*

Data on the loss caused by parakeets in sunflower in the studios conducted
in kharif 1974 and rabi 1975 are summarised in Table 1 and Table 2,

Table 1. Percentage of loss in Sunflower seeds due to bird damage
during kharif and rabi 1974-75

S.No. Particulars J^^^-tin^Ilii
Kharif 1974 Rabi 1975

Protected Exposed Protected Exposed

1. Number of well formed seeds 15238 842 8862 354
in 25 heads (Av: 610) (AV:33.68) ( Av: 355) (Av;14.l6)

2. Average percentage of well 82. 09* - 85.75%
formed seeds in an head

3. Percentage loss of well
formed seed - 94.5 - 96.09
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Table 2. Loss in weight of seeds and yield in sunflower crop due to
bird damage during Kharif and Rabi 1974-75

S.No. Particulars Treatments
Kharif 1974 Rabi 1975

Protected Exposed Protected Exposed

X. Weight of well formed seed 77l.00gms 45.12gm 507.21 gm 25.59gm
in 25 heods. (Av:30.84gm) (Av:1.81gm) ( Av: 20.29gm)( Av: 1 ,02grt

2. Percentage loss in weight
of well-formed seed — 94.2% — 95.0%

3. Yield of sunflower/hectare 542.0 kg. 12.5 kg. 291.67 kg. 5.83 kg.

4. Percentage loss in yield — 97.7% — 98.0%

A sunflower head consists mostly of well-formed seeds (82.09% to 85.75% of
the total number of seeds) and a small percentage of ill-formed seeds. The
birds cause appreciable damage to the well-formed seeds and the loss due to
the bird pests' feeding was 94.5% in kharif and 96.05% in rabi thereby
showing that the loss in two seasons was more or less uniform. Consequently,
the weight of well-formed seeds (from 25 heads) in the exposed area was
reduced to 45.12 gms (kharif) and 25.59 gms (rabi) as against 771.0 gms and
507.21 gms respectively in the protected area. Due to the devastating damage
by birds and consequent loss in weight of seeds, the loss in yield in sun-
flower was as high as 98.0%. Despite the fact that the above figures of
yield losses are on the extremely high side, it proves beyond doubt the
importance of parakeets as recognised pests of sunflower in Hyderabad region
and hence warrant effective measures to prevent the loss being caused by
thum.
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A COMPARISON eF THE 3IRDLIFE OF KECHKI hND HORHAP IN BIHAR

Jamal hra

Quite small ecological difference between habitats result in substantial
variations in the avifauna of the localities concerned. Over many years

I have hod tho opportunity to observe the birds of Kechki and Horhcp, two
areas within my ambit from Ranchi, and the differences in the birdlife in
these places hove surorised mo. Kechki Reserve is a small isolated forest
in the Palamau District. It is 5 sq. miles in area, and is 171 kms to the
northwest of flsnehi. I hod written about Horhap in Vol. XI No. 11 of
November 1971.

The forest at Kechki occupies a wide triangle with the Aurengo and Koel
rivers as the sides and a high ridge at the base. The ridge is of lime
stone and the Koel cuts through it in a scries of rapids. The soil is a
light porous type, inclined to be sandy but richer than the soil at Horhap.
Because of the gentler slope there is less erosion in evidence, and there
is a more even flow with very little bare rocky outcrops.

Kechki and Horhap, come within Champion's major type group 3B- Northern
Tropical Moist Deciduous Forest. The sub-type is Cl-Moist sal forest. The
predominant tree is sal (Shorea robusta), which does better at Kechki than
at Horhap, but that is due more to the soil than climatic reasons. The
other trees are also more numerous end do batter than at Horhap. Lantena
is frequent all over the Hanchi Plateau, and hence in Horhap, but compa-
ratively scarce in the valley of the North Koel which occupies southern
Palamau and in Kechki Lantana is very nearly absent. Loranthus is more
frequently met here.

Kechki is a well watered area. The two rivers on the sides are large and
perennial, but th_ nullahs within the forest ore merely monsoon water
courses. It has an area of 453 acres (181.2 Hectares) of which 376 acres
(150.4 hectares) are b mixture of poor sol and miscellaneous, and 77 acres
(30.8 hectares) are unproductive, comprising river beds, nullahs and rocky
outcrops. The miscellaneous species are: Terminolio tomentosa - Asan,
Bombax molabaricum - Simal, Adina cordifolio - Karam, Schleichera trijuga -
Kusum, nnogeissus latifolia - Dhaura, Poswellia serrata - Salai. A marked
difference from Horhap is the presence of bamboos ( Dendrocalamus strictus),
Holoptolea intogrifolia - Chilbil, and Acacia catechu - Khair, all in
commercial quantities. Kechki is much more bushy. It has very little
paddy cultivation and only isolated fields of pulses, which abound in
Quails and Partridges.

Geologically Kechki is on soil formed mainly by the weathering of gneisses
where there is sal, and "phibolite where there is miscellaneous.

During the course of my investigations, I have identified and listed 130
species of birds in Kechki. A comparative study of the avifauna of Horhap

and Kechki had been done, and as far as breeding birds are concerned the
following list will indicate the difference!
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Breeding birds of Kechki

1. Little Cormorant (Phalacrocorax nigcr)
2. Whitenecked Stork (Ciconia episcopus)
3. Adjutant (Leptoptilos dubius)
4. Brahminy Kite (Haliastur indus)
5. Tawny Eagle ( Aquila rap ax)
6. Leaser Spotted Eagle (Aquila pomerina)
7. Pallas's Fishing Eagle (Halioeetus leucoryphus)
8. Black Vulture ( Torgos calvus)
9« Black Partridge (Francolinus francolinus)

10. Red Jungle Fowl (Gollus gallus)
11. Common Peafowl (Pavo cristotus)
12. Button Quail (Turnix tanki)
13. Indian River Tern (Sterna aurantia)
14. Blackbcllied Tern (Sterna acuticauda)
15. Jungle Owlet (Glaucidium radiatum)
16. House Swift ( Apus affinis)
17. Grey Hornbill ( Tockus birostris)
18. Eastern Skylark ( Alenda gulgula)
19. Wiretailed Swallow (Hirundo smithii)
20. Greater Racket—tailed Drongo (Dicrurus paradiseus)
21. Pied Flycatcher Shrike (Hemipus picotus)
22. Redcopped Babbler ( Tirmalia pileata)
23. Common Babbler ( TurdQides caudatus)
24. Paradise Flycatcher (Terpsiphone paradisi)
25. Plain Longtail Warbler (Prinia subflaua)
26. Ashy Longtail Warbler (Prinia socielis)
27. Jungle Longtail Warblor (Prinia sylvatica)
28. Pied Bush Chat (Saxicala caprata)
29. Gray Tit (Parus major)
30. Baya (Ploceus philippinus)
31. Whitebackcd Munia (Lonchura striata)

Bree ding Birds of Hprhap

1. Indian Longbilled Vulture (Gyps indicus)
2. Pied Crested Cuckoo (Clamator jacobinus)
3. Indian Cuckoo (Cuculus micropterus)
4. Fulvousbrested Pied Woodpecker
5. Baybacked Shrike (Lanius vittatus)
6. Scarlet Minivet (Pericrocotus flammeus)
7. Shama (Copsychus malabaricus)
B. Orangeheaded Ground Thrush
9. Chestnut bellied Nuthatch (5itta castanea)

10. House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)

With regard to the winter visitors also there are some differences which
can be seen from the following list:
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Kechki

1. Brahminy Duck ( Tadorna ferruginee}
2. Common Teal (Anas crecca)
3. Ringed Plover ( Charodrius dubius)
4. Fantail Snipe (Cepella gallinago)
5. Temminck's Stint ( Calidris temmi'nckii

)

6. Whitebrowed Blue Flycatcher
7. Greyheaded Flycatcher (Culicifcapa ceylonensis)
8. Large Pied Wagtail (Motacilla maderaspatensis)
9. Common Rosefinch (Carpodacus erythrinus)

10. Little Bunting

Horhap

1. Blacknaped Oriole
2. Tickell's Blue Flycatcher iMuscicapa tickelliee)
3. Dull Green Leaf Warbler
4. Blue Rock Thrush (Monticola solitarius)

Of the resident birds there are 31 species which are found at Kechki, but
are absent from Horhap. There are on the other hand, 10 breeding species
which occur at Horhap but were not scun at Kechki. Of the 31 apecics of

Kechki unrepresented at Horhap tho two terns and two storks can be ascribed
to the presence of two big rivers in the former place. In the same category
can be placed the Brahminy Kite (Haliastur indus) and the Pallas's Fishing
Eagle, Haliacetus leucoryptus) . The other three birds of prey might be
attributed to the more level country at Kechki. The Black Vulture (Tor
calvus) has its corresponding representative in the Indian Longbilled
Vulture (Gyps indicue), though the absence of the latter from Kechki

gos

is
not understandable

.

The presence of long tailed birds like the Paradise Flycatcher and the
Racket Tailed Drongo at Kechki may be due to the heavier forest cover
there. In the same category is the Hornbill.

9 other species have been seen in the neighbourhood of Horhap and so their
absence from the Reserve may be considered a local accident. The three
game birds are absent from the Ranchi plateau to which Horhap belongs,
because of the destruction of forests and shooting. That leaves 7 species
at Kechki and 9 at Horhap which arc more or less oxclusivo to the two
rugions , This can be attributed to the difference of flora, climate and
topography.

The 10 species visiting Kechki in the cold weather ere not seen at Horhap.
Similarly the 4 Horhap species were absent from Kechki.

The presence of the five water birds, duck, teal, ringed plover, snipe
and stint) at Kechki is due to the rivers which are shallow during the

winter, have extensive stretches of sand and are practically ringed in
by forests. The village too, is far away. On the other hand, none of
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the Horhop species include any water birds, beceuse the formation of the

large stream here is not of the type which water birds like, and the one
sandy patch is e reguler thoroughfare.

FIELD OUTING TO HEBBAL LAKE, BANGALORE.

Abraham Verghese

Readers of the Newsletter would be glad to know that a Birdwatchers Field
Club ha3 been in existence in Bangalore since the last three years. Iniated
by Dr. Joseph George in February, 1972, and ably assisted by Dr. V.J. Victor,
this group has conducted many outings to various places in and around
Bangalore. The activities of the group are restricted only to identifi-
cation and listing of species in different spots in and around Bangalore.
Efforts to count birds and determine the density of urban species ere

under progress. Such Dutings also serve as a get-together for birdwatchers
to come closer and exchange their ideas end views. Besides, they help a

great deal to stimulate interest in neophytes, and create in them an

awareness of their surroundings.

On the 12th morning of April, 1975, a party of nine birdwatchers armed with
five binoculars set out to Hebbal Lake with the main intention of seeing
some of our migrants, before they clear-off, and other marsh birds.

Birding lasted for over three hours, which began at 6.30 a.m.

On the swampy area near the water-front was found a bird of prey, whoso size
was that of a Pariah Kite crouching slyly, as though ready to pounce on a

small group of Little Stints { Calidris minutus) which were feeding only a

few yards away. Dark brown in colour, whitish (rather buffish) cap on the

head, with whitish near shoulder, gave away its identity as Marsh Harrier
(Circus aeruginosus ) . A group of Blackwinged Stilts (Himantopus himantopus)

probably disturbed by the Harrier were uttering continuously an alarm

jek jek jek jek . while flying low in irregular circles over tho water.

These stilts are abundant in Bangalore and in general throughout Karnataka

in winter.

Four Pheasant-teiled Jacanas ( Hydrophasianus chirurgus) resident marsh birds,

were seen feeding among the water hyacinths (Eichhornia sp . ) The absence of

the sickel shaped 'Pheasant 1 tail suggested that this was their non-breeding

season. All the four birds appeared to be immature in that they were duller

and lacked the golden yellow on the hindneck. However one of them appeared

to have a little of the 'Pheasant' toil with slight yellowish hindneck. In

flight they displayed a prominent white of the wing along with black tips.

Mr. Futehally was heard explaining about the polyandry existing in these

birds, and how the male clone has to carry out all the domestic chores.

On the far side of the lake flocks of Bluewinged Teal, or more popularly
known as the Gargancy (Anas querquedula) were seen. These probably are

the most common of the migratory ducks visiting Bangalore. Though a good
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table bird and affords plenty of sport, no shooting or gunners have been
reported in Hebbal.

The Indian Small Skylark t Alauda gulgula) seemed to like the damp ond marshy
habitat around the lake. One of the birds exhibited a spectacular vertical
flight which left us oil gazing upwards only to find a 'speck 1 disappearing
into the blues, but its clear warbling notes could be hoard far below.
On the same habitat were found fouding the Indian Pipit ( Anthus
novoescclandiae) and Blackheaded Yellow Wagtails (Motacilla flava melano-
grisea)

,

A largo flock of Brownhcoded Gulls (Larus brunnicephalus) which are abundant
in Bangalore in the months of March and April, was seen flying over the

water at a low altitude. Their full coffee-brown head showed that these
birds were in their summer plumage. There were no blackheaded Gulls (Larus
ridibundus ) as all the birds had the whito mirror on black wing tip (first
primary), which chiefly distinguishes brunnicephalus from ridibundus.

f\ complete list of all the birds -seen in and around the lake on 12th
morning is given: Little Grebe (Podiceps ruficollis), Pond Heron (Ardcole
grayii), Cattle Egret (Bubulcus ibis), Little Egret (Egretta garzetta)|
Bluewingod Teal (Anas querquedula) , Pariah Kite (Milvus migrans), Brohminy
Kite (Haliastur indus), Marsh Harrier (Circus aeruginsus), Indian Kestrel
( Falco tinnuncolus) , Coot (Fulica atro), Pheasant-toiled Jacane (Hydropha-
sianus chirurgus), Little Ringed Plover (Charadrius dubius), Spotted
Sandpiper ( Tringa glarcola), Common Sandpiper ( Tringa hypoleucos), Little
Stint (Calidris minutus), Brownheadled Gull (Larus brunnicephalus), Blue
Rock Pigeon (Columba livia), Roseringed Parakeet (Psittacula kromeri),
House Swift ("pus affinis), Pied Kingfisher (Cerylc rudis), Small Blue
Kingfisher (Alee do otthis ) , White-breasted Kingfisher (Halcyon smyrnensis),
Small Green Boo-eater (Merops orientalis), Indian Roller (Corocias
benghalensis ) , Small Green Barbot (Mcgoloima viridis), Crimsonbreastcd
Barbet (Megalaima haemacephala) , Ashycrowned Finch Lark ( Eremoptcrix
grisea), Indian Small Skylark ( Alauda gulgula), 5inging Bush Lark (Mirafra
cantillans), Common Swallow (Hirundo rustics), Common Myna ( Acridothcres
tristis), Jungle Myna ( /»cridotheres fuscus), Block Drongo (Dicrurus
adsimilis), House Crow (Corvus splendens), Jungle Crow (Corvus mascror-
hynchos), Tailor Bird (Orthotomus sutorius), Indian Pipit ( Anthus
novoeseelandioe) , Blackheaded Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla flava), Hou:

Sparrow (Passer domesticus).
I5C

ON THE PAUCITY OF SUNBIRD5 AT BANDIPUR

Madhov Gadgil ond H,C. Sharatchandra

We wero at the Bandipur Wild Life Sanctuary for a few days in the last
week of February, exactly a month after our trip to Nagerhole. Both
these sanctuaries lie in the southwestern region of Karnataka and arc

only about fifty kilometres apart. Teak is the dominant species in both
the forosts, though Nagerhole has denser and more luxuriant growth due
to a heavier rainfall. We were naturally interested in comparing the
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bird faunas of the two areas and wore struck by the near-absence of
sunbirds and flowerpcckers at Bandipur, while these were plentiful at
Nagerhole. The reason for this must lie in the paucity of the semi-
parasitic flowering plants of genera Vise urn and Loranthuset Bandipur.
At Nagerhole these are abundant, and sunbirds and flowerpeckers appeared
for most of the time to be associated with these parasites. I t is well
known since the pioneering studies of Dr. Salim AH that these parasites
depend on sunbirds and flowerpeckers both for pollination and seed dispersal.
It would then appear that the parasites in turn provide the major source
of sustenance for the birds and in their absence the populations of these
flower-birds decline drastically.

This gives rise to another problem thnt of explaining the scarcity of the
parasitic flowering plants at Bondipur. We take it that the explanation
lies in the much greater diversity of tree species at Bandipur. Nagerhole
has been managed for over a century to produce solid stands of teak - in
other words, a monoculture. 1 1 is a well known ecological dictum that
monocultures are much more susceptible to attacks of parasites and pests
than biological communities with a diversity of species. Nagerhole and
Bandipur seem to provide a beautiful illustration of this.

CORRESPONDENCE

WHERE HAVE THE WAGTAILS GONE?

M.A. Parthe Sara thy

A couple of years ago, soon after Zafar Futehally 'migrated* to Bangalore
he discovered an area in "Palace Orchards" which many wagtails seemed to
frequent for their daily bath. These were some wet marshy puddles in a
depression in the ground next to Sankuy lake. It was delightful to see
batch after batch of wagtails arrive at this spot and, - in a friendly
fashion without quarrelling cr interfering with each other - take their
bath, groom themselves, chat for a while, and then fly away.

To get a close look, Zafar set up a small 'hide' made of used carton
paper and bamboo poles. Through this hide my son and I got a very cl-ose
look at tho wagtoils and took some pictures. My son brought some of his
friends and they planned to set up a regular wagtail watching group. One
boy lent his binoculars. We were able to observe the direction from which
the wagtoils arrived in the early afternoon ana the direction towards which
they all flew away in the evening. This was particularly interesting

because we could then establish a regular route for these wagtails,
learn about their habits, and hopefully track them to their nocturnal
resting place.

Now, alas, it seems this little "Wagtail Sanctuary" in Palace Orchards is
gone, - and so are the wagtails, naturally. Construction has begun where
the "sanctuary" was and the wagtails hove naturally foresaken us. One
cannot help thinking that with increasing pressure to convurt such areas
into building sites we aro likely to lose mare and more of the delight of
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having greenery and birds in our midst, One would wish that future laws
would incorporate devices which would prevunt the destruction of somu of
these existing wooded areas, marshes, streams, ponds and lakes in Bangalore

THE DECLINE OF R,.PTORS

K.5. Lavkumor

While we arc rightly concerned about the low level of numbers of many of

our larger mammals and birds, very few, if any at all, arc realising that

a more wholesale extinction is awaiting myriads of lesser creatures. Of

late, I have noticed a very marked decline in the numbers of all raptors*
Formerly, almost every alternate telegraph pole provided a vantage point
for o Kestrel, white-eyed Buzzard or Lagger Falcon, while any journey of
length would provide a couple of Eagles of one species or another.

,
On an

extensive two day drive through Thana District north of Bombay and a drive
to Ajanta and Ellora provided me with one Hobby in the Thana Dist., and
one Shikra in Aurangabad! I saw not a single Harrier, numbers of which
should have been quarteringthe plateau country of Marathwada,

The decline as I can sec it is a result of many factors. The total destru-

ction of plant cover over almost the entire Deccan plateau has made tho area
unfit for the rich life it previously supported, indiscriminate use of
insecticides has effected the breeding rate of raptors and very important
for our breeding Eagles and Falcons, the felling of trees has reduced
breeding places.

Sanctuaries and National Parks must provide the last refuge of not only the

larger and more spectacular species, but also act as treasure houses of all

forms of indigenous life, alongside stringent measures to preserve these
haven's, conservation practices must be enforced over the rest of the
country. How is it possible to sustain e high human populotion when smaller

life forms ere unable to exist.

COMMUNAL ROOSTING OF REDWHISKERED BULBULS

G. D c

This is with reference to the observation and enquiry of Prof. Neelakanton
about the communal roosting of Redwhiskered Bulbuls in the forest of Kerala.

On 26.1.1976 at 7-20 a.m. I noticed a large number of these Bulbuls on the

top of a mango tree near Powai Lake and within the next 7 minutes about 50

birds flew away eastward hopping to trees or dropping on the nearby reeds.

I strained my eyes to be sure that those birds were really Redwhiskered
BulbulB and not some others. In the course of the next 10 days, on another
mango tree, about one furlong west of the previous location, I found that
before sunset some of these Bulbuls gathered and chattered for a while
before proceeding further west. The maximum number, counted on these
occasions was about 20. So it became evident that I was observing a pheno-
menon of communal roosting.
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However, the importance of this observation was felt only with tho
arrival of the February issue of the Newsletter, containing the query of
Prof, Neelckantan, Then I started looking for the roosting spot of the
flock and could make the final observations ultimately an 22.2.1976.

Dn 22.2.1976 at 7.15 a.m. about 50 birds passed through this area. During
tho afternoon tht. chattering was heard at 6.15 only and within tho next 7
minutes 53 birds entered the roosting ground either diving from neighbouring
trees or 'lying out from the reeds. After a brief silence the chottering
was resumed and by 6-30, 15 more birds entered the roosting ground. The
chattering continued front the trees and in this interval 7 birds come out
of roost to join with the group. Then at 6-40 15 birds in one group dived
into the roosting ground.

It must be noted that the earlier entries into the roosting ground was in
ones, twos or threes - majority being in twos. Quite likely, it means
that the birds are already paired.

Finding now complete silence and the sun having already set at 6-35 (the
day was at 7.15), I left the place, But at 6-45 at 200 ft. east of the
spot I found 2-3 more pair, heading for west.

ROOSTING BEHAVIOUR OF TAILOR BIRDS

H.P. Herchekar

At about 5-40 p.m. on 10th January 1976, in Dabhil, Ambere Taluka,
Ratnagiri, we heard a concert of Tailor birds which continued for about
10 minutes. Then they flow to o Sapota tree, and the chorus stopped
immediately. This was at 6.05 p.m. After about a hour end half we
looked for these birds with a torch, and we found 4 Tailor birds sitting
in a compact row with bills tucked in the wing coverts. Wc could not
trace the other birds in the tree.

I Ashy Wren Warblers and Tailor birds have an amazing capacity to "ball up"

together while roosting. I once followed a group of Wren Warbler at
roosting time, and when they were "in bed" it was difficult to believe
that the inmates consisted of birds. The group just looked like a ball
of wool on the branch. Ed.)

AT HOME

May I suggest the inclusion of a third feature, apart from our Contributors
and Our Subscribers, which might perhaps be celled 'At home*. It would run
something like this: The undermentioned subscribers extend a cordial
welcome in their homes to any fellow subscriber visiting the village/town/
city concerned:

1. Name and address
2. Days and Times
3. Hospitality offered
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jungle. No shooting ls allowed, and they can be photographed easily.
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Rana Nahar Singh, P.O. Parone,
Dist. Guna, M.P.
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We acknowledge receipt of subscriptiona/donations from:

.ve
8 Division, Monmohan Market, Jamnagar, Gujarat;
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Shri V.5. Soxena, IF5, Dy. Conservator of Forests, C-250, Doyanand Marg,

Tilak Nagor, Jaipur 302004; Mr. Negendra Singh t Shcrkot House III, Dhcmpur

246761, Dist. Bijnor, U.P.; 5t. Xavier's Bigh School, Bombay 400001;

Mr. P.D. Stracey, 12/1 Alfred Street, Richmond Town, Bangalore 560 025;

Master S.T. Tijoriwola, A-I Apartmanta, 5th Floor, Flat No. 55, 270

Wolkeshwor Road, Bombay 400 0C6.

Mr. K.P.S. Panikkar of Mayo College, Ajmer, has sent in subscriptions

of 20 students.
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WHERE IS JERDON'S COURSER? AN INQUIRY

Coursers are ground-living birds, slightly smaller than the Grey Patridge. They inhabit open

sandy or stony waste land, fallow cultivation, and thinscrub jungle. The Indian Courser (right) is

common throughout the plains of India. Jerdon's, or the Doublebanded Courser (left) is so rare

that it has not been realiably seen since the year 1900. It was then known only in the Godavari

and Penner valleys in Andhra Pradesh—Nel lore, Cuddapah, Sironcha, Bhadrachalam and Anantapur

neighbourhoods—but may be found elsewhere The double breast-band will readily distinguish it

from the commoner Indian Courser.

If this bird is seen by you kindly report to your nearest forest official with particulars as to locality,

date, and numbers seen. Forest or other Government officials, and shikaris and village headmen

are requested to kindly pass on this information to Bombay Natural History Society. Shaheed Bahgat

Singh Road. Bombay 400 023
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OUR HERITAGE...
the tiger by the water hole; the elephant in

the forest; bison crossing a road; lions in the Gir

forest; rhinos in Assam. What more valuable
heritage can we have ? This heritage of ours is

priceless. But is being steadily destroyed. Protect
our heritage. ..our wild life.

TATA ENGINEERING AND LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY LIMITED
148. Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay-I.
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SONNERAT'S - A JUNGLEFOWL THREATENED BY FISHERMEN

Philip Wayre

The junglefowls have been especially important to man having been domesti-

cated by him for more than 4000 years. *11 domestic fowls in the world

today originate from one of the four species of junglefowl which arc found

in southern Asia. The Red Junglefowl (Gallus gallus) is probably the

ancestor of most chickens and domesticated forms of it were known in the

Indus Valley around 2500 B.C. Like the Red Junglefowl, Sonnerat's jungle-

fowl (Gallus sonnerati) occurs in India being found in the west and south

of the peninsula up to Mount '*bu in the northwest and east to the Godavari

River. I t is also found in central India and Rajputana.

In my opinion Sonnerat's Junglefowl is the most beautiful of tho four

species. I t is sometimes called the Grey Junglefowl and the male is Q

most attractive bird. His slightly dented comb, lnppets, bare face ond

throat are red. The neck hackles ore long, rounded at the tip, block
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fringed with grey end with yellow or whitish wax-like spots. The tail is
glossy purplish-black and the wing coverts ore block with white shafts and
long wax-like yellow tips, the rest of the wing being black. The fomcle
has a reddish-brown crown and pole brown face. The brown neck feathers have
buff centres and those of the mantle mottled light brown and black, with a
whitish shaft lino bordered with black. The wings are mottled black nnd
brown with black primaries; the tail is dull black and tho breast feathers
are white with brown or block borders, those of the flank having brownish
borders. The abdomen is pale buff.

It is the small hackles of the mole's neck which hove nearly caused this
species' destruction, for it is thes^ feathers which are in groat demand
by fishermen in Europe end America for tying flies and other luros for
catching salmon end trout. The yullow wax-like tip of these feathers
mislead the fish into thinking that the fly is something ta eat, possibly
another very small fish.

The demand for junglefawl hackles was so enormous in the West that a few
years ago fears were expressed that Sonncrat's Junglefowl might become
extinct unless the trade could be halted. With this in mind the Indian
Government passed a law prohibiting the export of the skins or feathers
of So.nnerat' s Junglefowl and Britain and America have both since banned
the importotion of these goods. However, some other European countries
hove not banned their importation and it is believed that some skins are
still smuggled out of India from time to time.

As one would expect of a species so closely related to the domestic chicken,
Sonncret's Junglefowl is not difficult to keep and to breed in captivity.
Being polygomous one male bird con be run with five or six hens so that
large numbers of fertile eggs can be obtained from comparatively few pens
of these birds. Nor aro they difficult to feed since they will do well an
the same food that is given to domestic poultry. In the wild they feed
chiefly upon seeds, grain, shoots and buds as well as insects, including
the eggs and larvae of termites. For this reason birds in captivity do
better on a diet which is higher ir. protein than that normally given to
chickens. Sonnerat's Junglefowl live in bamboo groves and ferests on
mountain slopes up to 160D m. where they arc usuolly found singly or in
pairs. Family parties consisting of a pair and their young may be seen
but this species appears to be monogamous in thu wild and does not
normally congregate in flocks.

The eggs are white to pale buff and four to eight is the usual clutch.
The young ore as easy to rear as domestic chickens using either a bantam
foster mother or an electric brourier.

Like all pheasants, end junglefowl ore only n genus within the Family,
Scnneret's ore comparatively easy to re-establish in the wild provided
they can be protected from predators including man. However, if there is
sufficient cover thoy soon become wary and well able to look after them-
selves. For any aviculturist in India living within the species' natural
range, there is on ideal opportunity tc do something really practical and

/
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positive towards the conservation of wildlife by breeding these bird3 in
captivity snzi releasing them in suitable wildlife reserves once the young
birds arc strong on the wing and old enough to fend for themselves.

First they must be penned in a temporary enclosure within the release area
and after they have been there some weeks, during which time they should
be given food and water daily, they should be set free a few at a time.
Thereafter food and water must be given daily outside the pen. For the
first few woaks they will rely on this focd and will return tc the pen
whenever they are hungry, but gradually they will learn to find f - orf in
the jungle fcr themselves and will wander off and become truly wild birds.
An alternative method of release and cnt which hos proved equally satis-
factory under some ccnJiticns is to allow the domestic bantam which has
brought up a breed of junglcfowl to wander off with them into the jungle.
She will lock after them until they become independent though the chances
of recovering the bantam are usually remote.

The Pheasant Trust at Great Witchingham, Nr. Norwich, England, has a good
breeding stock of Sonnerat's Junglefowl and would be very pleased to help
with any serious project to reintroduce this species to any part of its
natural range where it used to be found but hos disappeared.

A KASHMIR HCLID/.Y

D.A. Stairmand

I . In and around Srinagar

The base fcr my three weeks' holiday in Kashmir in July, 1971 was a very
pleasant houseboat an Negin Lake, the houseboat being tethered to a willow
bonk. From the housoboat I could watch Common Kingfishers which were
numerous and remarkably tame, Pied Kingfishers, Dabchicks, Common 5wallows,
Little Bitterns, Pied Wagtails, Whitccheaked Bulbuls, Common Mynas, Common
Sandpipers, Golden Orioles, Cuckoos-cf the 'clock 1 variety - small parties
of magnificent European Bee-caters hawking insects in flight, yloriously
coloured Shcrt-billod Minivets, Kashmir Rollers, Paradise Flycatchers,
House Crows, Jackdaws, Hcuse Sparrows, Little Egrets, Hoopoes, Whitebrea-
sted Kingfishers, Tickell's Thrushes, Rufousbacked Shrikes, Sterlings,
Ring Doves, Blackeared Kites, Whiskered Terns, Slatyheaded Parakeets,
Wrynecks, Grey Tits, Great Reed Warblers.

All those, and probobly more, without even having to move from the House-
boat! I think this will give readers some idea of the abundance of birds
on and around Nagin Lake. The scenery of placid clean water, mountains,
reed bode, willows, poplars, chenars, etc. was, of course, glorious but
it can get uncomfortably hot in Srinagar in July. But a small point to
set eff again3t all the attributes*
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life.
pati
„ ., ,, a— -* <- vA«iift ui u wiuow nna veryocceuonally uttering a plontive PIT-PIT just to let it3 food gatheringparents know where it was.

e. fi last memory is of a soulful young Pied Woodpecker waiting so;iently for food while clinging onto a trunk of a willow end verv

If, by any chance, one wished for a slight diversion from 100% birdwotehingthere were the beautiful Nishnt and Shalimar Gardens or a walk up to Hari-prabhat. Even then. Wrynecks were a great distraction from the beautifulflowers an the gardens for at least one visitor.

II • A trek in the Lidder Vallev

ind^h^V^ 110 Li
f^

r
u
VallCy l 3l3C Visited SonQ^r , VuamaxQ, Gulmergand the Sind River. All had great attributes, however trekking on foot

l7«lTu n
8/°a^

u
"»y time!) for several days through the glorious

ttl ,
y °

m Pa
^
al^m was the highlight of my July visit. The firstnight under canvas a full muon rose at about B p.m. and only those whohove camped m the Himalayas under such conditions will knew the groatueauty cf such an experience.

On trek the scenery wos magnificent - mountains, rushing torrents withhuge boulders and huge pines. The scenery vied with the birds, and themany glorious butterflies vied with both. I saw very few animals of muchinterest. They have either been scared or hunted out, in the main.

We concentrated our route along the river and here the beautiful White-capped Redstarts and Plumbeous Redstarts, Himaiayan Whistling Thrushes,Hoopoes and Pied Wegtails were conrncn. Brown Dippers and Little Forktailswere also fairly common but I did net see the Kashmir DiPP er nor theSpotted Forktail - the latter omissicn a very sad disappointment.

Many beautiful birds seen on this trek included - Meadow Buntings, Gold-finches, Greenfinches (very colourful near Pahalgom), Crested Black Tits(extremely numerous), Greanbrcked Tits, Grey Wagtails and Yellowheaded
Wagtails - both in full summer dress and quite breath-taking in theirbeauty-, Hodgson's Shortwing, Collared Bush Chats, various 'yellow'Warblers, Blue Rock Thrush, Green Woodpeckers, Pied Woodpeckers, Redheaded
Bullfinches, Rufousbellied Niltavns, Rufous Turtle Doves. Other birdswhich some readers I feel might put in a more subdued category, includedCinnamon Tree Sparrows, Sooty Flycatchers (a bit drab in plumage, but whatbright eyes!), Dark Grey Bush Chats, Swifts, Vultures, Grey Tits, TreeLreepers, etc. I did not do at all well with identifying birds-of-prevand I was also not successful with the larger forest birds. Perhaps
because I spent most of the time watching Dippers and Redstarts!

The Whitecapped Redstart was one of the most beautiful birds in the LidderValley and very tame at times. Just as tame were the pairs of Plumbeous
'

rtedstorts and although I tended to ignore them a bit immediately after thefirst day I then had a resurgence of interest in them for the last 3-4
days of the 6-day trek as I had by then discovered their behaviour to be
odd, eccentric and interesting. Definitely 'kinky', in fact. They are
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extremely pugnacious - taking on ' all-comers' of any size or description -

ond display surprisingly odd chcekiness and quirks even tc a rather odd

onlooker. At various times I half expected them tc chase me off my boulder

or, perhaps in retribution, to help serve me with a riverside breakfast.

As I grew more familiar with them (and they with me) I even found them mere

attractive in cress. They could hardly have returnee this compliment as my

short was get tiny blocker every day.

Dippers were the highlight of that week. Wh.:t a thrill it was to watch

fishing in such masterly style making progress, even when submerged, against

the most rapid torrent. Admittedly they art stocky, strong .caking birds

but it is visually quite unbelievable hew thoy stand up tu the furious cn-

rush of water. A s a change from this rather glamcrous style they will

sometimes actively pick insects off water splashed boulders or swim around

rather elegantly in quieter waters at the edge cf the river picking insects

off the underledges of rocks. Dippers preen often and long on boulders in

midstream and then it is wonderful to watch the Dippers' white eyelashes

flicker. Once I watched an adult Bruwn Dipper feeding two speckled young

birds in mid torrent - I could have watched it fcruver. I had no regrets

I watched only Brown and not any Wnitebreesttfd Dippers. * Dipper is a

Dipper is a Dipper; and it is a great bird.

Collared Bush Chats are favourite birds of mine and the males were beauti-

ful* At one ccm|j site the parents were feeding nestlings close to my tent.

However it tcok me about one hour with the aid of binuculsrs to locate the

nest so well was it concealed near c bush and under a ledge of o stone very

close to the ground.

I should like to write more of tha great beauty of Hodgson's Yellowheaded

Wagtail in full summer dress with its jet block back and bright yellow

colouration seen in idyllic surroundings, and of the stupendous beauty of

the malB Rufousbellied Niltavas - seen on bushes necr trickles of water -

and of my charming encounter with the handsome Hodgson's Shcrtwing hut, if

1 do, I fear the Editor will send someone here to chop off my wrist.

However I foel I must mention the change in distribution of riverside birds

even from one day to the next. For 2- 3 days before the trek started it

hod rained very heavily in the Liddcr Volley area. My eight days'

saw only a .'uw drops cf rein. Consequently at the start of the trek the

river was gushing with water and the level high. As the rays passed the

level became lower and recks which had been submerged were then exposed.

A particularly dramatic change came an day not enly in the level ond velo-

city of water but also in the number of birds seen in the same one mile

stretch of river. The previous day I counted:- 100 + Redstarts, £a. 30

Whistling Thrushes, 5 Dippers. Next days- 6 Redstarts; 3 Whistling

Thrushes; 1 Dipper. I must assume that I had seen a movement of birds

returning to their usual territories, although the fact that the Redstarts,

Dippers and Thrushes included immature birds mey hove some relevance tc

the movement.
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RAJKOT BIRDS

Lovkumar Khachcr

Lelpuri end ftandarda ore two rcacrvcirs just ten minutes drive from the
heart of Rajkot. With imagination they could be developer! into wonderful
bird observatories which would draw many visitors and possibly moke many
new converts to the cause of conservation. The locnl people ore innntoly
proconsorvaticn minded and I am certain m.-my, many more would like to look
at birds. It must be remembered thot nil are not lucky to have cars,
.binoculars or even the monoy to purchase costly bird books. If an orga-
nisation cen so work things cut as to encompass the common men wo can
certainly Cjc a lomj wey in winning popular appreciation, I cm confident
that ell our schemes far conservation will beer fruit only if we approach
it in a democratic manner. The Indian populace is by r:nd largo for
preservation one; their interest and support will help mere than all the
Utopian resolution, legislation and conferences.

But now, let us look at the birds. We were out birdwatching at 5.45 p.m.
on 15th March, 1973, just the correct time to be able to hove a favourable
sun on the water and the birds around. The smaller Rnndarda reservoir wes
almost dry with a stretch of water just a sling-shct across end about
three shots long. Ms we ;;assed, I noticed a tightly massed flock of
pelicans resting on the edge. I decided to look them up on my way back
and proceeded to the south side of the Lalpuri dam, This ruservuir had
more water end we found on interesting assortment of birds, os it normally
docs hove at this time of the year, on its for side and on c peninsula
which juts out from the northern end of the dam to halfway of the centre
whan the water is this low. We hat' the advantage of unrestricted view
Standing as we did on a small hill which drops almost sheer to the water
below. We settled down on the rock outcrops to enjoy the sight spread
cut before us.

To the left, closeby, near the masonry overflow of me dam was a large
flock of Little Terns wheeling around over the fish buLLling in the muddy
water below. Among them were n few Whiskered Terns still in their non-
breeding plumage and a couple of GullbiUsd Terns. In the middle of the
water below us were four ivesy Pelicans swimming and dipping their greet
bills into the water in a desultory fashion. They swnm fairly close up
till our excited talk seemed to make them suddenly aware of our presence
and they moved back nnd a little while later two ef them, adults an 1

possibly wiser as a result, took off into the wind and then circled right
towards the other lake. Scnnniny the shores clockwise, the binoculars
paused over the peninsula and there wero o dozen or so Demoiselle Crane
and about five Common Crane. Th* fronch grey of the former was o cleor
centrist to the sandy grey of thu lott'r. With them were soveral egrets,
and en Ospxuy flew over. Beyond, out in the water huddled a flock of
somnarrbulont Flamingos so close together that it was difficult to estimate
their numbers and the only colour about them was of the pink legs. On the
further end, o cluster of thoroughly overfed Painted Storks rested out of
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PEREGRINES FLY AGAIN

(WWF Press Release)

Merges, Switzerland - Uuintxoducticn of the Peregrine falcon (Falco
perogrinus) in the Eastern United States, where it had been wiped out by
pesticides, appears to be developing well, according to a report received
by the World Wildlife Fund.

Dr. Tom Cade, of Cornell University's Laboratory of Ornithclcyy , reported
that 16 ycung Peregrines bred in captivity had b„fcn releaseJ at five
different release sites in 1975, and 12 of them wore now living success-
fully in nature.

"Certainly our success in rearing 12 out of 16 young birds to tho stage
of independent existence in nature is bettor than wild Peregrine parents
could menage, but the crucial measure of success still lies in thr. years
ahead when these birds will hopefully return to take up residence and
broed in the regions from which they flccged. We shall need to release
many more young Peregrines during the coming years before wo can claim
ultimate success, but nt least we made n start that encourages us to
continue"

.

1975 was the third breuding season in the programme, which is receiving
World Wildlife Fund support, end the Laboratory's production was 23
Peregrines, throe Gyr falcuns (F, rusticclis), thrca Prairie falcons
(F. mexicanus), ond seven Lanner fclcons (F. biarmicus) at Cornell. Two
Peregrines ond 30 Prairie falcons were raised at a new facility at Fort
Ccllins, Colorado, which is intended tc speciolisinj in the sub-species
of the Peregrine found in the Rockies.

To re-introduce Peregrines to the wild younij birds nre placed in selected
nests, which mny be artificial. Whon fledged, after about two weeks they
are allowed to take tc the air, returning to take feed which is put out
for them. Gradually they start hunting natural prey and become independent

C ORRESPONDENCE

ONSET OF BiiAlNFEVER

M.S. Ramamocrthi

T-egnrding Mr. Thomas Gay's article in the Correspondence Section of tho
Newsletter {Vol. XVI No. 3 March 1976) undor the heading "Onset of Brcin-
fever" I want to state the following!

The Brainfever bird (hawk Cuckeo) is a quite common bird found throughout
the year in the coastal plains of Tamil Nodu. It is ,-rcUnbly because of
the climate not becoming so cold in the winter as in many other parts of
the country*
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The call of the birri is usunlly heard at any time cf the ye,-r in our
vxll.-ges situated in the Cauvery Dolts. But while in the col seesan
the call is occasionally heard during day time, in the hot season pro-longed feverish calls ore often heard 'urin, the day and sometimes inthe moonlit.'nxghts as well.

5o Dr. Solim Kli's noting 'becomes increasingly obstreperous with the
:ovancc of hot wc-nhar; as well as Mr. Whistler's observations "is most
vociferous from early spring to the raina" and "the call is uttered atany time of the year" arc correct.

ft few lines about Munia - A puzzle solved:

I remember to have read in a past Mcwsletter issue r strange story of aMunia escaping from a weaver bird's nest that had been picked up from theground and taken in a vehicle. Ever since there has been a puzzle in my
nunri as to what made the Munia to refuge in a weaver bird's nest.

I have come across large congregations of spotted Munias and small r-roupsof whitebroasted Hunida in my birrfwatching rounds. Here I want U acmitnot to have found any ether kind of Hunia in uur villous. I have noticedsome peculiar hr.bits in Munia3 not usually found in other birds. I meanthe habit of building neat, entirely for thu purposo of roosting, *nd thehabit of ycung birds returning to their original nests with their parents.

The spotted Munias that hnve migrated to cur area for the present harvestseason have built their globular nests in the acacia trees .rowing on theounds around the rice fields surely for the purpose of roosting. how theharvest season being at th* fag end most of them have abandoned theirhastily built nests and left.

I have noticed in them another habit also. The fledglings of other birdsthat leave their nest do net return to their nest, but I have seen Munia

dc s
JS IUtUrnintJ tu thuir ^ii,inal nest with their parents for many

A few days ago seme members of my family and I paid a visit f the templeof a diety situated among the fields. The offerings being over at about
5 p.m. we spent the rest of the afternoon in birdwatching. Pariah Kites,brohmmy Kites, Dlackwinged Kites, Mediottlod Lapwings, Spotted Munias,Lommon Mynas, Drohminy Mynos, Wild Pigeon, Dlue Jay, Elnck dronuo.
parakeets, wocd sparrow, reed warbler, common green bee-eaters, palmswifts, -caver birds and some unidentified falcons were the birds we found.

Lh!IiB
2

C °i0ny V weaver
u
birds in a «*" date palm tree growing near thetemple. We saw a large number cf nests. Seme of tbcm were being built.

i here is on acacia tree growing bene.-th the poim tree. Many old nestswere found on the ground as well as on the ocacia tree stuck tu its thornytwigs. Thoy hoc fallen from the palm tree. I saw e pair of Munias
entering one of the old weaver bird nest.
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We tcck hone one ef the nests from the j round. It wes exceptionally
large. We have fount! a Munio's nest inside the wct-ver bird's nest. The
puzzle has been solved - Muni as sometimes build their nest inside on
abandoned wuoverbird's nest.

Prof. Dinesh Mohan from itcurkec writes:

I was interested to reed a news item on ^-ruin-Fever bird by T. Gay in
your March 1976 issue ef the Newsletter. This year the Brain-fever bird
celled for the first time in iioorkce on 26th January, dcorkee is normelly
much cooler then Poonn and the temperoturo during the letter half of
January ranges between 4 and B decree centigrade. This yc'r it wes
slightly warmer. The -rain-fever stnrts celling vory early in the
morning end for early risers it can easily wcrk like on nlarm-cleck.

This year I also noted that the Koel colled for the first time en 5th
March. I am now luuking for the first appearance of the golden uriole
which normally makes its appearance before 15th April.

It would be worthwhile if readurs of the Newsletter from different ports
of the country send thoir observations of the first call or the first
appearance ef various typical birds.

KING CilOW UNDEfl ATTACK

Md. Ali liezo Khan

During late February, 1975, Mr. rt. Sugothan { Research Student of
Patrice Lumumba Friendship University, Moscow) ond myself were trying to
trap a pair of the Dlock-an. -Orcngc Flycatchers, Musciccpa nigrcrufa, in
Sim's Pork at Cconoor (2, ODD m.) in the Nil.:,iris for colour marking them.
The area was a little away from thi. main pork and mure towards the
Pomological St.tion of thu Government of Tamil Nadu. The major trees were
Acacia meloncxylon, Ducklondia populena, Syncar;.us laurifolia ond
different species cf Eucalyptus, «ccr, Cupressus, etc. The undergrowth
consists -jf Oestrum aur.rn tiacum, Solanum rubustum, Alsophile australis,
Tcddolia asiatica, itubus ollipticus, Polygonum chinense, Smilax spp .

, etc.
with few bamboo bushes (Uambusa sp.) along the neighbouring feebly
flowing stream.

The Eucalyptus trees were as high os 30 m. Wc noticed ;jnc pair of Pied
Flycatcher Shrikes (Hemi^us picatus) foraging high up in one of the
Eucalyptus trees. Suddenly there opposxod c Grey Drongo (Dicrurus
leucophacus ) . It was making for the honey bees. As it came close,
within 3 m., of the flycatcher shrikes, they started attacking the drongo.
They literally mobbed the drongo and chased it out ;>f the Eucalyptus
canopy.
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On another occasion thot is May 1975, i noted a l.rown Shrike (Lanius
cnstetus) chasing the Grey Brongo. I was walking down tho 5im ! s Hark
during lunch-huur. I found o i3rown Shrike perche 1 atop a bamboo clump,
5m high, apparently it was looking .own for insects. /.fter sometime
when the Grey Dronyo come cni sat over thL same bamboo clump, the shrike
immediately started attacking tk. Dron^ . Though the latter chnngod
perches several times the shrike went on mobbing it. Finally it was
driven eway at least seme 20 m from the bamboo clump.

The drongo is considered to be one of the most self-confident cf birds,
an.! is even able to dool effectively with craws. Hence it is known as
the King Crew. Dut here in Sim's Hark we observed how it was mobbed down
by two comparatively small species of birts. It may be noted that both
the Flycatcher Shrike ond the uxown Shrike were not nesting ot that time.
So the explanation that territory holding birds con overwhelm intruders
did net apply in this case. However, when I explained these two
incidents to Br. 5alim «.li, under whose guidance 1 am studying the
Block-oniVOrange Flycatcher and who was at Cocnoor during May, 1975, he
quipped it may be the guilty conscience of the droncjoel

I am thankful to Dr. V.S. Vijayan for necussary interpretations of our
observations.

RANK MYN/.S UCUDOTHEitES GINGINI/.NUS) UZiui PCDNA

L . Khannc

There is a small colony of .lank Mynas which have apparently spread to
a small restricted area about 14 kms south east of Pocno by the side
of the National highway to Sholepur. We have been commuting on this
road for the last seven years, but it was only sometime in July 1975 that
wc first noticed a group of 4 birds near a brick end cement well in the
whoat fields just off the road. The birds have a specie! attachment to
this well, and wc have observe.: them rousting in the "weep-holes" inside
the well. ThL- birds are usually observed sitting en the rim of the wull
at about 8.15 a.m. - a little earlier in summer and later in winter.

The present strength is 9 birds; and they have only been observed in a
Smell area about 4 kms in radius from thu well. The birds have a distinct
preference for wet aroas e.g. inundated fields end waterlogged depressions.
Continuous bird-watching by our group in a BO km. radius of Poona has
convinced us that this is perhaps the only colony cf its kind in this area.
in the "Handbook" also Poona (18 B N) would appear tc be a little far south
Df its known distribution.

The birds are quite tamo and are observed feeding in harvested fluids
and other damp areas. They are often bullied by Common Mynos, and they
arc usually observed in pairs or a small groups of 4 or 5 birds - rerely
the full complement of 9. The birds are r.pparently resident.
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It would be gratifying to hear from ether readers of the; Newsletter if
they have come across Sank Myncs south of lr.t. 20 e N.

f\ perfect day hero, and my (^rd^n full of sunbirds, golden orioles
(vt,ry early) end little things that behove like flycatchers (jump U,-;

frcm a twig and flutter in the ^ir ns though catchim; flies) thou.gh
I can't identify them. I think they nre too sinoll fc r Ver^iturs, but
they may be the females. I would like to be wr.tchin.^ them tbreu.-.h ny
binoculars, but am tieo1 to my desk with ondlfcaa curresponuance

.

J.T.;,, Gibson, rf.jmer.

The Malabar Grey Hornbill

3r. A. Navarro

Mr. K.K. Noelakantan concludes his article on The Malabar Groy Hernbill
in the March 1976 issue of the Newsletter with a question; "Do the fcmnle
and young regularly squirt thiir excreta through tb-j narrow slit?
Although I spent 4 hours nt the White Pino nest and the conditions were
ideal for close observation, I did not see r.ny evidence of this habit."

I can answer, in part, this question. I havo brought up throe nestling
Malabar Grey Hurnbills in different seasons; when the nestlings were
brought to me, they must have bi.e.n four to six days old.

To PUNl- these ycung birds not much difficulty is encountered| this is
due to their voracious appetite; when they open their large tills ycu can
push down their gullet anything frc.-n a little chunk of meat to a chickoo
or even a wild fig.

I kept the little chicks in a small basket tu serve es a nest, inside a
large cage; at my very first attempt I got into trouble; I die not know
how to keep the little bosket clean and dignified for the sake of the
stream of daily visitors who wanted to see the antics of the little
Malabar Grey Hurnbills. *t this stage I dii. notice the droppings were
somehow different from the droppings ef other birds like the bulbul:; and
crows. On investigation I fuund that arch dropping was enclosed in a
whitish gelatinous sack or capsule. These capsules were being removed by
the female, though the nests were in treeholus or in ground tunnels.

In the earlier stages the female swallows thuse capsules; as thb chicks grow
older, they tuo swallow these cnpsul&s for some time. Despite my constant
observation I never did see the little chicks s-.allow their droppings. *s
tht; birds grew older they tried to squirt cut their troppings from the
basket; this was s great relief to me for the little basket was kept clean
and dry. At this advanced stage, the little chicks hesitated to swallow
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their food; I use:; forceps to feed them; they started pecking at the
food with soft jerks? they rolled the foot' up on d down in the hill and
finally keeping the food near the tip of the bill, with a strong jerk
they would swallow the food. This procedure took place mainly when the
birds were fed with moot, carvand-.s or wild berries., -="

A friend of mine who shewed keen interest in the Question has m&tiv.-ted
this response baaed on the experience I had acquired dealing with the
mess of a single hcrnbill chick during the growing process in the impro-
vised basket nest.

Once a ne3t with young chicks wos found and we decided te spend some time
observing how the female dealt w: *h her sanitary problems'. Early in the
morning we used to take our position at the b,:ck of the nest, and we
noticed the little pellets being ejected from the nest in all directions.
Some fell near, others were thrown quite a distance. Thereupon I surmised
that as the little hornbills grew older they would squirt their droppings
in the some manner as the mother hornbill.

THE KOflA OR WATEH COCK (GALLICAEX CINE.tEA)

T.V. Jose

2-6-74. In the evening, os I wos making my rounds on the sea-sido, near
Dongur Nagar, r-orcgoon (west), to my surprise I heard the drummings of the
Kora. I coulc! not believe myself and started doubting whether I was trans-
ported in my fancy to cole (rice) fields of Trichur, Kerala, where exactly
at this time of the year, standing on their ridges, one could see the same
birds in lorge numbers. Hcwevcr, repeated colls uf the Koro from the
compound of Eostern Ceramics Ltd., on my left side, confirmed, that .I was
not in dream-land but was on the firm ground of Hcmbay. My patience attd
eagerness were at once rewarded whan I could catch glimpses of two male
birds moving through the spaces between clumps uf mangrove ( Avecinna
officinalis)

.

16.6.' 74, This time I had taken binoculars with me. I heard the Koro
calling mere frequently, which is an indication of their ancominy breeding
season, but no bird wos to be seen.

Also I heard the clamour and riot of "cantankerous" courting couple of
white breasted water hens, roughly from the samo area. What a striking
difference they make in their love protestations; yet, both the Kom and
the Water hen ar ;,ccr to be close cousins!

DISCOVERY OF A PELICANftY IN K/iRNATAKft

5 . G» Neginhol

In the first week of April, 1976, while ycing to Bangalore, I saw over om
hundred Painted Storks (Ibis leu.cocephr.lus) actively feeding in a desi-
ccating water tank. The presence of such lorge number of birds spentano-
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cusly suggested that these girds should bt breeding somewhere nearoy. *s
I hod not time to follow them, I just postponed my quest and proceeded to
Bangalore,

After -i couple of days I specially went to thia spot to trace thg breeding
grcuds cf these Pointed Storks and my perambulation took me to Iiellur
village in llandya District, where I foun:' hundreds of Painted Sturks
nesting on the trues in the backyards nnd agricultural fields of the
villagurs. As I was observing th;.m I shotted oome big sized birds with
heavy flattened bills underhung by elastic pouches. These were Spotted-
billod or Grey Pelicans, Pelucanus philippcnsis. Scon I found o number
of these Pelicans nesting along with the Pointed Storks r:n many of the
trcv,s. Seme helicons were incubating, seme were carrying ousting material
and some had nestlings. Thu renders con imagine my joy .-it this oiscovcry
which is apparently the first record for. Kornataku State.

In the adjoining liannalli village many more lelicans were found breeding.

Those Helicons ?nd eintad Storks wore found breeding in mixed colonies an
the Ficus, Tamarind and ncacia orabica trees planted by the villagers in
their b.-ckyord and dry agricultural fields. The local villagers are
jiving great protection to these birds and poachers ore heavily fined,

I hope to write o detailed article on these breeding Pelicans later.

NEWS FROM AUROVILLE

Yesterday I was called to rid someone's appertnent of a fierca bruto of a
bird, - probably o young eagle ox kite or what not, that had resisted all
shooting and terrorised the inhabitant.

Well, it turned out to be a very sweet tempered, totally exhausted and
near-dead Turdoides malcolmi. Its presence here is a total mystery to me,
and the said appartmunt is situated directly on the coast, facing the. sea.
Since when do the large grey Dabblers migrate?

It wns merely its lovely clear yellow eyes, th ;t mede such an impression of
"aggressiveness" on the terrorised man. Hu hoe not dared touch it Lv^n
with a stick, for fear of being instantly torn to shreds... Oh well.

ns for the Uobbier, une hour after a little drink and a little handful of
insects, it was able to stand on its foot again. This morning it is vigo-
rously flapping its wings and gulping large quantities of insects,
scrambled egg, milk ans all that. Its recovery is just as fast anyone
could wish.

T-ut what is this Dabbler doing here? And (presumably) single, as none of
his species have so fer boon observed to my knowledge. !:ut I shall make
further enquiries with my fellow-birdwatchers here in the Ashram,
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Now o little anecdote on our endemic species of Turdoides striotus-melodius
(at least that's what they SHOULD be colled) 4 helpless nestlings were
handed in. Once fully grown, and very much against thoir inclination,
they were "liberated" only to hsvo them hopping about on top of thi. aviary
for thu first sc-many days. Then hey slowly enlarged their horizon end
by tho end of the week there wu*t . ive of t hum, confidently clamouring for
food. And one week after thee, there were seven, oil alighting with equal
confidence and cogerness on the "public" food tray, cutting all the others
(Cam. Mynas, 3r. Hynas, Drongos, L'luejay, Dulbuls 5parrows etc.) happily
giggling, and gorging themselves. Now, since about two months, it's still
seven and they ore coming regularly, though their 'territory' sci_ms to be
rather large. (How did they knew about their popular name?).

Four Drongos uicrurus adsimilis come to me as week-old babies from a storm*
destroyed nest. They thrived en insects and when my supplies became less
than scarce, I just stuffed them with finely chapped pancake, made of flour,
milk, eggs and some ground-up shrimp. To my utter amosoment, they went on
thriving - and spitting up little pellets of sheer, undigested starchl
Fabulous. But as time went on, they developed the necessary enzyme to
digest even starch and now, five menths later, they are still in the
vicinity and though they ore constantly squabbling, they all 4 of them
still come regularly for their relished pcnccke-snack right onto my hand
(arm, shoulder or head) asking to be fed, just like babies. And they'll
not let fa of me before they have had their fill, even if I have to walk
right through the house with those birds 'taking e ride*. Yes, they ore
very lovely and they imitate the giggling of the Dabblers, r.s perfectly
as all other sounds in their vicinity, intcrsperced with their natural
grating, just as if they had "to wind up the mecanism of the musik-box).
They ore delightful.

As every year, exhausted Pittas are falling in number, and oil too often
left to dio in some cege. It is true, they Ar<E very difficult to keep and
restoure, so as to rolcaso them with re-gained strength. They never
(in my care) took a single bite of food by themselves, even in the most
ideally secluded + shrubby corner. And when fed forcibly, they refuse
to swallow. It takes all cunning, patience and cut-up oarth-worms to get
them bock into a viable condition.

Shonta Neville
22-10-1974.

DLEWITT'S OWL (ATHENE DLEWITTI)

5. uillon Ripley

During a search in two areas adjacent to the former range of Dlewitt's
Owl, namely along the Mohanadi River in Western Orissa ond tho adjacent
Simplipol Hills in February 1975 and, in the Melghot Tiger Reserve area
in northeastern Maharashtra in February 1976 just south ef the Topi River,
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^r. 5oiim Ali and I h-nvo been unoblc so fer to find c trcce of Klcwitt's
Owl. This species formerly xongtsd olanr, the Sctpurc- Hills from Mahara-
shtra end the Tapi itiver (lost rec rd Mandvi in 1914) cast to the Modhya
• re osh-Crissa berdeje. Th#f decline in condition of the forests in the

rea am' the general r'.osiecstion which seems tc have acivcincsd in the
subsequent sixty-odd years may mean th^t the r: nge of this forest si.ecios

is severely contracted now or feasibly thrt the LirJ is virtually extinct,

No other significant reason for its decline i-.\.uld seem to be apparent
then the changes in thu environment in the oreo of its ranno.

;..T -ick£

Mr. T. Gay of r'ouna has made an excellent suggestion about *nt Heme' in

the ^pril issue e f the Newsletter.

1 write to say that any subscriber to the Newsletter, cr any cnu ct 211 who

is interested in birdwatchin^, is welcome tc my house ot Indore (which is

also the officu of the Ornithological Society of Control India, Indore)

for lir,ht refreshments and for some birding with mo on my mcrning walks.
As I occasionally go cut of Indore I cannot give precise elates and times
for the visit, s„ a letter or telephone call in advance will be helpful.
If the visiter is in need of nccGmmcdotion fo r a day or two, I might be

able to Via something.

Dr. i",T. Thomas
13 Old Schore Ho m
Indero (HF) 452001.
Tele: ilesidenco 6694

Office 4 218

In response ta the feature AT HOME (Newsletter April 1976, pp 12) I wish
to add that I would be delighted te ploy host for visiting birders ot
Vishokep otnam for a day er two. They c r.n cither write to me in advance
or telephone, so that my avail ability can be ascertained. If anybody
wants to know moro about tho area and the sort of birds they con expect,
they can write to me.

Name and address: K.5.i(. Krishna Haju
Of ficer-in-Chcrge (5),
Dhartie Electric Steel Co. Ltd.,
Spoonbill House,
CDM Conpeund,
Vishakapctnom 530 003 (A.P.)

£ays and time hll days between 06-00 and 09-00 hrs. "ny time on
holidays

.

Hospitality offered: Food and accommodation, subject to the availability
of our guest house.

1 hones: Office: 5573, Residence; 3682.
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Nome &. address: J .L . Singh
D.M.E.
E-101, Railway Cclcny,
Western Railway

,

Abu Rof J 30702 6

Coys and Time: Any working day after J7.00 hrs or
any time on Sundays.

Hospitality offered: Light refreshments an! an excellent view cf
the Ht, Abu hills ever the Jones river.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

We acknowledge receipt of subscriptions from:

Dr. S.R, Amladi, D-Block
f 2nd Floor, Sanzgiri 5adan, 71, Girgaon Road,

Bombay 400 004; Mr. N.K. Bajpai, Conservator of Forests 1 Office, P.O. &.

Dist. Kulu, H.P., Mrs. Ranjana Bakshy, C/o . A.K. Dakhshy, Dranch Manager,
State Bank of India, Almora, Kumoon Hills, U.P., Mr. D.R. Betarbet, 23,
Hill Road, Bandra, Bombay 50 (1976&.77); Sushmo 3hagia, 9 Sarloskar Park,
Opp: Circuit House, Kolhapur 416003; Shri Arvind K. Bhetia, Rolling Hills
Co-op. Flat No. 3, A-6/13, Jeevan Dima Nagax, Uorivli (West), 400092;
Master A.K. Chakrivarthy , 509, Sri Lakshmi Nilayam, II Stage, Srir^mpuram,
Bangalore 560 021; Br. Girish Chandra, 636, Mukherjee Nagar, via Kingsway
Camp, Belhi 110009; Shri S.W. Dabodghco, 3-A/21, 5ector 4, Bhilai 490001;
Mr. Bell 0. deSouza, World Wildlife Fund, Hornbill House, 5hnhid Bhagot
Singh Road, Bombay 400023; Mr. David Fernandes, World Wilalife Fund,
Hornbill House, Shnhid Uhogst Singh Road, Bombay 400 023; Mr. S.k, Hussain,
4/9 C. Rly Quarters, 335, V.G. Road, Byculla, Bombay 40DOOfl; Mr. Vircndra
Kumar Jain, S/o. 5h. Hans Raj Jain, C/o, Punjab National Bank, Greater
Keilash, New Delhi; Mr. Sudorshnn Kopur, Friends Rural Centre Rosulio,
Hoshangabad 461001; Master M.B. Krishna, 10, Range Rao flood, Shnnkarpur,
Bangalore 560004; Mr. V.G. Kartha, 4B/1, Sector 9, Bhilai 490001; Darbar
Shri Shivrajkumnr Khochcr, The Palace, Jnsdan, Gujarat, Dr. H,N. Kini,
Flat No.l&2, Mohini Mansion, Mori Road, Mahim, Bombay 400 016; Mr. A, Kumar,
4 National Tower, 13 Loudon Street, Calcutto 700017; Mr. P. Krishna Kumar,
No. 5, 5wimming Pool Road, Saroswothipurum, Mysore 570009; Brig. A. Lcka-
ranjan, Hindustan Zinc Ltd., Visakhcpntnam; Dr. Richard Luduena, 2115
Princeton Street, Palo Alto, CA 94306, USA; Col. i<. Manorsnjon, Divisional
Manager, BEST &. CO. (P) Ltd., Pump Foctory, Ycdiyus, Bangalore 560 Gil;
5mt. Sushila Mehta, 11, Firdeus Mrnzil, Bond 5tand, Bandra, Bombay 400050;
Mr. Partha Pratim Mnjumdnr, 36/1, Kosinath Butt Road, Calcutta 700036;
Miss Mary McNabb; 7:ethcsdn Hospital, «mbur f North Arcot i-ist., Tamil Nodu;
Lr. R.M. Nnik, Department of Zoology (Ornithology), M.S. University of
Barada, Baroda; Dr. A.N.B, Nanavati, 4Q.'» L.G. Kher Road, Bombay 400 006;
Mr. S.R. Nayak, No. 2, Krishna 5adon, SitladJvi Temple Road, Mnhim,
Domboy 400 016; The Ornithologist, Andhro Hradosh agricultural University,
Old Insectary Building, rtaj ^ndranager, Hyderabad 500030, Andhro Pradesh;
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Mr. Vipin Parikh, 12, ".-.tan Mansion, 2nd Khctwadi Lane, Jomboy 400 004;
Mr. K,S..<, Krishnn Haju, Spoonbill House, CLM CemH ouno, Visakhapatnam 3
(1976&.77); Mr. T. Kofijr> Hoc, 31B, T.H. .ioad, Madras 600081; Master ^ditya
Rattan, New iledl'inds, Mollis India Ltd., Mathuradas Vissenji .toot, Andhsri
East, Hombay 400059; Mr. -eb^shis '<ay, ..MEt->, Ij.Nd.470, Steam Colony,
Patrotu, wist. Hazaribayh (sub. far 1975 £ 76, and donation C.1Q); Mr. K.D.
Sadenanda, 11,- Temple fioad, Jayalakshmipurom, My sera 570012; Mr. 3,
5ethurf:m, 46, Scwripolay am Koad, 5owripel ayam P.O., Ccinbatove 641028;
Sr. Gift Siromcney, Professor of St.-tis Lies, Madras Christian Collage,
Tambarcm, Chincjlepot i.'ist., f''a:drcs GOQ059; Miss .tama Subrnmanian, C/o.
Mr. K.V. Subramnninm, Fcrest Officer, Health Cam-, , Gu-alur r'.O., f.iliiris
List; Mr. Sharot' Sample, e/1-. Shivdarshan, SWami Vivekannnd 'toad, -orivali
West, T.ombay 400 092; Lt. Kuljeet Sin.jh, INS n^rcni, .icd Fields,
Coimbatore S<,1G1B; Mr. h.rf. Tijoriwala, 270, Walkeshwar i(oad

# Bombay 7;
Mr. Mosaddiquc Umar, Hijh Court, Gauhr.ti,. "ssam; Mr. Hcsi Vcsmrvala,
Gulshon No. 15, Opp: Post Office, Gavthc.n Lane, No.l, Andheri (West),
Bombay 400058; Shri ninkar K. Vaidya, Eird Land, Chuda, l»ist. Surendra
Nagar 363410.

OUi. CQNTnir'UT0i'(5

Philip Wayrt is the Honorary Lircctor of The Pheasant Trust, Great
Witchinghoro, Norwich, War 65X, U.X.

1^./.. Stairmand, Dddicombe House Hotel, Chillington, Near Kinrjsbridye,
South Levon, En-jlond, was in India for same time, and became devoted to
Indian birds.

Lavkumar Khacher is the Education Officer, World Wildlife Fund, Hornbill
House, Shahid Ehagat Singh rtaad, Ecnbay 400 023.

M.S. itcmamoorthi, 5/15, Middle Street, Kudikondan 6D9502 and L. Khanna,
292 Mir2 Shar.kershct, Poona 411009 are subscribers to the Newsletter.

Prof, binesh Mohan is the director, Central building iioscarch Institute,
ricorkoe, U.P.

Md. hli rteze Khan, Petersburg, Cooncor 643101, Nilgiris, is c Research
Fcllcw of the Lombay Natural History Society. He belongs tu ".Bangladesh.

J.T.M. Gibson, Shanti Niwas, Gulab !;ari, "jmcr, was the I'rincipal of Mayo
College, kjmor, He has the unique distinction cf being "deccrated" by both
the "ritish Government and India for his role in education and public
affairs.

hi. /., Navarro teaches ot the; St. Xovior's High School, Tilak Morg,
-Tomboy 400 001.

T.V. Jose, Flat No. 34/671, H.H.2. New Siddhcrth Nagr.r, Gurcgaon, Bombay 62,
has contribute 1 frequently to the Newsletter.

S.G, f-ietjinhal, "sst. Conservator of Forests, Wildlife Preservation 5ub-
bivision, Old Statue Square, Mysore 1, is well known to our readers.
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Shanta Neville, Dird Hospital, Pondicherry 605002, is an activu censer-vationist.

"^ "tnitn ''t?l
Q!/ " th" 5o"etarV, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

Zafar Futehally
Editor,
Newsletter for Dirdwatchorj
Lodda Gubbi Post,
Via Vidyanagar,
Hangaloro 562134,
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WHERE IS JERDON'S COURSER? AN INQUIRY

Coursers are ground-living birds, slightly smaller than the Grey Patridge. They inhabit open
sandy or stony waste land, fallow cultivation, and thinscrub jungle. The Indian Courser (right) is

common throughout the plains of India. Jerdon's, or the Doublebanded Courser (left) is so rare

that it has not been reliably seen since the year 1900. It was then known only in the Godavari

and Penner valleys in Andhra Pradesh— Nellore, Cuddapah, Sironcha, Bhadrachalam and Anantapur

neighbourhoods—but may be found elsewhere. The double breast-band will readily distinguish it

from the commoner Indian Courser.

If this bird is seen by you kindly report to your nearest forest official with particulars as to locality

date, and numbers seen. Forest or other Government officials, and shikaris and village headmen
are requested to kindly pass on this information to Bombay Natural History Society, Shaheed Bahgat

Singh Road, Bombay 400 023

Editor: Zafar Futehally,

Dodda Gubbi Post, Via Vidyanagar, Bangalore- 562 I 34

Annual Subscription Rs. 10/- Students Rs. 5/-
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GOLDFINCH IN THE PLAINS?

P.T, Thomas

Goldfinch in Indie ( Carduelis carduelis), unlike rain in Spain, does notstay mainly in the plains; or so say the books. Is it possible at all,though that an individual or two in a fit of foolish abandon might strayinto the lower plains in the cold season to become what the ornithologistwill describe as a rare winter vagrant? I am much puzzled about thisquestion for at the height of the Central Indian winter this year - on the<Jlst January to be precise - when the

the

canicepsj as in, say, Salim Ali (1974) X, 135. Although described (loc.

on Statu..

C°mmQn .^"dent
'
subject to vertical movements", the statementon status, Distribution and Habitat goes on to

winter hounts Nor can I find the bird descilbed^ "7Z*U\TelZ7Zvagrant into the Central Indian plains although that is not saying much
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for my research on the question is laughably elementary. Whistler (1949)
corroborates the North Pakistan-North Punjab range of the bird in winter,
it being otherwise a Himalayan species. He says nothing of the bird being
seen elsewhere in India at any time. "The well known Goldfinch, conspi-
cuous with its crimson face and gulden wingbar, is common in the Western
Himalayas, Kashmir and Baluchistan, rominn down to the North-west Frontier
Province and Northern Punjab in winter. It lacks the black head markings
of the English species and belongs to the Asiatic species Carduelis
caniceps." (p. 223) I should imagine that what he means by 'the black head
markings of the English species' is the prominent black cf the crown reach-
ing almost to the nape, and not the black of the lores fcr this latter
marking is apparently common to both the English and the Asiatic 3pocies.

(To removo the possible confusion abcut the Latin names let me say that
the Asiatic species, which I believe to bo the same as what Sclim Ali calls
the Greyheaded Goldfinch, is Carduelis caniceps in Whistler's, and Carduelis
carduelis caniceps in Salim Ali's. Why this is so, I cannot say. Similarly,
the typical English species is simply Carduelis carduelis in the smaller
field guides like Campbell ! s the Oxford Hook of Birds (1964), and Heinzel's
The Birds of Britain and Europe (1974). But in Witherby's Handbook of
British Birds (1943) I, 58, it is designated as Carduelis carduelis
britannica. I suspect that the ornithologists are doing this on purpose to
baffle their poor relations, the birdwatchers.)

Now then, this bird that I saw (and has been causing me much misery sinco
then) was a solitary specimen perched on what I think was the dry flower
head crowning a cotton plant ( Gossypium arboreum) or some weed plant at a
height of, say, 24 to 30 ins. from the ground in a two-acre cotton field in
the extensive farmlands of the Agriculture College of Indore. This was a
dwarfish variety of cotton called Khandwe II - it was first developed in
the Khandwe region of Madhya Pradesh - known for its resistance of pests
and diseases. The plants wore wall past their youth for many of the leaves
had turned brown and dry, and the pods had started opening up on many of the
plants. The plant on which the bird was sitting - I couldn't tell whether
it was a cotton plant or some woe<- or other plant that grow olongsidc - was
well inside the field and at a distance of 25 to 30 yards from the road.
The time was a little before 9.00 a.m. It had rained slightly some three
or four days before and the weather had turned colder since. In my occa-
sional morning walks through the College farmlands I used to sec numerous
snail Warblers in the cotton field. If one peered under the plants one
would see also several Pipits walking abuut stealthily on the ground. 1

could only tell that the Warblers were Warblers, and the Pipits Pipits; not
what species of Warblers or Pipits they were.

On this particular morning I had gone back to the place to get a better look
at the Warblers and Pipits and see if I could get closer to identifying them
by their correct species. As I was standing on the road, eyes roving for
the birds I was after, this bird on the bush-top in the distance appeared
suddenly in view. Whether it was sitting there all the time or had only
just alighted I couldn't say. See with the named eye, and at that distance,
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there wasn't anyxning special about the bird; it might well pass fcr some
ordinary sparrow or some such bird - brownish-seeming on the whole, and
about sparrow-sized - but I thought I would have a closer lock anyw-y, eo
I locked at it through the binoculars. What I saw mode me nearly jump for
excitement because hero was a bird I hod never seen before nor could
remember seeing in bird pictures in the field guides. It had a bright
crimson chin which, facing the sur» as it happened tc be, shone and glistened
like some illuminated velvet. What on earth is this, I wondered. Surely,
I muat investigate further. The first thing to do was to try end get a leck
at it from the front and, if it would permit me, from a closer position, so
I walked left along a footpath and took my stance more or lass in front cf
it but still at about 25 yards away. Locking at it again from that position
I noticed that its fcrehtad was also the same colour as the chin, end that
the area separating the chin and forehead behind the bill was black.
Getting curiouser and curiouser, I walked towards the bird with cautious
steps and stopped at what I judged o safe distance. Just as I was adjusting
the binoculars again, my quarry took eff with a bound and flew away at
terrific speed gaining distance and height very quickly. That was tho last
1 saw of it. Returning tc the spot at the same time two days running
availed nothing as far as this bird was cunc erred.

My first thought on spotting this bird was that it might be a Redheaded
Bunting fcr the description seemed to fit and I hadn't seen one before.
Checking with the books, however, I saw that my guess was wrong. By a

proctss cf elimination of various other likely candidates, I finally came
upon the Greyheaded Goldfinch as the one that came nearest tc answering
the bird's general features, colouration r:nd racial oriyin. And yet, I must
admit that there are a number of difficulties abcut concluding that this was
indeed this. Apart from the unlikely habitat, there is the question of the
wings. All descriptions that I have been able tc see of the Goldfinch, no
matter what sub-species, refer to the black in its wings, and the conspi-
cuous bright yellow patch. Tail black and white. Below, chin and area
around bill crimson bordered with whitish buff." ( 5alim Ali). "A most
distinctively plumoged finch with red face, yellow wingbars, whitish rump
and back, and white on head, wings and tail." (Heinzel). This latter far
the typical English Goldfinch, Carduelis carduelis simply, or Carduelis
carduelis brittanico if one likes to give it its full title. Campbell
describes the Goldfinch (again, the English Goldfinch) as "distinguished by
its black wings with 'gold bands' and white spots, black white-tipped tail,
and rod white and block head."

I did not notice the yellow (or gold) in the wings, nor do I remember to
have noticed the black and white in the wings, but some white in the face
did strike me, and this goes well with what Salim Ali has about the "crimson
bordered with whitish buff." The fact that the yellow and block of the bird
did not come to my attention needn't moan that I did not see it closely
enough or long enough for all its colours to impress themselves on me.
After all, the most I had was a ton-second sight of it in two instalments
from 25 yards away with a 8 x 30 binoculars. And in all that time my entire
attention was concentrated on its crimson face which is the feature that
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THE BLACK-THROATED THRUSH IN NORFOLK

S.K. Reeves

Considerable excitement was caused, not only in Norfolk but farther afield,
when a Black-throated Thrush ( Turdus ruficcllis atrogularis) turned up in
Norfolk about a month ago at a place called Coltishall.

The bird was in a meadow at the end of a lane and bordering the river Dure.

It was first discovered about the 20th February, and it was not until the

27th February that my wife, o friend and I motcrcd the 25 miles to Cclti-
shall to see the bird. Wo felt that our chance of seeing it was slight,
but such a rarity merited the effort. We were in luck and had excellent,
prolonged views of a male bird in good plumage.

The thrush had evidently found a spot which suited its needs - an ample
food supply, seclusion, an abundence of tall trees in the neighbourhood to
provide shelter and roosting sites - so it lingered. In fact, I only heard
yesterday, the 2lst March, that it was still there.

As soon as the news got around, birdwatchers from all over the county and
the country converged on Coltish ell; making use of whatever form of transport
they could find. The day of the week made do difference, the gallery was
always full and Britain's economy suffered a severe check. The thrush
itself was most obliging and almost seemed conscious of the fact that it
was playing to full houses.

As far as I can ascertain from the records at my disposal, this is only the
fifth occurrence of this species in Britain. Oddly enough, the previous
occurrence was also in Norfolk at Holkham in October last.

Only the form 'atrogularis* is corxectly known as the Black-throated Thrush.
The distinctive T.r.ruficollis being known as the ftcd-throated Thrush.

This thrush is a Central Palcarctic breading species, with the Black-throated
form breeding in the North end Western portion of its range.

Both forms, that is the Black-throated and the Red. throated, are winter
visitors to India, with the formor being the more abundant. They ere found
all along the Himalayan chain from the N-W.F.P, to Assam, Bangladesh and
N. Burma. The Black-throated form is also found in Baluchistan down to
the Mekran coast and in 5ind. The extension of the Black-throated Thrush
into the plains is governed by weather conditions and it may occur as far
South as Rajaethan and Gorakhpur, and has, in fact, been recorded as far
South os 21 8 N.

Both forms of this bird are dealt with in Volume 9 of the "Handbook of the
Birds of India and Pakistan", A male of the species is illustrated in
that volume, but both mole and female are illustrated at Plate 42 in Vclume
2 of the 'Handbook of British Birds 1 tan exquisite little painting by the
late G.E. Lodge; one cf the finest of British painters of birds).
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THE CHEER PHEASANT AND ITS REINTRODUCTION IN THE HIMALAYAS

Philip Wayre

The Cheer Pheasant Catreus wellichi is a curious bird in many ways. It is
the only member of its genus and the male J *cks the brilliant plumage of
so many pheasants. Indeed, the sexes are rather similar with their some-
what dull plumage of browns and greys end their short brown crests. The
Cheer Pheasant's legs ore shcrt and powerful and its bill is much used for
digging. However, what this bird lacks in the form of colourful plumage
is redeemed by its interesting behaviour. One of the most ncticeablc
things about the Cheer Pheasant is its noise. Doth sexes have a consi-
derable vocabulary which in its high-pitched raucous notes recalls that
of the eared pheasants. The cock's challenging call during the breeding
seoson is made with its head pointing straight upwards and starts with a
series of harsh, gratin5 calls in rapid succession, rising to a crescendo
of very high-pitched disyllabic whistles. Sometimes the pair will duet
together. When feeding, buth sexes utter a series of quiet cackling notes,
not unlike those of domestic fowls.

Cheer Pheasants feed on grubs, insects, seeds, roots, berries, tender shoots
and leaves. Much of their food is obtained by digging with their stout
bills. The hen lays her eggs in a slight depression in the ground under
cover of vegetation and a normal clutch varies between 7 and 14 eggs. The
young pheasants are easy to rear and they assume adult plumage during their
first year and are able to breed in the spring following their birth.

The range of the Cheer Pheasant appears always to have been very limited
and its distribution is local. It is essentially a bird of rather open,
scrubby, forests and prefers steep hills with rocky cliffs or ledges
covered in scrub, especially where high altitude oaks grow in the small
volleys and ravines. I hove seen this species in the wild only once, high
up in the Western Himalayas on the way up to Simla. It might be thought
that a bird living in such rugged country at fairly high altitudes would
be safe from persecution, but unfortunately, for the Cheer Pheasant not
only has its range always been limited, but it is a bird with strong attach-
ment to its territory, so that hunters are able to return again and again
to the same area until they have wiped out the entire local population.
Found only in the We8tern Himalayas from Pakistan east to Nepal, it is now
in danger of extinction in the wild. The Pheasant Trust's interest in thepossible reintroduction of the Cheer Pheasant to its native land began
back in 1967 when I was a state guest of the government of Himachal
Pradesh at Simla. Knowing my interest in pheasants, tfie State Wildlife
Warden, M r . Mehta, kindly took mo on several trips into the mountains insearch of Koklass, White-crested Kalij and Cheer Pheasants. In those partsof the Western Himalayas, all three species are sometimes found in the same
coniferous forests which ere chiefly composed of large Decdar, Morenda
Pine and Kail Pine, with patches f dessiduous trees including the Kharshu
Oak. The undergrowth in the gloomy light beneath the Deodars is scant, but
in open places or wherever the sun can penetrate there is a dense and
often impenetrable shrub layer which includes such species as Derberi,
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Cctoneaster, Deutzia, Lonicera and Viburnum, all names familiar enough

to eny gardner. While I was there I suggested to Mr. Mehta that young

birds bred at the Pheasant Trust should be sent as a gift to the State

Government for subsequent release in a forest where their future protecti

could be assured. Fortunately, there was an ideal place in the form of

the water catchment area above Simla. This was once part of the Cheer

Pheasant's natural range and the whole forest is strictly protected.

In June 1971 Mr. Mehta came to England and was a guest of the Pheasant

Trust. It was then that he reported that two release pens had been con-

structed and that the State Authorities had agreed for the reintroduction

scheme to go ahead. On 10 November that year, twelve pairs of Cheer

Pheasants were dispatched from the Trust. All arrived in perfect condition

and after a short period in quarantine were removed to the two release pens

which had been prepared for them. The subsequent release proceoure was

supervised by Mr. Mehta himself and went according to plan.

In December 1973 a further twelve pairs of Cheer Pheasants bred at the

Trust were dispatched to Himochal Pradesh and were later released in the

some Reserved Forest where the first birds had been set free. So far as

is known birds from both these releases have survived in the wild and the

reintroduction appears to have been successful. The last report from

Mr. Mehta during the summer of last year was that young birds had been

sighted in the area.

FAUNA OF THE EASTERN GHATS - PLEA FOH A THOROUGH 5TUDY

K.S.R. Krishna Raju

The vast and diverse vertebrate life of peninsular India which is a rich

legacy and heritage of nature has been the subject of much exploration end

research by individual scientists and institutions like the Dombay Natural

History Society. The clarion call of the late Dr. Sunder Lai Hora, con-

corning the need for research on the flora and fauna of peninsular India

and their affinities with the Malayan Flora and Fauna mobilised naturalists

and a considerable amount of data was collected on almost all vertebrate

life. However, we know more about the birds of this region than about the

other smaller vertebrates amphibians and reptiles,

Indo-Malayan element in the fauna of south western India and other adjoined

regions was admirably shown by Hora (49), Salim ftli (49), nbdul Ali (49),

Roonwal 6. Dholanoth (49), Joyaraman (49) and others. However, its spread

into the peninsula, particularly the SW parts of the Western Ghats was a

long anathema to scientists till Hora established his Satpura hypothesis

in the year 49. However, there has always been the other alternative

possibility to explain the spread and discontinuity in other areas in

between. Humayun Abdulali (49) has produced a mass of evidence to show

that birds might have also used the Eastern Ghats for their dispersal and

similar alternatives are not altogether ruled out by other scientists like
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controversial aspects like the Setpura hypothesis and Eastern Ghats
corollary, etc. It is also found th?t the basic data on many aspects of

systematica is lacking from the Eastern Ghats in quantity-wise, as compared

to the existing deta from the Western Ghats. I t is necessary tc find cut
the percentage of endemism, species commonness and diversity between the

Eastern, Western Ghats and the Eastern Himalayas together with the Malayan
fauna, in the light Df Setpura hypothesis vis-a-vis the corollary with an

open mind.

Are any of our readers interested in this project?

CORRESPONDENCE

WHERE DO DARTERS SLEEP?

K.K. Noelakantnn

Dr. N.R. Prabhu and Sri Hrishikeson Nnir, as port of c fisheries research
project, wanted to estimate -he population of Darters in the Neyyar
reservoir, some 18 miles from Trivandrum. Some members of the local
Natural History Society agreed to assist in conducting a census. The party
left the Dam at 6 a.m. on 24-12' 74. It was a chill and cloudy morning.
When it drizzled, because of the speed of the motor boot, the little drops
struck our faces like a flight of Liliputian arrows.

Although we had expected to find Darters scattered about oil over the lake,

it was 6.40 when we saw our first Darter. We were moving in the direction
from which this bird and 3 more had come flying singly. At 7 we reached a

place where a number of bamboo clumps stood, most of them surrounded by

shallow water. On one of these sat 32 Darters and 2 Little Cormorrnts.
The bamboo clump was almost white, being liberally coated with the
droopings of these birds. Our arrival was the signal for many of these
birds to fly off. A few dived into the water. All the Darters were in
adult plumage.

When we were returning we found Darters at various places. The fact that
almost the entire community was found on a bamboo clump which was so
thickly encrusted with droppings suggested that the Darters of this lako
had a common roost end preferred e bamboo clump surrounded by water.

CROWS' CACHE ( CORVUS SPLENDLNS )

Debashis Ray

One of those itinerant fishmongers who used to be common in Delhi in the

late fifties was gutting a fish by the roadside with several crows cawing
in attendance. The man threw the offal to the birds who started squa-
bbling over it. One crow, having secured a large piece, moved away from
its companions. About a metre away it dropped the piece and then to my

surprise, started covering it with beakfuls of dirt <nd gravel. Having
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covered the piece to its own satisfaction it rejoined the group. The job
was batched however (the piece being still visible) and another crow
immediately sauntered over, picked up the coche and swallowed it.

That was fifteen years ago. Time and again after that I have *een crows
burying food thcugh it is never a common sight. A more recent occasion
when I took notes was in Lucknow. An oxcerpt frcm my diary dated December
12, 1971 (4.45 pm; dusk) reads: "Saw a lone crow picking up bits of stones
end plaster and dropping them at a point nearby. It seemed to be ourying
something with a furtive air. As I approached it ceased its work, tock a

couple cf steps forward and erected the feathers on its crown. Soon after
I passed it resumed its work.

"About an hour later I scratched the pile of dry, broken up plaster at the

point whero the crow had been busy and found a toaspoonful of cold, cocked
rice just below tho surface."

The erected feathers suggest excitoment. It is ofton seen in crows during
courtship, just before a fight, occasionally when one stares at them, but
most often for no discernible reason at all.

Has any of the readers seen crows hiding food in cracks and croviceB of

buildings and trees? I have only seen them burying food. And has anyone
sear, them coming bock for the hidden food as I have never been able to

check on this either?

BIRD-WATCHING IN C00N00R

Sarah Jameson

I have frequently been out birdwatching with Dr. Salim Ali ' s student Rezo
Khan (he is studying tho Black and Orange Flycatcher). Today, in the

course of an hour, wo saw more birds than ever before here. It was one
of those lovely golden aftcrnoens, and the shola was alive with birds. So

often in the same place no have been lucky if we hove seen 5 or 6 species,

but today we saw 301 This shola is about seven minutes car drive from tho

main Post Office, and is a lovely peaceful spot, but alas, wood gatherers
ere beginning to denude it. We arc now able to move about more or less
freely up and down slopes that were almost impenetrable last year. If

only they would clear that horrible plant Smilexl I feel it is a singu-
larly inappropriate name! In working our way down to the haunt of the
Pied Ground Thrush we had to fight our way through a tangle of thorns,
but fortunately were rewarded by seeing tho bird. A pair live there
beside a very small stream, and thu rocks round there are covorod with
droppings.

It might interest you tc read what birds we sew during the hour (and tho

two or three we only heard).
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Red Whiskered Bulbul (Pycnonatus jocosus fuscicaudatus)
Southern Black Bulbul (Microscelis psaroides)
Yellow Browed Bulbul (Icle Icterica)
Grey-headed Bulbul (Pycnonotus prioccphalus)
Small Green Barbet (Megalaima viridis)
Blackcapped Blackbird ( Turdus meru-la nigropileus)
Chestnut-hoadod Bee-eastcr (Maraps leschenaulti leschenaulti)
Blue Chat (Luscinia brunnea)
Nilgiri Quaker Babbler (Alcippe poioicephclo poioicephala)
Jungle Crow ( Corvas macrDrhynchoa 1 culminatus)
Grey Drongo { Dicrurus leucophacus longicaudotus)
Tickell's Flowerpecker (Dicaeum ery throrhynchos ery thrarhynchos

)

Black-and-Orange Flycatcher (Muscicopa nigrorufa)
Grey-headed Flycatcher (Culicicapa ceylonensis ceylonensis)
Tickell's Blue Flycatcher (Muscicapa tickolliae tickelliae)
Nilgiri Verditer Flycatcher (Eumyias albicaudata)
White-spotted Fantail Flycatcher (Rhipidura pectoralis)
Velvet-fronted Nuthatch (5itta frontalis)
Southern Magpie Robin (Copsychus saularis ceylonensis)
Small Sunbird (Nectarine minima)
Indian House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)
White-bellied Shortwing ( Brachyptexyx major albiventris)
Nilgiri House Swallow ( Hirundo taitica domiccla)
Blcckbacked Pied Flycatcher Shriko (Hemipus picntus picctus)
Indian Grey Tit (Porus major Mahrattnrum)
Orange-heeded Ground Thrush ( Geokichla citrina)
Nilgiri White-eyes (Palpebrosa nilgiriensis)
Ashy Wren Warbler (Prinia socinlis socialis)
Blyth's Reed Warbler ( Acrocephalus dumetorum)
Malabar Golden Backed (three toed?) Woodpecker (Dinopium javanense

malabaricum)

Height of the shola just below 6000 feet, so it was probably the Three-
toed and not the Benghalunse tehminee.

FEEDING ADAPTABILITY OF HOUSE SPARROWS

I ndra Kumar Sherma

I observed that the House Sparrow (Passer domesticus) largely feeds its
young an moths and other soft-bodied insects. But when these are lacking,
the House Sparrows freely feed the chicks on petals of Conns and
Portulaco grendiflcra in my garden. Pieces of bread also form a part of
the diet. There are several huney-bee combs in my garden, and the House
Sparrow was observed feeding honey bee («pis indico) also to the young.
Occasionally it was observed feeding carpenter ants (Camponotus sp.) and
the House Fly (Musco domestica) also. This shows the wide adoptability
of the House Sparrow as far as food is concerned.
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A DAY AT SULTANPUR

Shama Futehally

On Sunday 4th April, I went to the Sultanpur Jheel in Haryana with a
little band of bird enthusiasts which included Dr. 5alim Ali. Although
it was April, the Delhi area was experiencing an unexpected 'cool* wave,
and the sky was a welcome dull grey, in fact it was fairly nippy in the
early morning when we arrived. From the well appointed rest house, a
lawn slopes down to the jheel, and we began the search for birds while
standing on the lawn and scanning the water. This alone was rewarding;
it would not have seemed, from the appearance of the lake, that it was
nearly the end of the season fox migratory birds. The lake's centre
contains some trees in the style of Bharatpur, and it was easy enough
to make out Painted Storks performing their unbalanced landings on them.
White Ibis and Grey Herons helped to crowd the islands. At the far end
of the lake, a carpet of ducks massed together consisted of Shovellers
and Shovellers only, but a long spell with the binoculars was rewarded
by some Pintail in the middle distance, and a pair of Spotbills hugging
one of the islands. Again, to one side of the jheel was a large exhibit
of Spoonbills.

Not everything however required to be peered at through the binoculars.
Near us, on the edge of the lake, two or three Whiskered Terns and a
Brownheaded Gull circled unceasingly. Some ladylike Blackwinged Stilts
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picked their way in the water close by. As we began to skirt the lei e,
Streaked Fantail Warblers were much in evidence in the clumps of ree Is,

we also saw an Indian Wren Warbler and a couple of Collared Bush C u j.s.
Yellow Wagtails darted, glided and trilled all round us, a Grey Tnri.<e
huddled crossly on a wire, and a Goldbnbacked Woodpecker was pre ;ending
that a telegraph pole was a tree. At this point I began to clai.i an
Adjutant Stork in the middle of the lake, but had the sense to know when
I was beaten. It was probably a log of wood. However, a White "Stork in
the paddy fields was unmistakcable, so also a Marsh Harrier sailing about
some way ahead. A Black Partridge called obsessively for a few minutes -

it is the very distinctive cry which has been 'interpreted 1 as the
Persian phrase ' shir-daram-shakarak ' - an uncompromising call for milk
and a little sugar. Tha Grey Partridge was also heard, and some invisible
peafowl miaowed every now and again. A little further out in the field,
Blackbellied Finch Larks shared honours with Indian Pipits. There were
the inevitable Redwattled Lepwings and the inevitable Parish Kite. A

shrieking band of Roseringed Parakeets made for the trees on the rest
house Lawn, Ring Doves and Black Drongos appeared somewhere or other
every now and again. And very far away at the furthest side of the lake
and half hidden in the mi3t, were two little dots of grey and red -

Ssrus Cranes.

After this we went back to the rest house for breakfast, and immediately
after breakfast, started ta walk round the other side of the Lake, as the

day was still cool. There were lots of good things on this other side,
and first among them was a vast array of Ruff and Reeve not far from the
bank. And then a stately convoy of Rosy Pelicans, sailed into view in
the middle of the Lake. In the mud a Spotted Sandpiper and a Marsh Sand-
piper bobbed about, as also a Fantail Snipe; a flock of Little Stints
fed busily some distance inwards. After having seen many Whiskered Terns
we now saw a Gullbilled; a few Whitcthroated Munias on the grass, and
Redrumped as well as Common Swallows. Directly overhead was the trilling
of a small Indian Skylark, and crested lorks dotted the stubble. Mynas
were represented by the Pied and the Bank Mynas.

Wb now began to be aware that there were several more species of duck on
the jheel than we had thought at first. A pair of Brahminy Duck mingled
with the Shovellers, and we braved a herd of buffaloes - very large - to

stand and stare at Gadwall, Wigeon and Common Teal. I ought to mention
at this point that many shapes and sizes of Egrets were available, and
presumably Large, Median and Little were all there, but we had better
things to think about.

Wo came back from this second spell very satisfied, but also a little
surprised at the absence of Coots, Cormorants and Little Grebe. In the

event we were to see all three as we sat on the rest house verandah
having tea. (The Cormoronts were Lerge Cormorants)* And an excellent
finale to the day was when Dr. Solim Ali discovered and pointed out a
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Whitjbellied Heron. It was standing close to e Grey Heron, so its
defi litive white front could be easily made out in comparison to the
othcj bird. It appears that this rare bird has been suen in Sultanpur
befo:**.

The Sult.npur Jhoel is a richly rewarding art-a to visit. Perhaps the lake
requires a few more planted 'islands' and it can be hoped that these will
be artifi:ially set up. Mr. Nalni Jayal, Joint Secretary, Wildlife and
Forests - to whom, indted, we were indebted for arranging the visit - made
out a painstaking report to this effect in the Visitors' Book. And of
course it has not been possible, so far, to hound out the poacher
altogether. During our walk we met a young village woman who let us know
that we too were there for this reasonable pursuit! When we told her we
never ate 'jal-murgi' shu asked, with the frankest curiosity, how we were
oil so fat?

CORRESPONDENCE

SERIOUS BIRDWATCHING

L.A. Hill

It is some time sinco I have paid a subscription to the Newsletter and I

therefore enclose a cheque for £4 which, at the present exchange rate of
Rs.lB.44, should cover me for a bit longer. A friend of mine, John McKelvie,
who used to be with the British High Commission in Calcutta and i3 a keen
and knowledgeable bird man, likes me to pass the Newslettors on to him,
to koep him in the Indian picture, and we both greatly enjoy reading them.

Much water has passed under that proverbial bridge since you pointed out
to me one day at Bolani in Orissa that the bird I hed fondly believed for
the previous 3 years to be a Fairy Bluebird was in fact a Malabar Whistling
Schoolboy! Looking up the date in my dairy I soo that it was on 2nd Dec,
1965.

That occasion brought home to me, once again, that the more one learns
about birds the more one realises what a vast amount more there is yet to
learn*

After coming back to live in the U.K. in 1972 - I met you and your wife
shortly afterwards here in London if you remember - I spent two years
becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the fact that I wasn't doing
anything useful in the bird watching line: I was becoming rather dis-
illusioned with the selfish attitude of the lone bird-watcher. I had
an ever-increasing desire to try to contribute something - to become
involved in some worthwhile task.
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I felt I'd had enough of being a common-or-garden bird-watcher: the sort
of character who know3 just enough about birds to make a walk in th

3

country that much more interesting; who knows just about onough +. reco-
gnise a bird event th«3t is perhaps out of the ordinary: who tic'-s off the
birds ho sees and writes down religiously the date he first hears or sees
a returning migrant, etc- etc.

When I tell people my hobby is birds, they usually laugh and then ask
"What do you bird-watchers actually dp7" and truth to toll I find myself
stumped for a satisfactory answer. It might bo informative to ask your
readers for their definition of a bird-watcher - you might got some
amusung and/or interesting replies!

I suppose one could say that the primary object in life of a bird-watcher,
his main effort of "doing" something, is to identify the birds ho sees,
followed by the secondary activity of noting anything unusual in their
behaviour. My own definition would therefore bo: - "A bird-watcher is a
rather odd person who derives satisfaction from seeking out and correctly
naming our feathered friends and then prying into their private lives."

The enjoyment a bird-watcher gets out of his hobby depends much on tho
individual but I would imagine that with many it is based on: -

(i) the aesthetic pleasure of actually watching birds in action and

(ii) the motive it provides for visiting places that are off the beaten
track, with the added excitement at times of overcoming travelling
hazards or even of flirting with danger.

I remember an occasion some years ago in the Queen Elizabeth Park in
Uganda, when the man who first introduced me to the delights of this
particular hobby - would you call him my "guru"? - was driving through
the park with myself, my wife and my daughter, then aged six. Wa stopped
at one point to look at a small flock of flamingoes on the edge of a
saltlake: thoy were too far away for us to make out through the glasses
whether they were Greater or Lesser Flamingo and the heat haze did not
help matters. Since Greater had never been aeon before in that area, the
"guru" ana I decided to walk over for a closer look.

Wo had only gone some 200 yards when a herd of twelve elephants appeared
out of nowhere and sauntered past between us and the car. I was amused
later when my wife told me of my daughter's concern, and her comments: -
"Oh, why did you let them go, Mummy?" followed by "I wish this was a
film and not real life" and ending, with truo regard for family loyalty
"If the elephants get them I hope they get Mr. Robinson and not Dat'dyl."
We were not unduly perturbed by the elephants, but our hearts suddenly
appeared in our mouths and started to thump a bit whon a lone bull buffalo,
started from its siesta in a mud wallow behind a clump of bushes, suddenly
sprang to its feet and lumbered off a few yards before turning round to
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give us a very dirty look down its nose. However, it was all worthwhile
as wc were able to add Greater Flamingoes to the Park check list.

On anothei occasion, we were stealthily stalking a Shoe-billed Stork in theMurchison falls Park to try and g3t a good photo of it/ when we trod on asleeping hjppo. All concerned got a fearsome fright! I can't answer forthe hippo but I know that it took soma time for my and my "guru's" heart-
beats to ruturn to normal.

All of which goes to show that bird-watchers, when following their natural
bent, and m their normal course of duty, often tend to become involved insituations which would be regarded by more normal right-minded and sane in-dividuals as bordering on the ridiculous.

However, to get back to the beginning again, I have now gone some way tosolving my personal problem by becoming involved in two activities whichmake one feel ono is actually doing something useful. These are:-

(i) Bird ringing

(ii) Registering on Ornithological Site. I'm sure you know a great deal
about both activities, but just in case you might l>ke to have abit of additional fodder for one of your future' Newsletters, 1 will
give you a very very personal and general idea of what these
activities entail.

Bird Ringin g: There are basically, I suppose, two objectives:-
(i) Ip catch and study birds in the hand. This is done to record facts

on weight, sex and age (where possible), wing length, moult, etc. etc.
(ii) Io.JE.inq. them . From recoveries of rings from dead birds, or "controls"

(i.e. information from other ringers who have caught the ringed birds)
information is obtained on migration, life expectancy, manner of
death, etc.

In the U.K. the granting of ringing permits is watched over very strictly
by the Government through the Nature Conservancy Council of the Ministry
of the Environment.

Basically, there are three types of permitsl-

Trainee
"C"

"A" ond "B".

All have to have a licence from the Naturo Conservancy Council, renewable
annually, before a permit can be granted by the B.T.O. (British Trust for
Ornithology) Ringing and Migration Section.

A Trainee must have removed from mist nets and ringed at least 500 birds
of some 25 species before ho can be considered for a "C" permit. He/she
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must do all this under the watchful eye of an "A" or -B- pern.it holrtr

who has had his parn.it et least 4 years and who has been granted a special

endorsement to train beginners.

People with "C" permits are allowed to purchase their own nets, - tc
.

and _.

to work on their own, but their trainer nust supply the rings E nd is .taU

hald responsible for their activities. Only when they have » ght and

ringed and "processed" a further 500 *irds, and v.hen their tra nor is

convinced chey are suitable, can they be considered for an A/.3 permit.

They are then" "ornithological -knowledge" tested by a J™*"*?*^*™
other than their trainer before they can receive the "A or B permit.

There is no difference in standard between on "A" or a "B" ringer. »£
buy their own rings and operate alone: »B"s belong to a group which ouys

the rings and operates communally.

This givos a general picture of the ringing set-up: almost all ringers are,

of course amateurs and I believe they number about 1.000 or so in the U K.

The B.T.0. has a professional staff to administer the whole scheme, and to

handle and store the data.

Handling birds is an art which has to be learned. Taking birds out of mist

nets needs care, patience and experience; some of the smaller and more

active ones, such as Blue Tits end Wrene, can get themselves snarled up

in weird and wondrous ways and removing them without causing injury is

difficult for the inexperienced.

Blue Tits are great fighters and you can usually tell when a ringer is

extracting one by the "Ooos" and "Ouches" and similar expressions of pain

that come from his- direction.

Mist nets, which come in various sizes of mesh and fineness °' **""";

have to be set with great care, taking into account many factors. a large

bird like a Pheasant or a Partridge can go right through a fine net like

a cannonball, while cows, or people on bicycles, can cause absolute havoc

.

The nets have to bo constantly supervised as birds should not oo 1£*
long before collection: in the net they can foil an easy prey to predators.

The mist nets con vary in length and height, but normally they can be 40 or

60 feet long with 4 or 5 horizontal wires about 18" apart. The ends of

the wires ore looped over bamboo pol.s which arc firmly anchored and guyed

back to draw the wires taut. The net is fixed to the horizontal wires,

but is not taut: it hangs loosely from each wire to the one below, so

that a "pocket" is formed all the way along the lower wire. Whan a bird

flies in to the "invisible" nst, it falls down into the pocket and becomes

enmeshed.

There are of course many other permitted methods of catching birds:

Chardonneret Traps Ismail wire cages with a trip which closes *ta
when a bird enters); Heligoland Traps (vast "pest and wire" open-ended
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funnels into which birds fly - or walk or swim - and which narrow down
to catching box arrangement); there are even cannon-propelled nets for
catching roosting waders and other water birds.

At tho moment I am still a Trainee ringer although I have extracted from
mist nets and ringed nearly 500 b^rds of 30 different species, but I'm

looking forward to the time I get my "C" permit and con operate on my own.

I have decided to wait till the end of this year before applying for it:

I want to attend a week's ringing instruction course at the Gibraltar Point
Bird Observatory at the northern entrance to the Wash, in 5eptembori this

is one of several courses arranged by the B.T.O. By then I will have been
a Trainee for 2 years and should have- handled about 1,000 birds.

One of tho great things about ringing is that you often catch, and then

have to identify, small birds that the normal bird-watcher often dousn't

oven see. When he does see them, he tends to dismiss them as "horrid
little brown jobs" and goes on to look for something more exotic end

exciting - at least this, I am ashamed to say, is what I used to do!

So you have to become more knowledgeable, since one of the main rules. for

a ringer is that he shouldn't ring a bird unless he knows what it is. In

England, in my very limited experience, those "little brown birds" turn out
to be Sedge Warblers, Reed Warblers, Blackcaps and other such delightful

bunches of feathers.

There can be excitement at catching a rarity, or 3ome bird with a foreign

ring: there can be admiration when you catch the same Sedge Warblor
several times just before it starts its long haul to Central Africa and

find that it has doubled its weight in 3 weeks, .from 10 to 20 grammes .

(they must put away a vast amount of aohids in this short time).

By the time they complete .their migration journey, they will have lost

50% of their starting weight and will bo down to 10 grammes again. (I'm

trying to lose 33,000 grammes in weight, or 7% of my total, so I suppose

the lesson is clear - stop eating for two weeks and walk the equivalent

distance.

)

Sometimes rather extraordinary facts come to life. My trainer, Dr. A.B.

Watson, arranged with John McKelviu to ring garden birds in the latter'

8

garden: he has a very pleasant bungalow with .quite a large garden set in

woodlands, and he and his Parsi wife Koomi feed the birds in the winter
time. Perhaps the most common birds arc Blue Tits, but also coming to

feed when food is scarce in the wild are Great Titsi Coal Tits, Harsh Tits,

Dunnocks, Greenfinches, Bullfinches, Tree Creepers, Nuthatches, Wrens,

Robins, Siskins, Greater Spotted Woodpeckers, etc. Anyway, John and Koomi

were under the impression that about 20-30 Blue Tits were coming along

daily os welcome guests to their bird tables: that first day of ringing

to everyone's surprise, they caught over 801
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All in all, I find ringing a fascinating experience, and have added very
greatly to my knowledge of birds in the short time I have been involved
with it.

Register of Ornitholoqiccl Sites

The following is quoted from the B.T.O. pamphlet on the purpose of the
scheme, which was started some three years ago:-

"We live in an age when man io modifying and actively utilising our semi-
natural habitats at an evar increasing rate. Land is ever vanishing
under industrial growth, housing and motorways, holiday camps and rubbish
tips, and commercial forestry is replying much moorland and deciduous
woodland.

The ornithological interest of relatively fuw places has been fully docu-
mented and consequently adequate information about the bird-life of
threatened sites is often not available until the development reaches an
advanced stage of planning...

The "5ites Register" will ensure that conservationists and planners will
have in their possession objective assessments of the ornithological
value of sites before thoy actually start any detailed work, and these
assessments will be of tremendous use in long-term environmental planning.

Already the provisional results ore proving of value."

In effect, the B.T.O. will be able to state, quite objectively:- "O.K.
You put a motorway through here and you will destroy the only known U.K.
breeding habitat of the last existing colony of Lesser Red-rumpcd, Long-

. tailed, Blue-bellied Warblers." You may remember all the fuss and
bother over the proposed Maplin Airport on the marshes off the East coast,
which would hove destroyed, inter alia, a large proportion of the winter
feeding areas of the Brent Goose.

The B.T.O. are heping to complete the scheme by the end of this year, but
still have many areas, which they novo classified as being of ornitholo-
gical i'ntcr-st, undocumented. For this reason they have rocently insti-
gated o final frantic recruitment drive for willing volunteers.

1 would think that many people have fought shy of becoming involved because
they have felt that their knowledge of birds is not really up to the 'task,
ai\d this certainly applied to me.

However, in o "weak" moment I succumbed two months ago to "the recruitment
flurry, and I must say that 1 am very gled indcod that I did so. It has
increased my knowledge of birds tremendously, quite apart from giving me
a pleasurable feeling of doing something useful - thus killing (if as an
ardent conservationist you will pardon the expression) two birds with one
stone.
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1 have been given a site, near my heme in Chichester, which is about
2 miles long by a mile across. It consists of wcods, arable and grazing
farmland with many mature hedgerows and smell coppices, and has a small
reed-fringed lrke in the centre: the River Ems, dry now for over a year,
"runs" along one sidu of the area.

Although it is a very small area, it is surprising how difficult it is
to recognisn and count everything in it th:t flics! I have been fortunate
in finding o willing helper in the guise of on 18-ycar old tractor driver
who works on a nearby farm and who is very knowledgeable indued on birds.
Between us wo put in about 12 men-hours a week in walking around the site.
1

_
. n only manage Saturdays, but, he, sinct hu lives on the edge of our

arto, con got around during week day evenings also.

After two months we proudly consider ourselves to be the world experts on
the feathered fauna of our particular patch! And this, for what it is
worth, is of course true. It gives us a splendidly inflated idea of our
own importance in the Universe.

At present our knowledge is confined to what goes on in Spring and early
Summer, but by December, when our report must be submitted, wc will have
a very reasonable idea of the Autum possage migrants and the Winter
visitors such as Fieldfares and Redwings, and perhaps some interesting
ducks on our little lake.

The trees hove come into full leaf since wc started and we new have to
rely more and more on song. My knowledge in this respect has been abyssmal
since, not having a musical oar, I have never seriously bothered myself
with it. But now I find that it is absolutely essential to recognise the
noises, since it is often so difficult to actually see many of the woodland
birds in Summer. (I suppose almost everyone who lives in the country in
England has heard the cuckoo, but I would hazard a guess that not more
than one person in every thousand has actually seen one! I hove heard
two an my patch this last month but have so far failed to sec the brutes.)
I managed to borrow some gramophone records on bird song recently and this
has helped. It would possibly seem incredible to many U.K. birdwatchers
if they were to know that it is only in the past five weeks that I have
been able to identify our commonest philloscopi by song — Chiffchaff,
Willow Warbler and Wood Warbler. And that's just about the only way they
con be differentiated, unless you have them in the hand.

I see by the way that I noted in my diary when you visited Bolani in
December, 1965 how impressed I was, not only with your ability to recognise
bird calls, but also to mimic them I

So far, my young friend and 1 have recorded 60 difforont species and ore
beginning to hove a fairly good idea of the numbers of iach. We are also
aware that there are several of the more reticent types around which we
have not yet seen nor hoard - some of the owls for instance, and also
Woodcock and Nightjars.
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I find it all so absorbing I only wish I had started a couplo of years
ago. Climatic changes occur over the years and these can novo a dramatic
affect of course on the bird-life - right now we ore in a period of
abnormal drought, and many of the streams arc dry. It's only over a
fairly prolonged period of time that one can obtain :. really true picture
of the situation.

Well, Zafar, there you are. This has turned out to be lengthy epistle
and I hove only attempted to illustrate how important it has been, in my
own particular cose, to gat away from the normal bird-watchin y rut into
a situation where there is some - albeit not very much - involvement!
How I wish I hod started years ago.

METHOD OF PREYING IN THE GREY-SHRIKE, LAN1US EX CUBITOR (LINN.)
IN THE RAJASTHAN DESERT

A.P. Jain

In the course of our survey of the desert biome of Rojosthan I have once
had an occasion to observe the method of preying in the Grey-Shrike, Lanius
excubifor (Linn.) at Maulasar (Dist. Nagaur) . A large sized specimen of
Calotes versicolor was creeping down the stem of a Kheiri tree ( Prosopj^
cineraria)

. As soon as it stepped on the ground, it was grasped powerfully
by a shrike which was resting on a nearby branch and within no time, the
bird with its powerful beak, destroyed both the eyes of that lizard one
by one. The Calotes was struggling hard for its life when the shrike gave
two or three forceful strokes of its beak at the boso of the victim's
brain to paralyse it. The lizard soon became motionless.

In another instance, when 1 was recording observations on the radiant
heat energy absorption by rodents at Central Research Farm of this
Institute, located ot Jodhpur, I noticed a desert gerbil, Herioncs
hurr.;J3nae (Jordan) in the grip of a shrike. The rodent's dorsum was lying
on the sand deposited at the mouth of its burrow opening (these gerbils do
not, usually, leave the vicinity of their burrows for purposes of feeding
etc.). Since this particular gerbil happened to be subject of my obser-
vations, I scared the shrike away. After this tho male desert gerbil
staggered and entered the burrow opening and was not scon any more in the
field. Possibly some internal injury had occured which ended its life.
The shrike sat on the branch of e ber ( Zizyphus nummulnria ) bush underneath
which the burrow of tho gerbil was present.
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DISAPPEARING KITES

Shivrajkumar Khachar

The Common Pariah Kite was formerly an exceeding common bird in Jasdan

and the surrounding villages. Birds were very bold and used to snatch

food articles from persons if they were not careful when carrying them

in the bazaar. Since last year I have noticed a very steep decline in

the numbers of the Common Pariah Kite here and today there are few if

any birds in Jasdan and the surrounding villages of the Taluka. This

must bo due to the widespread use of rat poison to kill off the plague

of rate which is here and the Kites must have eaten the pciaonous rats

with disastrous results to themselves. It would be interesting to know

what the position is in other parts of Gujarat and if this decline in

numbers is widespread over a larger area.

CR0W5 CACHE (CORVUS SPLENDENS)

M.B. Krishna

This is with reference to the question "Has any of the readers seen

crows hiding food in cracks and crevices of buildings and trees?" raised

by Mr. Debashis Ray in his article "Crow's Cache ( Corvus splendens)"

which appeared in the June issue of the Newsletter.

On the third of March 1976, (Time: 6-10 p.m.) I saw a Jungle Crow

I Corvus macrorhynchos) hide a piece of flesh in a crevice on a mango

tree and then fly away. However, the flesh was not completely hidden,

but was visible from a distance. The next evening 1 could not see it.

ONSET OF "BRAIN FEVER"

Commenting on the notes undur this heading in Nos. 3 &. 5 of the Newsletter,

Sri Sureshwar Gupta of 153, DE, Sir Syed St., Khagnul, Patna 801105, wrote

a long and detailed letter, the gist of which is:

"I am giving some information about the Brain Fever bird (Cuculus varius)

in Bihar (Monghyr &. Patna Districts) from my doily notes- In Jamalpur

(Monghyr Dt.) where I lived from 1966 to 1974, the Brain Fever Bird is

very common, and its calls are heard all the year round. My diary shows

that I have heard the bird in February, March, May, July, August and

November during the period February 1974 to May 1976 tin Jamalpur, Khagaul

and Patna). Therefore, Mr. Ramamoorthy • s concluding remark appears to me

to be qui"e correct."
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AT HOME

I am happy to welcome any birdwatcher at my residence on Sundays,
preferably with prior intimation, to discuss the possibilities of
birding and bird photography in and around Madras. Light rcfrcshncnts
will be offered. Visitors are at liberty to make use of my mini library
consisting of Guy Mountfort, Lowther, Eric Hosking, G.K. Yeats, Eha
and other useful books besides beck issues cf our Newsletter.

T. Koneri Rao
318 T.H. Road
(hear Tamilnad Theatrn)
Madras 600 001.

Mr. Nikhil Bakshi, Secretary, The Wildlife Conservation Society of
Bhavnagar, Savinaya Society, Behind Patel Park, Bhavnagar 364001, writes
to say that readers who would like to watch birds in and around Bhavnagar
ore welcome to stay with for a few days. A letter in advance would
moke things easier.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

We acknowledge receipt of subscriptions from:

Mr. Mohamed Riyaz Ahmed, Zoological Survey of India, Southern Regional
Station, 3, Kondosviamy Gramani Street, Mylaporo, Madras 600 004 j Shri
Baldev Mitra, C/o. M/s. Chet Rom Bihari Lell, Panyari Gate, Dino Nagar
143531, Dist. Gurdaspur (Punjab); Mr. D.N, Raghunatha Roddy, Department
of Entomology, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore 560 024;
Mr. Gurdial Singh, Doon School, Dehra Dun, U.P., Mr. R.D. Singh, Doon
School, Dehra Dun, U.P., Mr. 5. Krndhari, Doon School, Dehra Dun, U.P.,
Mr. & Mrs. J.A.K. Martyn, Nomi Rood, Dehra Dun; Mr. S.S. Kalsio, 29 New
Cantonment Road, Dehro Dun; Mrs. Indira Kohli, 35 Blabir Road, Dehra bun,
Mrs. Nondita Lahiri, C/o. Sri P.K. Lahiri, Tel Bhavan, Dehra Dun; Mrs.
Jamila Iyer, 207A Rajpur Road, Dehro Dun; Mr. Farced Tyobji, C/o. Dr. R.
Shinde, Balwant Bhavan, Srirompur, Dist. Ahmednogar, M.S.; Ms Asha Lambe,

39 'Muror', Shivaji Housing Society, Poonn 411016; Mr. M.B. Dixit,
Hermitage, Nagpur 4; Ms Sumon Kirloskar, Lakaki Compound, Poono 4110Q5;
Mr. D.A. Stairmend, KILM0RIE Cottage, Ilsham Marine Drive, Torquay, England;
Mr. K.Z, Hu6ain, Chairman, Department of Zoology, University of Dacca,
Dacca; Master Jude, C/o. Mr. Michael, Alwcrpet, Coonoor 643101; Shri
R.S. Dharmakumnrsinhji, Dil Bahar, Bhavnagar; Dr. H.R. Bhatt, Virus
Research Centre, 20-A Dr. Ambedkar Road, Poono 411001; Mr. P.D. Misra,
High Court, Gauhati, Assam; Dr. S. Umar, M.D., Lamb Road, Gauhoti;
Mrs. Adige, Hampton Hotel, Coonoor, Nilgiris; Mrs. Barbara Sreenivasan
•KAL.PANA' Nn_4 U _ P * 1 ani Bumu Nb^m <; + ,.==* &>.nHH.U: D-T-J r-'_l._i

i •^..•r ^m., ..w^oa, wuwuuux, unjiiia, nisi aarDara orccnivasan
No.4 V, Palaniswamy Naidu Street, Avanashi Road, Coimbetore 18;
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Mr, Keshovlal P, Jaduv, D-151, Government Quarters, Refuge Colony,
Rsjkot; Mr. L.A, Hill, 147 5t. Pancras, Chichester, Sussex, U.K.;
Mr. Naresh Nanda; Q. No, 30, HSCL Colony, Sector III, Ranipur, Hardwar;
Miss Sarita Nanda, 36/F-5 Girish Mukherjee Rood, Calcutta 700025;
Mr. S.R. Paradkar; E-10, Kolpona, Tilak Nngar, 5.V.P. Road, Bombay 400004;
Capt. N.S. Tyabji, 624/1, Road No. 10, Banjara rtilla, Hyderabad 500 034;
Mr. Ananta Mitra, Advocate, 6/1, Prince Anwar Shah Road, Calcutta 700033;
Shri K.5. Lavkumer, Education Officer, World Uilolife Fund, Hornbill
House, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Bombay 400 023; Mr. G.L. Keswani, C.138,
Kirti Nagar, New Dulhi 11U015; Mr. G.N.S. Robertson, "Mortindala",
Eaeton Royal, Pewsey, Woltshire, England; Mr. A.S. Bhaduri, 58D, Alipore
Road, Calcutta 700027; Mr. S.G. Neginhcl, Asst. Conservator of Forests &
Wildlife, Dtjwons Road, Mysore; hr. Rana Naharsingh, C/o. Gopal Krishna
Sexena, Luxmi Gan j , GUNA; Mr. P.M. Govindakrishnan, 662 Sector IX,

R.K. Puram, New Delhi 110022; Dr. R.K. Bhatnagar, Junior Vertebrate
Ecologist, Entomology Division, Indian Agricultural Research Institute,
rtew Delhi; Dr. Miss Hamida Saiduzzafar, Gul-E-Rana, Aligarh, U.P.;
Shri Shiri.i J. Sabevala, A 51, Meher npartments, Ansty Road, Bombay 26;

Mr. Nikhil Bakshi, The Wildlife Conservation Society of Bhavnagor,
Savinoyo Society, behind Petel Park, Bhavnagar 364001; Mr. Mancj Kanti
Deb, K.K. Bhattacharyyn Road, Gouhoti 3; Prof. Dinesh Mohan, Director,
Central Buildings Researh Institute, Roorkte, U.P.

OUR CONTR I BUTORS

Miss Shama Futehally is the daughter of the Editor. She is a Lecturer
in English at the Ruia College, Matunga, Bombay 400 019.

L.A. Hill, 147, St. Pancras, Chichester, Sussex, England, is a mining
Engineer, and was stationed in Orissa for many years.

A,P. Jain is a Researcher at the Central *rid Zone Research Institute,
Jodhpur, Raj as than.

Shivmjkumor Khacher, The Palace, Jasdr>n, is a keen ornithologist, and
has done considerable ringing with Salim "li.

M.B. Krishna, 10 Ronga Rao Road, Shankorpuram, Bangalore 560 004, is a

student birdlovcr.

Zafar Futehally
Editor,
Newsletter for Birdwatchers,
Dodda Gubbi Post,
Via Vidyanogar,
Bangalore 562134
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SERI0U5 BIRDWATCHING

KumBr D. Ghorpade

"If 1 have succeeded in my inquiries, more than others,
I owe it less to any superior strength of mind, than to
a habit of patient thinking." — SIR ISAAC NEWTON

Tha article by L.A. Hill on Serious Birdwatching in the July issue prompts
me to write in a similar vein.

A keen birdwatcher with an inclination more towards scientific inquiry
than on passive observation, will always set aside some time for reflection;
a period of intelligent contemplation, on some phase or aspect of Ornitho-
logy that intrigues or puzzles him and makes him think. It may be some-
thing he has seen on one of his field outings, or some statement he has
recently read or heard from a second person. Whatever it may be, he always
comes across innumerable problems on which he ponders in solitude, consults
written works or discusses it with other ornithologists.

Since the first installment of these musings eppearBd in the Newsletter
L 10(7): 3-5, I970_y, a lot of water has flown in the river of thought
(and time). Much driftwood has however accummulated , which I offer to
our readers to help rekindle the lamp of learning. Such musings, ideas
and reflections which I feel should be communicated to some purpose are
set out in this article and will form the substance of future parts.
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In my Critique £ Newsletter 13(8): 1-5, 1973_/, I had indicated some
studies that birdwatchers in India could undertake which would contribute
substantially to the broader plan of increasing the existing knowledge on

the birds of our subcontinent. Dne of these was the preparation of a

faunistic list of bird species occurring in each of the nearly 250 districts
of the Indian Union (some 130 more districts if Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Burma, Sri Lanka, Nepal and Bhutan, the other countries of our subcontinent,

are included), by individual birdwatchers, preferably resident in the con-

cerned district, who would have to maintain copious notes on each species

on all aspects of its natural history, like status, local movements, habitat
food, behaviour, nesting, etc. I had also attempted to bring to notice,

the fact that many gaps in our knowledge of" the life history and bionomics
of the bird-life of our area are still present which is substantiated by

the lacunae in Drs. Salim Ali and Dillon Ripley's superb HANDBOOK OF THE

BIRDS OF INDIA L PAKISTAN, now complete in ten volumes. I would like to

stress here that the obliteration of these gape are the joint responsibi-
lity of ell birdwatchers stationed in the Indian Subcontinent and that the
Newsletter should collect all the "stray feathers" of information from
them and in time become the main repository of such data which would be

available to anyone seeking it. After all, whatever one may think about
it and however insignificant its present role may be, 1 em certain that
the Newsletter will graduate one day into a first class ornithological
journal meant for India and adjacent countries.

Presumably the above facta are already realized by the rank and file of
birdwatchers in our area, and this may seem a needless repetition to many.
But mere awareness of the current state of Ornithology in India is, to my

mind, not enough. I have come to consider tht, science of bird study as a

sort of jig-saw puzzle, thu difference being that before fitting the

pieces into their correct places on the board, one first has to search for

them in the vast wonderland that is nature. In thu preface to the first

volume of his celebrated journal. Stray Feathers . Allan Octavian Hume,

the 'father' of Indian Ornithology, wrote (in 1873) —
"No special scientific knowledge is necessary for the
preparation of local faunas — a man has to only collect
steadily in almost any locality for a year or eighteen
months, one or two specimens of every species he can come
across in his neighbourhood to note, so far as practicable,

in regard to each whether they are rare or common, whether
they are permanent residents or seasonal visitants, and if

the latter, when they arrive, and when they leave; whether
they breed in his neighbourhood, and if so, when; what their
nests are like, where they are situated, how they are composed,
how many eggs they lay and what these are like, and what their
dimensions are; what the nestlings and what the young birds are

like; what localities and what food the birds affect, and, even
if he does all this very, very imperfectly in regard to a vast
number of species, he will still ( after his birds have bL'_n

identified) possess materials for a most useful and instructive

local avifauna, such as the most critical professed ornithologist

will welcome cordially."
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Even though a century has gone by since these words were written and the
known foots on Indian birds have grown, much of what Hume wrote i3 still
required today. It may not be necessary nowadays to actually collect
birds in order to identify them, even though systematic collections of
birds in Indie would still like -i.iro oarticulox species and/or
"subspecies" from some areas unrepresented in their museum. It is now
almost certain that all the species of birds occurring in our subcontinent
hove been discovered and described. However, as regards the distribution,
ecology and field biology of these species in our area, much is still to
be brought to light. Most of the information available on Indian birds
in literature has obviously been procured by the various short, seasonal,
bird surveys undertaken in selected regions of our country, mainly by
Dr. Salim All. Taxonomically of great value, these regional surveys
(mainly of the erstwhile Princely States) and seasonal lists presented
a very patchy picture of the composite bird-life of those areas. Further,
the correct status of each bird in the area and its local movements and
population fluctuations during different months of the year can only be
accummulated by an ornithologist (a 'glorified 1 name for a birdwatcher,
really) residing in that area for a number of years and maintaining a
thorough record of the activities and bionomics of the birds of the tract.

Every birdwatcher in our subcontinent should collect as much information
as possible on the bird species of his district, and, whon sufficient data
has accumulated, make this known to others through the pages of a reputed
scientific journal like the Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society .

or our own Newsletter for Birdwatchers , which, hopefully, would have
transformed itself to something more than just a newsletter by that time.
Later, this 'District Avifauna* could be added to or corrected and updated
through suitable supplementary papers cither by the district bird-man
himself or by others who have had a chance to do some field work in that
district themselves. If such systematized knowledge on the birds of each
Indian district were available, it would indeed be a great step ahead
for Indian Ornithology and a much steadier base for building further
studies on our birds. What- the se further studies cjuld be and how we
must go about working on them is admirably elaborated in this extract from
Dr. Salim Ali's THE BIRDS OF KERALA (1968) --

"... It is unlikely that many bird species inhabiting Kerala or
visiting the country as regular seasonal migrants have escaped
enumeration, or that any novelties still remain to be discovered
and described hence. Therefore energy may now be profitably
directed into more promising channels. Wo still hove a great deal
to learn about tho life-history and ecology of almost all our birds.
These are subjects that cannot be studied from dead skins in a
museum no matter how large or complete a collection is available.
Neither can they get adequate justice from short seasonal field
surveys with limited time and opportunities such as have necessarily
formed the basis of this book. Only continuous, intensive field
work combined with intelligent experimental and laboratory research
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ere likely to produce the desired results. This implies
patient and methodical observation, accurate recording, careful
indexxng and sifting of the records, and intelligent co-ordinotion
and interpretation of the data.

"These processes cannot begin or function satisfactorily without,
in the first instance, a correct identification of the bird
concerned. With the aid of this handbook it is hoped that the
reader— especially one who is fortunate enough to be residing
in the pleasant places away from the haunts of man—will be
enabled to make a beginning towsrds tha filling of some of the
glaring gaps in Dur knowledge of Indian birds.

"So little has been recorded about the living bird that almost
any notes will be welcome. Information is particularly locking
concerning the habitats in which different birds live, the
factors that limit certain species to certain types of habitat;
how changes in habitat, brought about by human agency or natural
causes, affect the composition of the bird life and the status
and populations of its various components. We want precise
information about the local migrations of various species, and
about the factors upon which these movements depend. We want
specific data on the food and feeding habits of birds: what
quantity each individual consumes of each food item in different
seasons end habitats, and at different stages of its life. It
is important te determine by periodical censuses the population
strength cf a given species in a given habitat and thus be able
to evaluate the true extant of the good or harm that a species
does to agriculture, forestry, and other human interests and
thereupon to devise adequate measures for its encouragement or
control.

"In the years to come the importance of this branch of bird
study, known as Economic Ornithology, is bound to receive duo
recognition in our country—as it has received long since in the
West. Therefore apart from the purely aesthetic and morpholo-
gical angles from which Indian birds have so far been lookod at,
it is necessary that their utilitarian aspect should also be
studied. A very large proportion of species eat insects', the
vast majority of which are injurious in the highest degree to
agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and allied human industry.
Insectivorous birds oxcercise a very effective control upon
insect pests. Owls and the diurnal birds of prey keep a check
on the increase of field rats end mice and other vermin. Frugi-
vorDus birds are important agents in the dissemination of seeds
and in extending the distribution of plants over vest stretches
of country. The valuable sandalwood tree in South India, for
example, is largely propagated by birds. Other species are
specially adapted for a diet of flowor nectar in obtaining which
they, like bees, da considerable service in crass-pollinating
and fertilizing flowers. The activities of some species on the
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other hend an largely destructive and harmful to man's
interests, and the purpose of Economic Ornithology is to strike
an accurate balance Bhcet between the harm and the good that
different species do by making complete life-history and
ecological studies. It i ;- obvious thet in a country like ours,
ao largely dependent upon agriculture ana forestry, the role
played by birds is of the highest economic consequence."

I feol I must correct Dr. Salim Ali'a belief that the 'vast majority 1 of
insects are injurious in the 'highest degree 1 to man's economy." In fact,
the reverse is true: the vast majority of the nearly two to three million
species of insects estimated to shore the earth with us are net injurious
to our interests, being either highly beneficial to us or not affecting
us at all in any way. Of the 75,000 species of insects so far described
and known from our subcontinent, hardly 300 could be categorized as serious
posts and the total number of species in our area that have been reported
as having attacked man's crops, his livestock or other possessions, or man
himself, would not in any cose bo more than 30QQ. I leave it to you to
work out the percentages for yourself.

Coding bock to the subject of this article, I must caution my birdwatcher
colleagues that before we tackle the mora detailed investigetions on our
bird species that Dr. Salim Ali advocated in the passage reproduced above,
one must preferably complete the drawing up of a preliminary list of the
avifauna of his district, and the bare minimum of the status and habitat
of each species indicated in the checklist. The birdwatcher should have
collected notes on the birds of his district over a minimum period of two
years at least, for the list to be somewhat tolerably representative of
the area, before it could be submitted for inclusion in the Newsletter or
published formally in the Journal of the B.N.H.S. or some similar reputed
scientific periodical. My own effort_has been on the avifauna of Sandur
and other part£ of Bellary district £ J. Bombay not. Hist. Son . 70(3):
499-531, 1974_y, and I am well on the way to compiling similar papers on
the birds of Bangalore and Raichur districts (Karnataka). Aa modols I

would suggest consulting works on any of the regional areas listed in the
HANDBOOK Volume 10 (pages 271-272), especially those on the birds of
Bombay and Salsettc (JBNH5 vols. 39 U0, 1936-39), Delhi and district
JBNHS 47: 277-300, 1947), Coorg (JBNHS vol. 50, 1951), Darbhanga district
(JBNHS vols. 13-16, 1901-04) and Simla and adjacent hills (JBNHS vol. 47,

Perhaps such lists, if not for whole districts, at least for towns and
taluks, hove been roughly prepared and ore in the possession of some of
our readers for their own use. Or some of us may have been maintaining
such notes and checklists for s number of years without having thought
of arranging oil this information species-wise for publication. I implor

ry one of you who have such lists ready or even half-ready to send th
after careful preparation to the Newsletter , so that your colleagues and
ultimately Indian Ornithology may benefit. The appearance of such lists

c

em
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in periodicals like eur Newsletter , which has a fairly wide circulation
among most birdwatchers worth the name in our country, would CBrtoinly
provoke criticism, supplementary information, additions, corrections,
etc., from other birders stationed in India and such constructive dis-
cussions would most definitely have a beneficial effect on bird study in
this country.

The above rigmarole and the contents of my earlier "Critique" may hav^
seemed very pedantic, idealistic and somewhat Utopian to most ruedcrs;
and if so I crave their indulgence. I was prompted to put my thoughts
and feelings on Indian bird-study, or rather the lack of it, on paper and
to bring to your notice how much still remains to bs done on bird fauna
and how little, hew slow, has bten our effort to fill the gaps in the
knowledge of the avifauna of our rich (natural wealth-wise) subcontinent.
Other drawbacks are the minimal number of scientifically inclined or
sufficiently motivated birdwatchers in tho country, and the paucity of
adequate coordination, cooperation and collective effort among such
persons horo. In closing, may I be permitted to soy (with duo apologies
to Dr. Salim Ali — Newsletter 13(9): 10, 1973) —

"Wo must learn to walk before we can run,
but wo must also learn to work before wo can have fun!"

AT A BUSTARD'S NEST

S.G, Neginhal

On May 11th, 1976, myself, my Conservator Sri S.K. Veradoraj and my
colleague Sri D.N. Venkatramanan, were at the Ranibcnnur Blackbuck Sanctuary
of Dharwar District, Karnataka State. It was 3.30 p.m. and we hnd just
arrived after visiting the Bhadra and Jagarvalloy Sanctuaries of Shimoga
District, and we wanted to sco as many Blackbucks and Bustards as possible
in the Sanctuary.

We saw herds of Blackbuck grazing and galloping in the open forest areas.
Blackbuck is a most graceful animal and its arrow-like leap into air while
running is a feast for the eyes.

We were however more coger to seo thu "Y
Bustards (Choriotis nigriceps) that are
Eucalyptus plantation of Hullatti block
ripped and furrowed recently for affores
the blanks for spotting out the Bustards
Bustard (Choriotis nigriceps) flushed an
Bustard from the same spot. On trying t
nest at the spot from where the two bird
formed by light brushing of a hard murro
on cither side: by two furrows, ripped la
the nest a slightly bigger than a ttinnis

ercladdu" birds - Groat Indian
breeding here. Wo cut across a
and went to the maidan area,
tntion. Wo walked slowly, scanning
• Suddenly just in front of us o
d flew away followed by another
o follow the birds we found a
s had taken off. The nest was
my strip of 4 foot width flanked
Bt month for afforustation. In
ball sized egg of tho Bustard
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was found. It wes oval and deep brown or buff in colour. Naturally wc
were delighted to see this Bustard egg for very few have seen this. We
photographed the egg and left the spot. After jeeping about a mile
through a Eucalyptus plantation we came across a vast graesy area with
slopes and small elevations forming mounds. On seeing us another pair
of Great Indian Bustards started moving and soon took to their wings. We
also saw hero a covey of Bix common Sandgrouse (Pterocles exustus) and
a few Indian Coursers (Cursorius coromandelicus ) and a beautiful fox. A 3
it was getting dark we called it a day.

Next day we were at the field at 6 a.m. slowly we stepped towards the
nest of the bustard spotted the day before yesterday. The two parent
bustards saw us and nL w away. The egg was there. It was decided that
I should sit in a hide to photograph the bustards. Sri Ncgrcj, the young
end energetic Range Forest Officer, immediately put up a hide under a
nearby Eucalyptus sapling by fixing four posts and covering and camou-
flaging it with green Eucalyptus branches and loaves. I was left in this
hide and all went away to a far off block to spot other bustards. It was
7.00 a.m.

From 7.00 a.m. to 7.45 a.m. there was no sign of the parent bustards. I
was ready with my camera. From my hido I cuuld sea the egg - of the
Bustards - a deep brown ball perfectly camouflaging with the colour of the
surrounding pebbles and the furrowed soil. There was dead silence every-
where. 1 was looking at tho horizons for any sign of the birds. At 7.45
a.m. I saw one head of a bustard moving lika a snake, quite far off.
Another head soon followed it. The bedy was not seen. It was covered by
the sloping ground. They went up and down the slopy ground scanning the
portion of the ground where their nest was situated. They were about
250 ft. away. Very cautiously both tho birds started walking slowly
towards the nest. The female wes leading and the male was following. The
female while moving continuously gave low barkings as if to assure the
male that the way was clear. Slowly the femele started coming nearer its
nest followed by the male. Both

i
torted giving assuring calls in the

form of low barkings to each othei „ They were about 10 ft. apart and the
female was leading with extremely watchful eyes and stops. The male
appeared to be more timid and the female went on reassuring it as the
latter nearod the nest. The female was very suspicious of the hide and
was always looking sharply at it. Both were now giving reassuring calls
and were hardly 50 feet away from the nest. I could not focus my camera
as the hide was completely covered over by loaves and I did not wish to
disturb the birds by turning aside a twig or two to make way for my camera.
Tho female, which was smaller in size, come very near followed by the molo
and went and sat on tho egg. It kept its face towards my hide and the
male was standing beside it. Both were reassuring each other. While
sitting on the egg for incubation the female first put the egg under its
breast and then put its stomach portion on it. It was still suspicious
of the hide and always kept looking at it. The male was standing within
4 feet of the nest and was keeping watch. It was 8.00 a.m. now. 1 did
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not move and wished to forego my prized photo rether than disturb such
a lovely pair of bustards fully engaged in their duty of procreation.
Suddenly something frightened the female and in split of a second it
got up issuing out en alarm call (a quick barking!) and fluw away.
Simultaneously the male also flew away giving a frightened call. The
female flew and sat near an Acacia bush, about 200 fet_t away and was
well within my view. But the male wes mora frightened and flew far
away and could not be seen. After some time the female welkcd away.

At 9.30 a.m. the pair roappaared about 250 feet away and after walking
and perambulating they disappeared. I got away from the hide at 11.00
a.m. and returned oftor lunch at Ranibennur about 5 miles away. When I

re-entered the hide it was 4 p.m. Th^ day was very hot and nimbus
clouds were gathering in the sky. Soon winds started blowing and it
was sure to rain, heavily. I was worried of my camera. I packed and
kept it in n rexin hand bog and was getting ready to retreat from the
hide. Soon I saw the two bustards walking up and down 250 feBt away.
I hastened to leave the place before the bustards cuuld spot me, so
that they may not bo frightened. Again the Bustards disappeared and
I got out of the hide and mcved away in the opposite direction towards
Ranibennur. There were a few drops of rain and the sky was overcast
with rain-laidcn clouds. The sun had set and it was getting dusk.

The next day I again went to the nest at 6.30 a.m. but to my horror the
egg was not there. Bustards wore not seen. No egg shells were noticed.
There was no sign of any damage to the egg. The nest ground was very
clean and dry. It had not rained the previous night although it
threatened to pour. What had happened? No human beings had come as my
water bag was still safe in the hide. I had seen yesterday some minute
blisters at one end of the egg. So was the egg ready to hatch? or the
mother Bustard had hastened the hatching? Usually birds do not leave
the egg shells near their nests efter the eggs hatch to hood-wink
predators. 5u I came to the conclusion that the egg had hatched the
previous night. I searched far the chick but in vain. Got into the hide
and waited till 11.00 a.m. but thw Bustards did not turn up. I wished a
long, long life to the chick and returned.

5ome facts and conclusions about Bustards ;

1. Size and colour of egg - length 5 H and diometer 3" approximately.
Colour deep brown.

2. The Bustards do not directly come flying and settle on the egg for
incubating. Thoy walk up carefully to their nest and then settle to
incubato the egg.

3. The female loads the male to the nast.

4. The female is more bravo and the male is timid.
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5. The male gives company to the female while the latter is incubating
and stands by the female as a watcher (Does the cock oblige its
ether hens likewise as it is polygamous?)

6. Only the female incubates the egg.

7. Both male and female take care of the egg.

B. This egg was laid after the 14th
f
April 1976, the date of ripping of

this site. The egg was sighted on 11th Moy 1976. So the incubation
period appears to be about 3 weeks.

CORRESPONDENCE :

AN INTERESTING DOUBLE-NEST

K.K. Neelakantan

In throe days (l6th to 18th of April, 1975) at Top Slip end Parambikulam
(Kerala-Tamil Nadu border) I had found 2 nests of the Malabar Grey Hornbill,
and one each of the Racket-tailed Drongo and the Blackcapped Babbler, And

at each of these I spent some time watching the owners. Yet much more
thrilling was the discovery of a mysterious double nest which had been
deserted by the owners.

It was late in the evening on the 18th. Very heavy and block clouds had
come up, and my companion (Mr Sathees Chandran Nair) and I were arguing
for and against continuing our walk. We forgot our argument and our
proposed destination when we noticed a large ball of grass on a small bush

beside the road.

Just 6 feet above the ground and fixed to the slender twigs almost at the
top of a short bamboo clump was this long, oval ball of fine grass stems
and bamboo leaves. It had a short and ragged tubular entrance on one sido.

Perched on this was a shallow saucer-shaped twig nest, composed mostly of
mimosa stems.

The grass nest was like an oval round-bottomed flask resting on its side.
The 'bottom' of the flask was almost all bamboo leaves. It was beyond
doubt a munia's nest. The dimensions of the twig nest were 6" x 5" with a

depth of 3". It was made of thin twigs or creeper stems which had been
bent and very loosely interwoven. There was no lining inside. I thought
only a Spotted Dove could have built such a nest. Though Spotted Doves
were fairly well distributed in this area, I did not come across any

Munias during this trip.

On an earlier visit, in July 1973, however, I did see a few Whitcbacked
Munias at one spot near the main dam. And that was an unforgettable
experience: because a pair of these Munias had chosen to build their nest

inside an electric siren! Into the very larynx of the banshee - which
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used to shake the surrounding hills three or four times every day with
its eerio wailing - the munias wore very diligently conveying dry bamboo
leaves*

I don't know who showed better sense! the officials who had permitted such
a powerful siren to be installed right in the heart of a wildlife sanctuary,
or the poor munias which had elected to raise a brood within the siren.

AIRLINE 15 FINED FOR BIRD DEATHS

(Reproduced from International Herald Tribune - 19-6-1976)

UXBRIDGE, England, June IB (aP).- A court has fined Air India $18,900 as
a result of the deaths of 2,031 parakeets and finches during a flight from
Calcutta to London's Heathrow Airport. The airline had been charged with
failure to provide food and water for the birds.

Air India attributed the deaths to o 23-hour delay at Kuwait. A spokesman
said the airline would appeal yesterday's verdict, adding that since the
incident last October *ir India has stopped carrying birds as cargo.

Authorities here reported that 1,911 birds arrived dead at the airpcrt
yesterday on a British Airways, flight from Calcutta. The parakeets,
tiger finches and mynah birds were headed for Italian and Wost German pet
shops.
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BIRDING IN THE LIONTAILED MACAQUE SANCTUARY

Md Ali Reza Khan

Recently the Tamil Nadu Government has declared Kalakkadu Reserved Forest
a Sanctuary for the endangered primate Liontailed Macaque (Macaca silenus)
This Sanctuary is about 40 miles from Tirunelveli town. Buses regularly
ply between Kodaiyar Dam and Kallidaikurichi Rly. Station, and the route
passes through the Sanctuary.

When I reached Kakkachi - a tea estate close to the Sanctuary - the sky
was heavily overcast. This was a little disappointing for I thought I may
not be able to see many birds, though I hoped that I would hear them.
Before I could finish my tea at the bus stand stall I was delighted to
witness a fast disappearing group of Grey Junglefowl. They were about 15
including father, mother and juveniles. The group was crossing a clearing
between two sholas

.

As I stepped out of the tea shop and set out for Mr. P.V. Kuruvilla's
bungalow I found a few House Swifts ( Apus affinis) hawking insects over an
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abandoned golf course. The green grass was literally covered by a layer
of brownish grasshoppers, possibly subadclt. Such grassy country is abso-
lutely ideal for pipits. However, I saw only a few pairs of, possibly,
Malay Pipit running fast over the green mat as I approached them on my way.

After the golf course there was - r atch cf Cltrodendrum with some thorny
Acacia, Calamus end Toddolia. There I saw a group of six Nilgiri Quaker
Babblers ( Alcippe poioicephala) . Two of them were juveniles and could be

made out from the way they begged for food. Hlso two Greyheaded Flycatchers
(Culicicapa ceylonensis ) were restlessly sallying out for insects with
almost non-stop zit-zit-zitit notes while looking for insects. Suddenly
two Travanccre 5cimitar Babblers (Pomatorhinus horsficldii) bolted from
the ground where they were turning over leaves wi^h a view to getting
worms and insect larvae. In no time they vanished into the upper canopy
creeping from one branch to another. Later on I saw that this flycatcher
and the babbler were common here- A number of Redwhiskered, Redvented, and
Yellowbrowed Bulbuls were also here looking for insects.

Mr. Kuruvilla's bungalow supports good ornamental flowers. These are

attractive for bird and butterflies. The red flowers of China Rose with
long corollas were frequented by Lotcn's Sunbird (Nectarinia lotenia) and
the Little Spiderhunters t "rachnothera longirostra) . They seemed to be
fond of china rose nectar. Occasionally the Small Sunbirds (Cinnyris
minima) visited these flowers. Jungle Mynos (Aethiopsar fuscus) were
looking out for cut-worms and insects over the lawn.

At noon I went to see a neighbouring shola barely a kilometre from the

bungalow. While entering the shola I come across another patch of Clero-
dendrum. (From my later experience I realised that wherever a shola or a

primary forest was removed it was soon occupied by this plant or Lantana
or Eupatoriuro) , Here two fully grown Travancore Yellowchceked Tits
(Machlolophus xanthogenys) were begging for food from the parents. Their
wings were held in a drooping fashion and were being vibrated continuously.
This begging instinct was so intense that they overlooked my presence and
I got a good chance to shoot them with my tele—zoom. Unlike the Grey Tits
this species has a very well-defined backwardly directed crest.

A family party of 7 Blackheaded Babblers flitting amongst Ochlandra rheedii-
a type of eeto bamboo invited me to the Jungle. Like a search party they
were looking for insects and larvae sticking to the side-shoots or settled
on leaf surfaces. Suddenly my attention was diverted to a little harsh
Chiki-riki-chiki sound. Although it puzzled me I was certain that this

sort of sound is always produced by the Black-and-Qronge Flycatcher. This
call-note was a little different from the ones I was accustomed to hearing
in the Palnis, Anamalai, Munnar, Nelliamp athiesi Nilgiris and Biligiri-
rangans where the call is more Che e- r i-r i r

r

- a trisyllable note uttered by

both sexes. Within 10 minutes of my search 1 was able to locate the first
pair of this beautifully plumaged flycatcher in the Kalakkadu Reserved
Forest. Later on I saw it fairly often. The White-Eyes seemed tD be the
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most common birds here. I heard a Malabar Whistling Thrush (Myiophoneus
horsfieldii) whistling from the neighbourhood of a stream. The Southern
Black Bulbuls (Microscelis psaroides) were calling from almost every
direction of the evergreen forest.

After a good lunch served by Mr. K^ruvilla I joined rfr. Michael who was
there to take me to the jungle, we started walking from Kakkachi along
the Kodaiyar Dam road with a view to finding the Black-and-Orange Fly-
catchers and the Liontailed Macaques. Although we could hear and see the
former the latter were possibly sleeping or roosting somewhere beyond our
re ac h .

On our 4-milc route we come across a feeding party of birds near Nulumukh
bridge. First there appeared about 20 White-Eyes (Zosterops palpobrosa).
These were followed by four Pied Flycatcher Shrikes (Hemipus picatus) and
Grey Tits (Parus major). Brilliantly coloured scarlet Minivets (Pcricro-
cotus flammeus), two scarlet males and two orange females, a number of
Yellow-browed Bulbuls (Iole icterica), a group of Nilgiri Quaker Babblers
and Southern Black Bulbuls were seen. Apart from these in the neighbouring
undergrowth Spotted Babblers were scratching the forest floor while
Blandford's, or South Travancore Laughing Thrushes ( Trochalopteron jerdoni)
scuttled away with characteristic chucklings.

On our way back, before joining Dr. John F. Oates who is currently studying
the Nilgiri Langur in this Sanctuary, we saw Jerdon's Imperial Pigeon
(Ducula badia cuprea) calling loudly resembling the whoop-whoop call of
the Liontailed Macaque. We also saw Emerald Doves and Grackles (Gracula
religiosa). Before the evening twilight was over Small Green Barbets
burst into chorus*

Next morning we went to Sursuptt, 3 miles from Kodaiyar Dam and about 2,000
feet above the Lower Camp of the some Dam. This spot is considered to be a
good one for the Nilgiri Tahr - another endangered species. This area is
within Virupali Reserved Forest of Nagercoil district. On the way to this
Tahr country I saw a few Black-and-Orange Flycatchers and four troops of
Nilgiri Langur. Twice I saw giant Earthworms crossing the road. They were
of the size of Roughtails (Blind Snakes). Once a Jerdon's Imperial Pigeon
flew ovur us with such speed that it reminded me of the sound of a descend-
ing vulture. Its wings were held tight to the body much in the fashion of
b stooping 5hahin Falcon ( Falco perigrinus peregrinator)

.

During our two hours search we saw 12 Nilgiri Tahr in three groups. While
returning from Sursuptt we followed the steps of the Winch Line. It was a
very tiresome climb. Aftor every 15 minutes climb we rested for sometime
to regain energy. This gave me the opportunity to watch a pair of Indian
Kestrels (Falco tinnunculus) catching lizards and eating them standing over
a projected rock along the Winch. A pair of Crested Serpent Eagles
(Spilornis cheela) passed overhead producing their characteristic call-
notes. Around the last few steps as we were nearing a shola, I saw a Black
Eagle (Ictinaetus moloyensis) soaring over the upper canopy searching
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every tree for its prey.

In the Kodaiyar Dam area, much to my surprise, I saw two Brahminy Kites
(Haliastur indus). I was even more surprised to see B Little Egret
(Egretta garzetta) in the environs of Kakkachi. Both these species are
birds of marshy areas and dwell in ' he plains. It is really difficult to
explain their presence in this hiily area of about 3,500 feet elevation
above mean sea level. When I talked about this to Dr. Oates he told me
that due to drought in the neighbouring plains they perhaps moved to the
hills.

During my stay at Kakkachi I was greatly helped by Mr. Kuruvilla whc was
my host and Dr. Dates who lent me his paid helper Michael. I am grateful
to them for all the cooperation they extended.

* * * * * *
Editorial Note: Readers may be interested in these notes relating to the
species which Reza Khan has mentioned in his article.

Nilqiri Quaker Babbler (Alcippe poioicephala poioicephala) (Handbook of the
Birds of India & Pakistan Vol, 7 pp.123)

Status, Distribution and Habit: Common resident. Western Mysore along the
Ghats south through Kerala and western Tamil Nadu (Nilgiris and PalnisJ.
Intergrades with brucei in southwestern Maharashtra, Goa and the Biligiri-
rangan Hills; from the foothills to 2100m. Affects evergreen and moist-
deciduous forest, sholas, ravines, mixed bamboo jungle and canebrakes.

General Habits: Usually seen in parties of six to ten individuals, some-
times up to twenty or more, hopping about among the undergrowth, often
ascending to the canopy, flitting from sprig to sprig, clinging upside-down
in acrobatic positions, continually calling to each other; often forming the
nucleus of the mixed hunting parties of small insectivorous species.

Grey-headed Flycatcher (Cuiicicopa ceylonensis) (Indian Hill Birds by Salim
Ali pp.83)

*

Habits: The Grey-headed Flycatcher haunts oak and deodar forest in the
Himalayas, and particularly the neighbourhood of well-wooded ravines. In
the South Indian hills it affects evergreen sholas, up to the highest, as
well as forest of the type intermediate between the evergreen and the
deciduous, and is partial to mixed bamboo jungle in foothills and broken
country. It is an active, restless little bird for ever making lively
swoops after winged insects from a base an some exposed twig, turning end
twisting in the air with great dexterity and returning to its perch.

Travancore Scimitar-Babbler (Pomatorhinus horsfieldii) (Indian Hill Birds
pp.34)

Habits: This Scimitar-Babbler is confined to densely wooded country,
preferably where it is broken and hilly. It is most partial to secondary
evergreen or moist deciduous jungle with patches of bamboo, cane and thorn
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brakes and Strobilanthes undergrowth. The birds go about in pairs or small
scattered flocks of four to ten individuals, which rummage on the ground
among the mulch, flicking the leaves aside or digging into the moist earth
with their scimitar bills in search of insects end grubs»

The Little Spider-Hunter ( ArachnothLra longirostra) (Indian Hill Birds pp!3l)

Habits: The Little Spider-Hunter is typically a denizen of humid evergreen
forest areas. It frequents the low country as well as the hills up to about
5,000 feet elevation. It is usually met with in pnirs, and sometimes two
or more of these may be seen feeding in company. They keep to the forest,
particularly on the edge of glades and clearings, and are inseparable from
banana trees whether wild and growing on a hillside, or cultivated in the
proximity of outlying forest homesteads, or adjoining the cooly lines on
tea, coffee and cardamom plantations. They are uncommonly fond of the nectar
of banana blossoms and visit them regularly at all hours of the day,
clinging to the purple bracts of the inflorescence upside down, and probing
deep into the flower tubes with their specially adapted bills. Their diet
consists largely of flower nectar.

Yellow cheeked Tits (Machlolophus x anthogenys)

The author mentions that this species has a very well defined backwardly
directed crest. However, the photographs indicate that the crest has a
forward, and not a backward, direction. Will any readers comment on this?

JUfirkhPflded Babbler (Rhopocichla atxiceps atriceps) (Handbook Vo.6 pp.193)

General Habits: Moves about the undergrowth, much in the manner of Dumetia,
in parties of up to a dozen birds or more, often with other babblers.
Seldom ascends more than a metre or two above the ground, but when having
ventured too far up, has a habit of dropping perpendicularly like a falling
leaf into the thickets below on the slightest alarm.

Black

-

and -Orange Flyc ate her (Muscicapa nigrorufa)

The Black-end-Qrange Flycatcher is receiving the attention of ornithologists
because in evolutionary terms it appears to be a species mid-way between
flycatchers and shrikes. This is one of the rer Sons why Salim Mli has
sponsored n project in which Reza Khnn is involved. Studies are also being
made on the egg-white of this bird to determine its relationship with other
species.

White -Eyes (Zosterops palpebrosa

Strangely, Eucalyptus trees are supposed to have no attraction for birds.
However, Salim Mli soys in his Hill Birds, pp.127: "In the Nilgiris th<_
white brush-like blossoms of the Eucalyptus trees always form an irresistible
attraction (for thi.se birds)".
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RAPTORS OF R^NGANATHITTU

S.G. Neginhal

Besides its famous breeding heronry, Rangenathittu is interesting for its
raptors as well. Hereunder 1 list -ome that I have noted.

1) -Ifag-Jjrahminy Kite (Haliastur indus):

This bright chestnut coloured raptor with its white head, neck and breast
is seen throughout tht, year gliding over the river. Sub-adult birds resemble
the Parieh Kite (Milvus migrans) in general colouration; but their rounded
tail unmarks their identity. This kite is silent during the rainy and winter
seasons and becomes noisy with its low moaning notes (like mewing of cats)
in summer ( .>pril and May) when it broods here.

I have not seen this kite stealing away eggs of the breeding heronry-birds
of Ranganathittu as the crows dej but it often takes away in its talons young
nestlings when the parents move away from their nests on near approach of
visitors. It is also seen that the breeding birds get disturbed and animated
when this raptor starts hovering over their nests. (To digress it may bo
added that the crows also carry away the 2-3 days old chicks in their claws
when the parents leave their nests on near approach of the tourists, although
this capacity of the corws is disputed.)

2) The Common Pariah Kite (Milvus migrans):

This large brownish bird is occasionally seen hovering over the sanctuary.
This is often confused with the sub-adult fcrahminy Kites but its identity is
at once revealed by its forked toil.

3) The Crested Serpent Ecole (Spilornis chuela):

The crested serpent Eagle is a resident raptor of the Sanctuary. It is a
dark brown heavy bird with a nuchal cross-wise crest, kept fully erected
when animated. Easily idci.tifiuu i.. i light also by a white bar across the
tail and on the under parts of thL rounded wings. Seen either perching on
branches of tall trees or circling high up. Becomes too noisy in summer with
its shrill screaming "Kek-kek-keee" notes which arc repeatedly answered by
the other partner nearby. Very bold and allows observation and photography
from very near quarters and in turn watchus our actions with interest.

I have never seen this raptor preying on the young chicks of the heronry as
the Brahminy Kites and crows do,

4) Xhe Qsorey (Pandion holiaetus):

This fish-eating hawk is often seen in winter at the sanctuary. It has all
white undcrparts and Coffee-brawn upper body with brown-ond-wbite head. The
neck is whitish below with a dark brown "ncicklace" across the upper breast.
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It has long and thin wings. During the flight it alternately beats wings
and glides. While landing on a true two sparkling white tips ore revealed
at the end of its long and flapping dark brown wings. (This was last seen
on March 7, 1976) .

Once in early winter an Gsprey camu flying and disappeared downstream of
Kaveri and within minutes returned with a bi$ fish in its beak and sat on
boulder to devour it. Two crows cone and Bottled by its side within 3 feet,
which was resented by the Osprey and it twice tried tc peck at the crows.
It had a very light early winter coat - more white on the upper body than
brown.

5 ) The Mars h Harrier (Circus aeruginosus)

:

This Harrier frequents the flooded paddy fields and marshy areas round about
Ranganothittu in winter and is at times seen flying over the sanctuary. It
was lest seen on March 9, 1976.

6) The Shikra (*ccipiter badius):

This is the common resiecnt hawk of the sanctuary - lightly built, ashy-grey
above, white below with rusty brown bars. It is not commonly seen as it
spends most of its time sitting up in the leafy branches of large trees.

Once I was boating in the sanctuary. A swarm of cliff-swallows (Hirundo
fluvicole) suddenly emerged out from their mud nests and flew in the air.
As if with computerised precision a Shikra frcm a Terminalia arjuna tree,
from the opposite bank of the river, also swooped into air and carried off
its prey before the victim could know what had happened.

BIRD5 IN OUR GARDEN

Zafar Futeholly

Last year when we moved here in July we planted several trees specifically
for the benefit of birds. These included Bombax, Erythrina, Singapore Cherry
and Drumstick. The latter two hove grown amazingly in the last 10 months,
and are now 12 ft. high, and it is very satisfying to see that some birds
have started to come to the-se trees and feed on the flowers. A pair of
Purple-rumped Sunbirds (Nccterina zeylnnica) were on the Cherry tree a few
minutes ago. They pecked the small white flowers in a lightning manner, and
then flittod to another. In the morning light (7.30 a.m.) the colours of
these birds - the dork chocolate and green and cream - and their vivacity
made me wonder whether any sight could be more beoutifuli But of course
this is the feeling one gets so often. To attempt to designate anything as
the most beautiful scene is pointltss. Curiously both the Sunbirds were
totally silent. Usually their movements are accompanied by o chip-chip-chip,
and a Tswect-Tity-Tswce t, and this seems to act as encouragement te even
more activity.
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This year the rains in south Kurnetaka, where we ore, hove oeen very deficient,

and in fact yesterday (16-0-1976) we received the first heavy shower in

several weeks. Lost year at this time there were flacks of 30 and more

Blackbellied Finch Larks tEremopterix grisea) running over the land rummaging

for insects. At the moment there is just a pair in cur garden, n pair of

Franklin's Wren Worblera (Prinia hedgsoni) hod built a nest among Zenios, but

abandoned it half-way. These Wren Warblers con bo identified by their general

behaviour, and also by the cream supercilium, rod eyes and flush coloured feet.

The othor birds inour garden at the moment nre House Sparrows, Jungle and

House Crows, Rcd-wattlcd Lapwings, Block Drongos, Spotted Doves, Common Green

Bao-eetera, Common Mynas, Rose-ringed Par-kcets, Pied Bur-h Chats, Rcd-runped
Swallows, White-breasted Kingfishers, Indien Rollers, Wire-toiled Swallows,

Hoopoes, Spotted Munios, White-throated Munias, Bustaro Quails, Large Pied

Wagtails, Shikros, Spotted Owlets, Parish Kite end Brehminy Kite.

This list is by no means complete, and some birds like the Red-wattlcd
Lapwing do not reside on our land, but come for nn occasional visit.

Watching some of these birds feeding in the ploughed area is great fun.

Common Green Bee-caters sit on clods of earth, and take off in pursuit of

butterflies and other winged prey either in front or behind them. Their

extraordinary eye sight apparently enables them to see in on arc of 360

degrees. Large Pied Wagtails walk indus trieusly book and forth looking
intently at the ground, and picking up anything that is available. They sing

vociferously during this exercise and the pair is always in vocel communica-
tion with each other. They ore incapable of pursuing any prey in the air,

so that they do not came into any conflict with the Bee-eaters. The flocks

of Spotted Munias do not welk back and forth like the Wagtails, they only

hop around within the immediate vicinity of the place where they have landed,

and then go off somewhere else. Spotted Doves are extremely diligent in

their search for food, and they arc somewhat of a menace because they eat up

the freshly planted seeds unless they ore well covered with earth.

The group of Wire-tailed Swallows stay together most of the time except when

they are out foraging in the air for insects. Many of them have only a

single tail feather, and some have none at all. They ore in beautiful

plumage otherwise and spend a lot of time preening their feathers keeping
them spruce ond efficient.

I hear Common Ieras in the neighbouring compound and sometimes they do come

to our only Bauhinia tree, I am hoping that when cur trees grow a little
larger the ioras 1 melodious whistle will be heard more frequently.

Most of the birds I have listed live happily in their scparete ecological

niches (to use a pompous expression). Occasionally there ore quarrels. I

couldn't understand why the Drongo suddenly attacked the Large Pied Wagtail
(Motacillo maderaspatensis) this morning. When the Shikra flies overhead,

there is consternation, and the ware-hawk call sends all the little birds

quickly under cover.
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CORRESPONDENCE

VISION IN BIRDS

T.V. Jose

Once I happened to see a Koel flying towards e white washed wall and dashing

against it. The impact was so powerful that the oird dropped down instantly.

I am sure that the incident cannot be en exceptionally rcire one, end perhaps

some of our readers must have witnessed similar sights. Nor do I feel that

other birds are any less defective in th«ir visual ccuity.

Kocls ore arboreal and their chance of hitting against walls is rare indeed.

But rock pigeons, common house crows and sparrows are right in the midst of

us in very large numbers and not wanting in opportunities to fly at walls

or stumble upon gloss panes of the innumerable windows in s city like Bombay,

mistaking them for open space. Nevertheless I have yet to come across a

single cose in my life in Bombay. If others have, I wish to know their
experience. If they have not, then the absence is significant enough to

find out en explanation.

h probable explanation, I may venture, lies in the fact that each bird in

its early days of life learns to discriminate through trial and error. This

explanation rests on the assumption that these birds ( ond all others, young
or adult) cannot be totally insensitive to the whiteness of the wall or

slight opacity of gloss panes, but are unable to perceive the object as it

is from the sensation they get. It is then a meaningluss sensation. But

meaning grows into the sensation as they struggle through trial and error,

and discriminatory power at peremptory level grows. My experience, contrary
to my expectation, does not bear out this explanation. 1 have never seen

any young ones of these birds passing through this stage cf trial and error,

i.e., hitting at the wall by mistake or struggling to pass through glass
panes in vnin, They avoid them as if they needed no lesson in it.

This means perhaps that there was such o stage of trial and error in these

birds long ago, but they have now bi_cn able to poss on such nccur.uloted

ability acquired through trial and error for generations to their offspring.

This ability to discriminate between the whiteness of walls and the slight
opacity of glass penes from open spaces and to perceive them as distinctive

objects is added to the existing pool of general information. Then the

need to learn this ability affrusn in each generation does not arise, but

the ability con be improved upon and strengthened further through the

experience of the individual birds or impered through persistent disuse.

On the face of it I had difficulty to accept this view. But further consi-
deration reminded me that a chick with no previous experience can distinguish
a dengcr cry from a welter of sounds, a piece of grain from a piece of stone

and so on. If this is possible the other must be equally possible. Then I

jump to another conclusion: is this not the way in which instincts are formed
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in animals? If so, cen all the instincts, which we are heir to, be
explained in this manner? To me how instincts originate or evolve and
build themselves into the mental system of an organism i3 a mystery.

PODNa - A HALTING PLACE FOR MIGRATING ROST P„ST0R5

Anil Mahabal and D.B. Bastawdc

iws in
While observing the roosting behaviour of Indian Mynas and Hcusc Crci. w
Poona (18° 30»N, 73°53'E) Maharashtra, during March-April of 1974, for the
first time we came across very big flocks of migrating rosy pastors roosting
communally in the Banian trees alongwith these species.

Thereafter we strrted counting rosy pastors every month till April 1976,
and observed that these birds arrive in ths city in small numbers in the
first week of October. Till February this number remains more or less the
same but in March-April the count increases upto 2000 and in May all of a
sudden it declines just to 10 or so. From June-September they were com-
pletely absent as they migrate for breeding.

Abdulali, H; (1949) has stated in "The movements of rosy pastors in India"
(JBNHS 46: 704-8) that in autumn and spring the rosy pastors wore observed
to be moving southeostwards and northwestwards respectively. Theso obser-
vations confirm that during March-April the flocks of rosy pastors, in
large numbers congregate and halt in Poona, during their return migratory
journey from southeostwards to northwestwards.

LAL BANDH AT SANT1NIKETAN

Ananta Mitra

At the northern end of Santiniketan alongside the new Reserve Forest, two
swamps of considerable size have come into existence. They are called Lai
Bandh. In the early morning on 17.4.1976 I had the pleasant experience of
watching birds in this locality.

On my approach I was attracted by the wheezing calls of Lesser Whistling
Teals (Dendrocygnna javanica) . Along with them and scettered here and there
were Cattle Egrets, Pond Herons and Common Sandpipers. A few Brown Shrikes
and Block Drongos were perching on the branches of nearby trees.

On the smaller swamp situated to the north, I found a number of Cotton tools
(Mettepus Coromandelianus) and Little Cormorants (Phalacrocorax niger)

.

Though the border of this jheel is occupied by washermen who were busy with
their trade, the birds were quietly moving around without any fear of
molestation.
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On the northern edge of the bigger swamp there were a large number of Comb
Ducks (Sorkidiornis mclanotos) in several flocks. It was my first encounter
with these ducks and was a joyous experience. Most of the birds were females
Moles with striking Combs were few and far between, Cn rough count I

guessed there were about 500 of th„se birds, and I presume such a big con-
gregation in one place is not very common.

I also discovered a Large Pied Wagtail (Kotacilla maderaspatensis) , the
elegant bird with the glossy shine of black and white.

These throe duck and the Wagtail ore not to be found in the list of "Birds
around Santinikc tan" , compiled in 1955 by the well known Ornithologist Sri
P.K, Sen Gupta. Now they can be added to the list of 146 birds. Possibly
Lalbandh at that time did not have so much water and vegetation.

At a short distance to the west of the swamps, a deer park has been set up
by the Forest Deportment. A number of Chitnl (Axis axis) and Blackbuck
(Antelope cervicapra) have been released here for preservation and multi-
plication. They have marc than doubled in course of six years.

People coming here to visi'; the poet's abode, may enrich their experience
by going around the swamps.

OPIUM POPPY (Paver somnifcrum) crop and Parrot damage

A. P. Jain

In a visit to Malhnrgarh (Dist- Mandsur, M.P.) (from 14 to IS. 3. 1976) it
was noticed that the Parakeets (Psittocula krameri) were causing serious
loss to the opium poppy crop. Damage was caused by feeding on the unripe
poppy capsules either directly on the standing crop or by cutting it and
then feeding on it. For this purpose unripe capsules were preferred in
general, and those producing latex in particular. 'It appeared to me that
certain birds became addicted to capsule feeding and they tried their best
to gut it particularly when moving towards their roosts. While feeding on
standing crops if the poppy capsules were left partly eaten, in the normal
course they dried up and the birds always devoured fresh capsules. Their
preference was to feed on that side of the fiuld which was nearer to their
temporary roosting places. Opium poppy addicted birds were so unconcerned
that they did not respond to our shouting. Unfortunately the birds could
not be marked otherwise the opium addition could have been established for
particular birds. The partly eaten capsules neither yielded latex nor the
poppy seeds. And so on on average, the damage to this crop ranged from 7
to 10 per cent. The loss caused by these birds is worth recording parti-
cularly because the plants and their products ore of export and medicinal
importance. These birds indulge in communal roosting, and they prefer the
Banyan tree (Ficus religiose), and their next choice is the Mango tree
(Mangifera indica) and the Babuol (Acacia nilotica) . The maximum flock-size
consisted of more than two hundred birds and on a single Banyan tree over
two thousand birds had roosted.
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CROv/S CACHE

M.S, Ramamoorthi

Regarding Mr. Debashis Ray's query about the "Crows Cache" in the Newsletter
issue of June 1976, 1 wont to state tht, following:

On various occasions I have seen jungle crows (Corvus macrorhy nchos) hiding
food articles such as a lump of ccoked rice, a piece of coconut kernel, o
bit of oilcake and once a fruit of the rain tree in the palm leaf thatched
roofs or in paddy straw heaps.

At about 7,00 a.m. on the 3rd of August 1976, I heard the cawing of a crow
and found the bird (Corvus macrorhynches) on the tiled roof of a nearby
shed. Because it had something white in its beak I started watching.

The white object looked like a lump of cooked rice, and the bird seemed to
be searching for a suitable cache (secret storing place for provisions).
Then it placed the stuff in a crevice between two raws of tiles and carefully
hid it with some small twigs ond fallen leaves found on the roof itself.

As if satisfied with its action it cawed six times, took a few jaunty steps
to reach the top of the roof ond flew away "to a nearby tree.

I waited but could not find the crow coming back to fetch its cache and I

think the stuff is still there up to this day 6-8-1976, In the past also,
I have never been able to find a crow coming back to recover the stuff it
has once hidden.

I have never seen a House Crow engaged in such en activity.

h few more lines about the Crow.

Like most parts of our country our villages ere infested by huge populations
of crows. Jungle crows are more numerous than the house crows.

There is a popular belief that the crow is a bird devoid of jealousy. There
is a line in an old Tamil poem which means "The crow without jealousy caws to
share its meal with its kinsfolk". But I neve doubted the truth of that
belief from the days of my childhood.

There is a custom among the Hindus, especially brahmins, to throw a hendful
of cooked rice to the crows before the family sits for the midday meal.
Usually the waiting crows assemble to share the offering. Though some crow
may caw by instinct, only the audacious ones eat the food pecking at any
other crow that may try to have a share.

This and th^ cache keeping habit clearly show that the crow is not too
concerned about the fate of its companions.
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THE DECLINE OF RAPTORS

Asod Akhtor

This is with reference to K.S. Lavkumer's "The Decline uf Raptors", Vol,

XVI No.4, April '76.

During a recent visit to Bihar, I was struck by the almost total absence

of Birds of Prey. Enquiries from my uncle revuaiod thnt these birds wLrc

quite common till the late sixties, but the increased use of insecticiocs

ployed havoc with their numbers, with the result that they have been almost

totally wiped out. This has resulted in an ecological imbalance, which is

evident from the frequent outbreaks of insect-epidemics, and since a biolo-

gical control is lacking, these epidemics acqjirc an explosive form.

While a few years bock, commuting on foot with eatables in hand was a sure
invitation to these birds, nowadays even long distances can be covered
without any response. In fact the uso of insecticides has become so indis-
criminate that vegetables bought in the bazaar are sure to give one nasty

gastric trouble.

It's very disheartening to note the sad decline of even our so called
common birds.

INDIAN ROLLERS, BL..CK DRONGGS , ETC. FEEDING AT NIGHT

Surcshwar Gupta, 153 DE, 5ir Syed Street, Khagaul (Patna 801105) points out
in a letter that Indian Rullers, Black Drungos and other birds feed late

into the night. He has observed Indian Rollers around street lemps in Patna

hawking insects as late as 10.00 p.m. outside the Danapur station. Black

Drongos have also been noticed as late as 9.00 p.m.
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Trio III to Eleohanta - 1 March 1942

Tchitrea o aradisi - Solo. Chestnut minus ribbons
Corvus m ac rp rhy nc hus - the first pair
B uteo rufinus - A pair circling up. Pale (whitish) patches under wing,
near tip, very conspicuous.
Oriolus xanthornus - solo.
Artamus fuse us - rare
Micropus affinis - 3 individuals. Where have they come from? Where do

they live? Not seen on previous trips
Bcpbax tnalabaricum common and now mostly flowering.
ErythjjLna indicq scarce and confined to coastline.
E ry thrina suberosa on hillsides and up to top.
P as tor rose us - absent.
Phylloscopus trochiloideg - only 1 solo
Ounanthe deserti - still only the 2 in the same patch
Turdoides somervillei completely absent, also other babblers.
Psittacula absent
Columba livja - only 1 flying over high.
Thereic erv^x. absent
Centropus "

Eudvnami s "

Dondrocitta "

Hirundo r
1 ^urir. j absent

,
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Dissemurus absent though country suitable for it.

Galerida nalabarica strutting round and round (courtship) with tcil cocked
and half open semi-drooping wings. Local resident affirms that Peafowl

still present on the island, also pig. Squirrels absent.

Trip IV - 15 March 1942

Brae hyp ternus benqolensis - solo on palmyra in coastal belt

Konticola solitaria - 2

'otacilla feldeqq melanogriseus . M. flova bee ma, M. citreola

H. _a. dukhunensis now all in perfect breeding plumege.

Astur badius - at least 5

_F_alc p tinn unc u1us - solo
Alseonax latirostris - solo

P astor rose us - now on Bombax in full bloom continuous

Vultures observed flying in broad continuous band from mainland on E side

of island (Bhayndar &c ) about 12-1 noon.

Presumably conveying food for young.

Lar tis - getting into summer plumage. 'Mirrors' now very prominent on wing

tips of brunicephalus which 'is also noticeably larger in size.

Acridotheres tristis - a gathering of 30 (counted) to chivy snake (?) near

the pier, assisted by crows and Passer.

Local resident affirms that House Crows roost and nest on island. Confirm.

Woodfordia fruticosa and calve op teris floribunda bushes now in full bloom.

Former uncommon and locally patchy. Only on steep cuttings and banks.

INCREASE IN BIRD POPULATION IN A SIX HECTARE PLOT IN

BANGALORE ON PLANTING A GARDEN

Joseph George

Bangalore is famed as the garden city of India. Yet, for a birdwatcher this

garden city proves to be an unexpected disappointment. The city and its

suburbs are poor in bird life. The density of bird population is low and

even the more common species like crows, doves, mynas and the house sparrow

ere scarce. Bird voices are seldom heard.

Exact reasons for this poverty of bird life are not known, but the relatively

dry environment, and the highly eroded and leached soil which has no grass

cover are probably the main factors inhibiting the growth of bird population.

However, birds can be attracted to settle down and multiply in numbers an

this city by developing gardens and planting suitable shrubs and trees

capable of providing food and habitat for birds. This transformation was

observed in a six hectare plot in an industrial suburb of Bangalore as

briefly described in this note.

*-. .~.
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Campus without garden

In 1970 the plot, on which a national institution is situated, had no gardens.
There was hardly any shade-giving tree. Silver oak ( Grevillea robus ta ) had
been planted an year earlier in a small area and a much larger area had been

„ under Eucalyptus for 3 years- All round the buildings of the Institute soil
erosion was rampant. Four Acacia auric uli formes trees planted with the

, Eucalyptus were doing well. But a few Spathodeas planted at the same time
were stunted in growth because of the absence of soil and rapid run off of
rain water. A few small Acacias, Albizias, a Ficus, a few other busy ti es

and thorny scrub completed the vegetation on the campus which was rich in

lizards and snakes but poor in birds. Hardly ten species of bird3 were seun
on the campus for about an year. Among them the blackwinged kite, the

singing bushlark and the ashy crowned finch-lark were particularly noticeable.

The planting of a garden was begun in the middle of 1970. Retaining walls
were built in order to prevent soil erosion. Construction of boundary walls
and fencing prevented intrusion of cattle. The land was terraced and lawns
were planted around the Institute buildings.

Development of the garden

A mixed shrubbery, three rows deep, was planted along the boundary wall in
front of the building. Flowering and foliage trees and shrubs were planted
in selected locations. Bougainvillaeas were planted against a slope in the

garden. A dense bamboo grove was planted in addition to bamboos at scattered
places. Climbers were planted against treus and walls. A small lotus pond
was developed with pink and white lotus, water-lilies, reeds, rushes and

other aquatic plants. The log pond of the Institute constructed subsequently
is an added attraction for water-loving birds. A rockery was set up and a

variety of cacti, agaves and other plants were introduced. A garden nursery
was established together with a large variety of potted plants* When the

laying out and planting of the garden was completed in about three years
time the garden had about 400 species of flowering and foliage plants
including potted plants.

Valuable guidance in planting the garden was given by the Mysore Horticultural
Society and in particular Mr. M.T.R. Cruz, Assistant Director of Horticulture
(Landscape), Lalbagh, Bangalore. Otherwise the whole operation was an

amateur's job, assisted by several books on garden plants and trees.

Changes in fauna

The planting of the garden brought about a considerable change in the fauna
of the area. Several cobras had unfortunately to be killed as they came into
the buildings from their disturbed environment. On the other hand the green
tree snake and water snake came to the area and strict instructions have
been issued that they should not be harassed.
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The lizards seem to have adjusted to the changes. There has been on explosive
increase in the rodent population. Rats and bandicoots arc being kept in
check, but no action has so far been taken against three striped palm squi-
rrels. They misappropriate nest boxes meant for birds and steel thrtad used
for tying plants to stakes for lining their nests. When Bo x

t
antha un qu.is.c ati

is in bloom on the auditorium walls the squirrels nesting among the vini_s

systematically destroy the flowers while seeking honey. It may be mentioned
at this point that honey bees are other occupants of ntst boxes. Lizertis

take up vantage points on the lid of tht; boxes occupied by bees and prey
upon them sometimes. The garden abounds in butterflies but caterpillars aro
often troublesome.

As the landscape around the Institute began changing, the number of birds
visiting the garden increased over six fold, several of them nesting here.
It was a thrilling experience when a pair of purple-rumped sunbirds appeared
in the garden in June 1972. The first pair of redvented bulbuls arrived in
May 1973. A surprising visitor was the barn owl which was Been twice; once
inside a plywood house under construction and another time inside a staff
van. Better roosting places are being provided for the owl. A coucal visited
the garden in August 1974. It is hoped that the bird will nest in the bnmboo
thicket some day.

A male black redstart during its winter visits roosts in a recess in the
porch of the plywood house. In October 1974 a forest wagtail spent a day in

the garden presumably on its journey to the West Coast. A quincunx of
Arythrinas attract black headed and jungle mynas when in flower. Several
golden orioles come to the flowering silver oaks. Flower-peckers, both
Tickell's and thick billed, are inseparable from Muntingia calaburra (Chinese
cherry) trees. Green parakeets are attracted by the seeds of Spathodea
companulata . Occasionally a Blyth's reed warbler or ashy wren-warbler would
enter the lounge of the Institute attracted by potted plants in planters.
One ashy wren-warbler, instead of going out- by the large front door through
which it had entered the lounge, flew to the rear to reach a dense group of
foliage plants arranged there. Unfortunately the bird hit the large glazed
shutters in the way and fell to the. floor unconscious. -It was transferred
to a safe place in the garden where it revived after some time and flew away.

Bougainvillaeas trained on to a small Acacia tree provided shelter for the
first pair of spotted doves nesting in the garden. Later a pair of little
brown doves also started nesting in the area.

A flock of whitoheaded babblers were among the early arrivals who hove settled
down in the garden. A pair nested on a Polyalthi a pendula hardly 1.5 m high.
When I approached the tree to look at the abandoned nest, a pair of fruit bats
flew out. Large pied wagtails sing from the Institute buildings' roof and

are always seen near the loO pond. They have nested in locations inside
man-made structures. A pair of common mynas nest on a travelling crane above
the loQ pond and are not inconvenienced by the movement of the crane.
Another pair comes to nest inside a workshop through a broken pane of a

skylight. A pair of spotted owlets have followed suit. Spotted and white-
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throated munios nest at several places in the garden. Nest boxes provided

to encourage hole nesting birds hove rarely been available to them as

mentioned earlier.

Tailor birds started nesting in the garden by the time broad leaved plants
such as Erv thropsis colorata and S t ~;rculia guttata were hardly 3D cm high.

Purple and purplcrumped sunbirds se'>m tc prefer thorny plants to nest on.

Their nests have been seen on Ac acia arcbic a , .A. leucophloea . .A. suma .

Caesalpinia sepiaria (Mysore thorn) and B.amb us^ orundinacea (thorny bamboo).

One female sunbird obtained soft lining material for her nest from a

squirrel's nest emong Doxantha vines. A koel was fostered by house crows in

1574.

The magpie robin which usually prefers well developed gardens and parklcnds

for its habitat visited the Institute garden last winter. A visit by o small

green barbet this summer also confirms the fact that the garden is now

developed to an extent where many species of birds can find suitable habitats

The call of the barbet is now heard in the garden. It has been a most fasci-

nating and absorbing experience to watch the remarkable growth in the number
and variety of birds inhabiting or visiting the campus, as a result of the

development of its garden and vegetation.

Visits by paradise flycatchers occasion much curiousity and comment because,

it may be mentioned, that some of the employees of the Institute who were

earlier completely unaware of their surroundings are now interested in. the

plant and animal life around them. In this context the statement that no

people may fairly claim a country as their own unless they have an easy
familiarity with its fauna and flora is worth repetition.

THE WHISTLING THRUSH - THE HARBINGER OF THE MONSOON

Br. A. Navarro

The erratic monsoon this season enthused me into
.
going after the Whistling

Thrush to shoot his music on tape and record the tunes for the benefit of

those unable to brave the monsoons in the jungle and to hear the bird in

its habitat. Sunday after Sunday I went up to Khondala, wandering through

the forest in quest of my ideal. Recording the songs of the Whistling Thrush

is a rather complex task since this bird sings at its best only when it rains

to all appearances the Thrush is least pleased with light showers; it prefers

a heavy downpour for a display. On the other hand the main obstacle in the

circumstances required for the best performance of the bird is that one

cannot go through the forest with the nature of equipment needed for the

purpose of recording the songs; my last recourse was to take refuge in same

of the vacant villas bordering the forest and yet not too near the main

arterial highway, hoping against hope that there would be some nest of the

Whistling Thrush nearby. If a nest is spotted, one can be sure the bird

will not be far away*
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As I was musing on these thoughts, my memory suddenly flashed years back to

tell me that at St. Mary's Villa, along the verandah of one of the buildings
nearer the ravine, for several years now the Whistling Thrush had been
building its nest in one of the rafters. On making enquiries with the care-
taker about the Kala Go ova (the local name for the Whistling Thrush) and its

breeding habits, I was informed that the bird had already built its ne9t.

Further inquiries revealed that the Whistling Thrush had built its nest

soon after the recent cyclone in early June.

But then due to the erratic monsoon following the cyclone, during the

intervals of dry weather, the thrushes were neglecting the nests and only
during the heavy rains would they resume their nestling activities.

My penultimate visit was on the 16th of August, the nest had not yet been
used. From a hideout I watohed fxom 6.00 a.m. until late in the evening and

the pair never visited the nest. I ^ould see both of them all day long, the
male occasionally chasing the female from tree to tree, as if they were
playing a game of hide-and-seek; but no more than that play took place. As

early at 6,15 in the morning, the male began its calls, none lasting more
than fifty seconds! Through the rest of the day 1 could hear the sporadic
whistling calls. From about 10.45 to 11.30 a.m. the male thrush made two

long whistling songs lasting from two to two and a half minutes. I recorded
the second song. At 12.00 noon, a short spell of rain with heavy mist
suddenly covered the area: at that moment the thrushes left the forest and
came to the open entrance of the building, hopping along the verandah,
uttering their short whistling calls. As the strong winds swept away the
mist, with the same swiftness the thrushes left and flew back into the
forest.

On my last observation on the 29th of August I found the thrushes were still
there, but the nest was, as on my earlier observations, unattended.

From the 26th to the 29th August I spent three days at St. Xavier's Villa,
Khandala, with some of my friends. The Whistling Thrushes breed also in
the vicinity of this villa, but not with the some regularity as at St. Mary's
Villa. In this case the nest was always placed in a small window; the
caretaker gave me to understand that this year the Kala Goqya had not been
seen as frequently as in former years; he had heard their calls occasionally.
The three days of my stay at the villa were unfruitful till on the last day
a whistling thrush uttered a few long notes and flew back into the forest.

I have been speaking of the erratic monsoon. I should like here to specify
what I mean by erratic monsoon. Though the totol rainfall at Khandala may
be normal, yet this year there has been a slight difference in that there
have been a series of short spells of heavy rainfall with rather long-
lasting spells of very scanty rain; the steady rainfall typical of the

Khandala region has been absent this year.

The Whistling Thrush, in relation to its breeding habits, has a preference
for an environment that contains four different elements; the main element
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would be "forest", but a forest atnosphere that mingles with gorges, rocks,

cliffs, tunnels and caves with torrents, streams anC nullahs, abundant rain,

fog and mist; this last feature is ao essential to the breeding habit of the

thrush that it makes me doubt whether it would breed successfully in case

of severe drought or a total failure of the monsoon.

The Khandala region indeed is favoured with all these elements. The gorges

can be seen on the left side of the ravine elong the railway line towards

Pune, the rocks and the precipices of the Duke's Ncse ravine being quite

prominent. Rain fog and mist are typical features of the Khandala Ghatr

during the monsoon.

The long years of my association with the Khandala region has taught n* that

the Whistling Thrushes have a tendency to build their nests always in the

same spots within tunnels, and caves, behind waterfalls and in vacant

abandoned villas near the forest. The spots selected are never t°°.d"k

and not deep into the tunnels and caves, but well-protected from bright

light. During the dry season I have been able to spot many nests which

during the monsoon were well concealed by the action of the falling waters.

The Whistling Thrush rarely can be seen out of the forest *"*""*£**'£"
son. It is only during the premonsoon showers when rein, fog and mist cover

the whole area that *e thrush comes out of the forest and makes its appear,

ance in the open, entering gardens and compounds, uttering its jolly whist-

ling tunes. We may say that they are the heralds of the coming monsoon.

BOOK REVIEW

ORNITHOLOGY by Erwin Stresemann. Harvard University Press, Cambridge,

Mass., 1975. pp.xii + 432. » 20.00

Dr. Erwin Stresemann, who died in 1972 at the age of B3, was, Bccojdin, »
Ernst Mayr, "perhaps the outstanding ornithologists of his era. To Indian

birdwatchers and ornithologists hu is something more because it was from

him that Dr. Salim Ali learnt the technical aspects of ornithology.

Stresemann is, therefore, their acharya's. ojJTUi.

In 1951 Dr. Stresemann published a book in German on the development of

ornitholog; from -Aristotle to the Present". The aim of the book xt.

contents.'and the circumstances in which it was written remind on of Milton

and his "Paradise Lost". The book has en epic sweep, V »/ *!£ "med
giants among men, a narrative full of conflicts in which events -ere shaped

as much by fate as by human character and skill. Although its aim is to

tracTman's efforts to classify and study birds, it covers a much wider area,

chronicles man's endeavours to understand Nature, and has much to tell us

about the history of ideas.

The book is so full of the elements of drama that »*-££ ™9£?
d **

divided into three Acts, followed by an Epilogue. The narrative is
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strictly chronological. Like a Conrad novel, it takes us forwards and back-

wards in time. The story is too long end complex to be told in brief, but

its main outline consists of a series of conflicts, the central one buing

that between Natural Philosophy and Natural Science. For many centuries

from the time of Aristotle, tfie m.tion that all Nature was created by bod at

one stroke prevented even the most scientific minds from thinking in terms

of evolution. During the Middle Ages, in particular, "all knowledge was

subsumed undur Theology, Queen of the Sciences. History reflected the

purpose of Sod, Science demonstrated His creative plan, and the world of m,r.

and nature formed a whole, dominated by its Final Cause." (M.C. Bradbrcok:

1951. "Shakespeare L Elizabethan Poetry") In fact, till the views of

Darwin won wide acceptance, teleology and biology were ever at war. The

other conflicts can be variously described as that between the Linnaeans and

Lamarckians, between the supporters of binomials and those of trinomials and

so on. It would be sheer impudence on the part of one who first saw *£
name of Uobzhansky in this book to attempt even a summary of the more tcchni

cal sections, as for instance chapter 15, "The Effect of the Theory of

Mutation".

To the ordinary birdwatcher or, for that matter, even the ordinary man-

watcher, of much greater appeal will be the numerous potted I^°9f"•*"!,
^hich constantly interrupt, without seriously disrupting, ^ •«""»£*£ '

JU the headings of various chapters suggest, Stresemann was as much intere-

sted in tL personalities of the men who fought for or ^oinstvarxous ideas

as in the ideas themselves. There were, moreover, many intrepid «£"*«£
whose exploits and experiences the author found quite absorbing

.
"any a bird,

watcher, while puzzling over scientific names, must have wondered who

Gmeli^'or TemmincK. J Sonnerat was. Stresemann tells us not only w,

those men were, but what sort of men thoy were. Most of these brief life

.hatches are fascinating because they axe brilliant portraits limned by one

who was not afraid of including the warts and sears on the faces of his

:"bj"ct.. For example, while giving Tc.minck full """Y" ^actTat
to the Rijksmuseum in Leiden, Stresemann does not gloss over the '«**•*
Temminck's dog-in-the-manger policy greatly retarded the progress of ornitho-

logy. While commending Bowdler Snarpe's energy, industry and ••£"•

Stresemann adds, "Certainly it was not simply his daemon that *»« hi- to

pile burden upon burden; it -as also the anxiety about providing for the ten

lively daughters with whom he had been blessed after his marriage at the age

of 19!" Bowdler Shape's temper and tantrums are also amusingly dealt with.

Among the numerous episodes of "human interest" narrated, one of tN moat

memorable is that of Brehm, the -Bird Parson', ««ludxng "Sunday service

in church and then ecstatically embracing the adolescent Hermann Schlegel

who had brought into the church a Warbler he had jOst shot unorder to prove

that what the Parson had believed to be an immature Icterine Warbler was in

fact a Marsh Warbler.

In the section dealing with exotic ornithology, most of *»- rtowWM "*
„*„ Tn + -kr a few examples from the chapter "The Natural History

££En'.fVSti. tarSS.--. Dr. Heinrich Kuhl died at 24, Heinrich
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Boie at 33, Duvacel at 32 (at Madras), E.A. Forster at 32, almost ell of
them of diseases contracted when out in the field! But what was worse was
that much of their work was wasted. Says Stresemann about Temminck's self-
ishness and inefficiency, "A comparison of what the young scientists
achieved an the spot with Temminck's published yield tempts one to ask

"V- whether Kuhl, van Hasselt, Boie and Mocklot, Horner and Forster did not die
in vain for their idol, science."

Although European ornithology appears to have been dominated by German
scientists, two at least of the longer biographies are of Frenchmen:
Francois Levoillant and Charles Lucien Bonaparte. I found the account of
Levaillant more interesting. This man was a daring explorer, an accompli-
shed author and an expert on African bird9. Unfortunately, he was also
inordinately vain. To gain greater kudos, he described purely imaginary
journeys and fictitious adventures. He also created many 'new species' by
skilfully gluing together the feathers of different species and added to
his already imposing collections the skins of birds which did not occur in
the regions explored by him! His lavishly illustrated bird books and the
sale of his specimens made him quite affluent and enabled him to live like
a prince. Suddenly, however, the craze for luxurious bird books ended,
and Levaillant was reduced to object poverty and forced to toke up residence
in an attic up many flights of stairs. It was characteristic of him that
he should have made "the bitter joke that the longer he lived, the higher
he rose in the world".

Levaillant may have lacked integrity, but he was no thief. Plagiarism on
a large scale appears to have been practised by some other "authorities".
One of them was Volentjin who, in 1726, published the encyclopaedic volume,
"The East Indies, Old and New". Almost everything' of value that he had to
say about birds was lifted from the unpublished manuscript of an older
contemporary, G.E. Rumpf, But the jay did not know how to wear his
borrowed plumes. In his account of the Cassowary occurs the sentence, "I

tried its flesh in 1668 and found the fot white and agreeable in taste."
But, in 1668, Valentjin was only two years old. This sentence had been in
one of the many passages he had pilfered from Rumpf s manuscript. The moral
is obvious.

Thi: book, as Stresemann Left it m 1951, did net contain meny fuotnetus ox a

bibliography. As Ernst Mayr explains in the Foreword (which is itself the
best and most succinct review imaginable), these deficiencies were made good
by G.W. Cottrell. The English version (a "superb translation" according to
Ernst Mayr) was prepared by Hans. J. and C. Epstein.

The interest and value of the original book are considerably enhanced by the
33-page Epilogue, "Materials for a History of American Ornithology" written
by Ernst Mayr. In this occurs a most interesting incident. Let Mayr himself
toll the story: "(F.M, Chapman) was a most understanding colleague, full of
wisdom and friendliness. When, as a young man recently arrived from Germany,
I reported to him and asked to be assigned a definite task, he said: 'We
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engaged you as a specialist in South Sea birds, and I leave it entirely to
your judgement what you would like to take up first. Come back with your
manuscript after it is completed. 1 This certainly represented freedom of
research in the best sense of the word. To one used to the more authorita-
rian customs of German science, this was an unforgettable experience."

Although printed at the Harvard University Press, the text is net free from
misprints. If only to prove that I have read it from end to end, let mc
point out some of these errors:

p. 238 - 'similarity as* for 'similarity as 1
.

" - the name Reichcnbach is left incomplete.
p. 251 - 'roles' for 'rules',
p. 292 - 'if for 'it'.

One wonders also why the lines are not filled up to the right hand margin
especially when there are numerous examples of long words being split into
twe when they come at the end of a line.

The price of the book, coupled with the fact that the ordinary bird-watcher
need not learn the intricate history of systematics, makes it unnecessary
for most of us to consider buying a copy. But, if you can manage to borrow
a ccpy, do not miss a chance of reading it.

K.K. Neelakantan

REPRODUCTION

(From J5, Calcutta - Sept. 25 - October 8, 1976)

How to hatch an Eagle

"Last year, the first cf the Asian Golden Eagles to be hatched in Britain,
created wildlife news. This is part of a scheme to release at least 30 of
these birds into the Scottish highlands each year. The number of Scottish
eagles has been dwindling drastically. This year, the second Asian Golden
Eagle to be hatched in Britain nearly copped it. It was born in an incubator
and taken to be kept under a 150-Watt lamp - when it was noticed by tbc people
at the Wildlife Breeding Centre, Hertfordshire, that they only had a 175-
Watt lamp, which would have fried the golden eagle to a crisp brown. WBC,
which has bred buzzards, sparrow-hawks, five eagle-owls, and 103 weasels,
had a prominent electronics firm create a number of 150-Watt lamps - a

wildlife emergency request. There's one Asian Golden Eagle more in the
Sccttish highlands today as a result".

-e-
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CORRESPONDENCE

STUDIES IN THE EASTERN GHATS

Trevor Price

I am a graduate student from Cambridge, England, in India for a year te study

the bird life of the Eastern Rhnt^ on a Levcrhulme Overseas Studentship. I rvn

based at Lammasinghi, 80 miles west of Vishakapotnam which is situated on the

edge of the escarpment just over 800 metres high. The vegetation is tropical

moist deciduous, represented by scrub and secondary growth in the valley and

climax woodland on the hill slopes.

The main aim of the study is to see how the winter Visitors and passage
migrants utilise the area, and affect the resident birds, and to follow th<-

annual cycle of the residents. The study involves trapping (twice a week in

a quarter square mile of secondary growth and once below the woodland canopy),

observation and sampling the birds' food availability (particularly the in-

sects) .

The Eastern Ghats is oni, of the lesser known areas of India birdwise.

Whistler (JBNHS Vol. 35 p. 505 and solseq) visited on the Vernoy Scientific

expeditions and further notes were added by Humayun Abdulali (JBNHS Vol.45

pp. 333-347). There have been two ringing camps here during the springs of

1971 and 1972, organised by the Bombay Natural History Society. During the

second I became familiar with the area.

The first migrant (Motncilla caspica - the grey wagtail) arrived before me

(August 23rd) and by mid September a roost cf c. 550 birds hod built up in a

large tree by the village. The commonest bird in the area at the moment
(the beginning cf October) is the greenish warbler (Phylloscopus trachiloidss)

The first to arrive from its Baltistan breeding grounds was noted on 28th

August. Numbers have increased steadily since but only now have they become

sufficiently crowded for territorial clashes to occur.

Other birds visiting during the month may well be passage migrants - time will

tell. Certainly the palm swifts ( rypsiurus parvus) were. At least, 3000

passed northwards along the valley on August 30 between eight and nine a.m.

and smaller numbers (with a slight evening return passage) were noted for the

next week. They are now completely absent. Early in the month the orange

headed ground thrush (Zoothera citxino) was trapped, later the small cuckoo

(Cuculus polocephalus) , brown shrike (Lanius cristatus), Forest Wagtail

(Motacilla indica), grey drongo (Dicrurus leucophalus) and large billed

warbler (Phylloscopus magrniristois )

.

The other 77 species observed or trapped are presumably resident. Practically

everyone examined in the land has been in moult. Notable exceptions ore the

two Wren Warblers - the Ashy Wren Warbler (Prinia socialis) represented by

four pairs in the quarter square mile has fledged young during the month while

the one pair of (Prinia sylvanica) the jungle wren warbler hatched one egg

from an abnormally small clutch of two on September 30th. These are striking

comparisons to be made with birdlifu of my homeland. These birds moult more
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rapidly, aro much less active and infrequently caught. During September

in a similar area one may expect to catch thirty species of which all except

the rare vagrant will be represented by more than 10 individuals. During

September here I trapped 55 species of which only eleven had individual

numbers in double figures and 20 were represented by just a single bird.

One problem will be separating vngrants from low density regularly occurring

species!

There are some striking contrasts, too, to be made with the lowlands only

two horizontal miles away. Here, there are no house crows, mynas or rose

ringed parakeets t replaced in smaller numbers by the blcssom heeded paro-

keet (Psittacula cy cnocephalo) . For example, I should like to conclude by

extending the 'at home 1 invitation. I would be delighted if any hirdnr

were to join me for a few days.

Address: Trevor Price, Forest Rest House, Lammasinghi,
Via Narsipatnam, Vishakepatnam Dist., A.P,

OLFACTION IN BIRDS

.-.'.. Palkhiwalla

After reading on the above subject in this month's (October 1976) Newsletter

I am quoting below extracts from an article I read in the International

Wildlife Magazine July/nug. 1976 issue. The article is titled "Scavenger's

way" and is written by Emily and Per ola D'nuloire, who are freelance

journalists

.

"Vultures, like most birds, seemed blind to even the most powerful of

odours - perhaps just as well for them. But as often happens with these

birds, there is an exception to the rule. For many years, unknown to

ornithologists, gas company field engineers in Southern California have

used turkey vultures in their work, watching for the birds to circle over

leaks in the burr-icd pipes, apparently attrocted to ethyl mercaptan, a

foul smelling compound added as a "marker" to help humons notice escaping

natural gas which is otherwise odourless.

"When Kenneth Stager of the Los Angles County Museum, a student of avian

olfaction, heard about the gas company's 'Scouts', he included the chc.mical

in a series of field tests in an attempt to settle the question once and

for all. His conclusion published in 1964, found that turkey vultures,

and to a lesser extent the South American King Vulture do indeed locate

carricn by smell - something no other vulture can do,"
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CORRESPONDENT

STUDIES IN THE EASTERN GHATS

Trevor Price

The main aim «jf the study is tc see how the winter visitors and passage
migrants utilise th_ area, and affect the resident birds, find to follow thc

annual cycle of the residents. The study involves trapping (twice a week in

a quarter square mile of secondary growth and once below the woodlend canopy),
observation and sampling the birds' fuod availability (particularly the in-
sects) .

The Eastern Ghats is on<. of the lesser known areas of India birdwise.
Whistler (JBNHS Vol. 35 p. 505 and salseq) visited on the Vernay Scientific
expeditions and further notes were added by Humayun Abdulali (JBNHS Vol.45
pp. 333-347). There have been two ringing camps here during the springs of

1971 and 1972, organised by the Bombay Natural History Society. During the

second I became familiar with the area.

The first migrant (Motacilla caspica - the grey wagtail) arrived before me
(August 23rd) and by mid September a roost of c. 550 birds hod built up in a

large tree by the village. The commonest bird in the area at the moment
(the beginning of October) is the greenish warbler (Phylloscopus trachiloides)
The first to arrive from its Baltistan breeding grounds was noted on 28th
August. Numbers have increased steadily since but only now have they become
sufficiently crowded for territorial clashes to occur.

Other birds visiting during the month may well be passage migrants - time will
tell. Certainly the pslm swifts (

rypsiurus parvus) were. At least, 3000
passed northwards along the volley an August 30 between eight and nine a»m.

and smaller numbers ( with a slight evening return passage) were noted for the

next week. They are now completely absent. Early in the month the orange
headed ground thrush (Zoothera citrina) was trapped, later the small cuckoo
(Cuculus poiocepholus) , brown shrike (Lanius cristatus), Forest Wagtail
(Motacilla indico), grey drongo (Dicrurus leucophalus) and large billed
warbler (Phylloscopus magrniristois )

.

The other 77 species observed or trapped are presumably resident. Practically
everyone examined in the land has been in moult. Notable exceptions are the

two Wren Warblers - the Ashy Wren Warbler (Prinia socialis) represented by

four pairs in the quarter square mile has fledged young during the month while
the one pair of (Prinia sylvanica) the jungle wren warbler hatched one egg
from an abnormally small clutch of two on September 30th. These are striking
comparisons to be made with birdlifu of my homeland. These birds moult more
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rapidly, are much less active and infrequently caught. During September

in a similar area one may expect to catch thirty species of which all except
the rare vagrant will be represented by more than 10 individuals. During
September here I trapped 55 species of which only eleven had individual

numbers in double figures and 20 were represented by just a single bird.

One problem will be separating v.igrants from low density regularly occurring

species

!

There are some striking contrasts, too, to be made with the lowlands only

two horizontal miles away. Here, there arc no house crows, mynas or rose

ringed parakeets (replaced in smaller numbers by the blcssom heeded para-

keet (Psittacula cycnocephala) . For example, I should like to conclude by

extending the 'at home 1 invitation. I would be delighted if any oirder

were to join me for a few days.

Address: Trevor Price, Forest Rest House, Lammasinghi,
Via Narsipatnam, Vishakapatnam Dist., A. P.

OLFACTION IN BIRDS

B.A. Palkhiwalla

After reading on the above subject in this month's (October 1976) Newsletter

I am quoting below extracts from an article I read in the International

Wildlife Magazine July/^ug. 1976 issue. The article is titled "Scavenger's

way" and is written by Emily and Per ola D'Auloire, who are freelance
journalists

.

"Vultures, like most birds, seemed blind to even the most powerful of

odours - perhaps just as well for them. But as often happens with these

birds, there is an exception to the rule. For many years, unknown to

ornithologists, gas company field engineers in Southern California have

used turkey vultures in their work, watching for the birds to circle over

leaks in the burr-icd pipes, apparently attracted to ethyl mere ap tan, a

foul smelling compound added as o "marker" to help humans notice escaping

natural gas which is otherwise odourless.

"When Kenneth Stager of the Los Angles County Museum, a student of avian

olfaction, heard about the gas company's 'Scouts', he included the chemical

in a series of field tests in an attempt to settle the question once and

for all. His conclusion published in 1964, found that turkey vultures,

and to a lesser extent the South American King Vulture do indeed loc nte

carrion by smell - something no other vulture can do."
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NEWSLETTER 1976

The time has come for reviewing the activities of the past year. We had

hoped that we would attain a target of 500 subscribers, but we have fallen

considerably short of this figure. The total number ia just over 300, and

the number of foroign subscribers is 19.

With regard to the economics, Shri 5.V. Nilkanta sent us fc.1000 from the

old accumulated balance of the Newsletter in Bombay, and the amount

realised from subscriptions, donations and miscellaneous receipts in the

current year was Rs.3,720. Frem -rivortisements, o new source of income,

received fe, 1,500. On balance, wl arc likely to end the year with a

deficit of Rs.500/-. We do hope that in 1977 the number of subscribers

will go up, and the deficit will be wiped out. We would particularly like

to thank our donors and advertisers for t" .sist.-.ncu.

We would like to express our gratitude to Mr. E. Honumnntha Rao for donating

his beautiful photograph for the Newsletter covers, and to Prof. M.D. Gadgil

of the Indian Institute of Science for arranging for the cyclostyling, end

-he several others who continue ta encourage this effort.

We would liku to thank J.S. Serrao for collecting -subscriptions from various

Bombay members, and hope that his example con bo followed by readers in

other regions. We will try and produce nn Index of the articles of 1976

early in the new yenr.
Editor*
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FROr. 5ALIM ALI'S NOTEBOOK (III) - Ed.

Trip, V to Elephants - 28/29 March 194 2

iLinrWyifl asia^ic a - ftest in Vitcx bush overhanging dry nullah at edge cf
paddy cultivation. Female collecting papery bark fror J_atropha stems. Ne^t
nearly complete. Mc eggs. Mala occasionally accompanies femplc and clings
end pueps into nest hi la by himself, but 'loos not help in building.

P ^cceus phi l ippinug - first 3 on island. Gleaning paddy. In off plumage.
Laniug schach - solo
j--u^.n.

a
.
m
J-.E scelopaccus - several heard early A.M.

5trix .act: 11 at o - heard ca. 4.30 A.M.
R ip aria gojic o 1o r - several old disused nests en ceiling of cave verandah.
Hi rundo rus ticg - distinctly scarcer
Cinnvris asiatica - eating nectar fron St^rculio c^l^rata flowers.
A vulture on nest in Bombay very like G.. indie us . Vaung in nest 03 dark as
PseudoQyps . rather greyer black.
Cymnorhia xanthopsia s - apparently on increase. Eating S terculi a cup.pr3.ta
nEctnr. Forehead yellow with pollen.
Aethopvaa vigors

i

- First meeting. Eating nectar from ,S. colo rata flowers.
Male, solo.
Cory up _8plendejns - A f^w certainly roost on island, in Banyan near cave
curator's bungalow.
H ale von emyrnensi s - now singing.
Dicrurus macrocercug - duets have cpmmenced
Aeqithina tiohia ft

Ccpsvchus saular-is Now in display and song
P lqceus philippjnus - Another date palm on N side of island (coast) near
"King's Way" with car 10 old Baya nests facing E, Two further nests in Bar
in centre of island. This is practically the lot.
Streotonelia c hinensis - F. com. Now in courtship "arc"" flights.
Up *.tp a.

ep ops. - 2 solos
Leucocerca pectoral is - Very partial to mangroves - Sonneratia acida on
N & W sides.
Monticola cinclorhvncha - 5olo (H.A.!)
Muscicapula tickelliae - In song, early A.M.
Ujoloncha striata - Building in clump of Viscum on Grewia ca. 25 ft. up.
Glottis, nebuj-aria - 2

Pastor rose us -» all gone
Artamus fuse us - chiefly about Borassus palms on E. side.
Motacilla flava beema (blue-headed) - 3 or 4; 1 'in perfect summer plumage.
Streptopelia chinensis - ca. 25 (in 2 lots) gleaning paddy.
H.aliaetus leuco.c

.
as t e.r - a pair in same spot as on Trip I

Denieoretta asha - 1 white: 1 intermediate.
r'un tiCL-L-i solitaria - 2

Forest on island heavily parasitised everywhere by Loranthus &. Viscum.
latter almost inseparable from Grewia. Sterculia colorata plentiful.
Trees now in bloom. Flowers probed into by Gymnoris, Otocompsa emeria,
Acridutheres and Sunbirds.

The
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All pongamia glabra now in fresh leaf. Erythrina inoica mostly (or only)

along edge of island just above the highest water mark. Common only on

North side (opposite Trombay and Pir Pao) and on side (opposite Uron)

.

Water-borne seed? In monsoon? Dn hillsides, right up to top, chiefly

Erythrina stricta (or/and suberos") Bonbax flowers mostly over and oil

Pastors gone.

THE WINTER VISITORS TO THE NILblRIS

Friya Dovider

My early memories and experience of migrant bir-s had little to tic with

observation or scientific investigation, rather of sitting hudtlled behind

lake bunds on chilly winter evenings, while flight after flight of water

birds winged overhead. There were pochards, shovellers, pintails, end

teals - it was the evening flight. Flocks came in a rush of air, silhou-

etted ageinst the evening sky, and disappeared into the darkness behind.

Shotguns went off with a bang. A double barrelled shotgun would be thrust

in my hand, someone urging 'have a shot'. My hands would tremble and

sweet as I rested the gun on my shoulder and led each oncoming flight. 1

rarely found the courage to squeeze the trigger. The reason was simple -

I was terrified of the noise produced by the gun. During those warm

Karnataka days , when Karnotaka was not Karnataka, but Mysore, I loved to

see the Bar headed Geese ( Anser indicus) flying in formation. They would

appear in the distance as specks, and as they came closer their honking

could be heard - a strange and hauntingly beautiful sound.

And now, after a year of field study in ornithology, it amazes me at what I

have missed all these years - almost in the backyard. The resident birds

are interesting and varied enough to keep even the most demanding birdwatcher

happy. The migrant birds provide further anticipation and interest.

The Grey Wagtail (Motacilla caspica) returned to its winter home in September

The Blyth's Reed Warbler ( Acrocephalus dumetorum) can also be seen, moving

among the foliage catching insects end uttering a characteristic tschuk .

The Leaf Warblers (Phylloscopus sp . ) also come here for winter.

The bird I greatly miss since its departure to its summer breeding ground

in the Himalayas, is the Blue Chat (Erithecus brunneus). Last year m
October, I heard a series of baffling noises coming from the undergrowth.

After a lot of patient peering, I managed to make out three beautiful birds,

which I recognised as Blue Chats. The Blue Chat is more heard than seen,

uttering a loud call from the depths of Lantana and Splonum thickets. Though

more prone to skulking in the undergrowth, this bird can be seen hopping

along on the shola floor, picking up grubs and insects. It is not a shV

bird. I often used to see a male Blue Chat in the eastern end of 5im s Hark

shola. It was paler blue than normal - possible a subadult. We used to

sometimes contemplate each other - I seated on a fallen branch, and the

bird picking up grubs from the ground nearby.
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A fanciful imagination, is taboo in an ornithologist. When one comes across
a nondescript brown bird, it is safer tc explore possibilities closer home -

a house sparrow for instance, than consider some exotica found only in the
Himalayas. Besides during the breeding season, there are usually a number
of juvenile birds sporting a variety of plumages, enough to confuse any one.

I got carried eway the firrt tir.e I saw the ir.nlc TJluc-headed Rock Thrush.
I rather foolishly thought I had discovered a new bird. It tii< net strike
mi; that such a lovely bird would not go undiscovered for long. Indian HiJl
Birds by Dr. Salim Ali, soon brought ma down tc earth. This bird goes by

the tinkling scientific name of M.onticc.1,0 c i
.
nc 1 c rhync he

s

f and rcakes tha
Himalayan hillsides it3 summer home. It is a silent bird, sitting on s
branch and often descending to the ground to feed. I have seen it
the berries of Chomclia as iatic

.
a , though it is mainly insectivorous. Its

cousin the Blue Rock Thrush (M. gol itarius ) is also a winter vir itor tc
the south. The Pied Ground Thrush (Zoothera wardii) also apparently makes
a halt here on its way to and fro 5ri Lanka.

A silent and elegant winter migrant, a bird of the dark forests, is the
Forest Wagtail (

H

p_%P£.iXk indic

a

)

.

The Grey Drongo ( Dicru r.us Ae_uc,PP.n-aJJUS ) * breeds in the Himalayas in summer
and comes here in October. They are noisy birds, seen hunting insects on
the wing from toll Eucalyptus trees. — Also fond of nectar of Eucalyptus
and .Ac roc arp us • flowers. Another winter migrant partial to nectar is the
Rosefinch (Carpodacus erythrinus). This bird is commonly seen in flocks.
Often seen drinking nectar from the blossoms of Rhqdodcndro

.
n nila_gir ic um

and other trees.

European kestrels (Falco tinnunculus) look out from telegraph poles, while
the Woodcock (Scolopax rusticola) prefers the damp shola swamps. The Wood-
cock is believed to make a non-stop flight from the Himalayas to its winter
quarters in the higher altitudes of the south Indian hills. The honeycomb
pattern on soft mud, where the bird prooes with its bill in search of worms,
betrays its presence in an area. The woodsnipo ( C ap e11 a ne m.o_r„ic_ql a ) , also a
winter visitor, and likes a similar swampy habitat.

Indian Pittas (Pitta brachyura), can sometimes be seen above 5000' (1500m).
Recently a Pitta was recovered from the living room of a keen bird lover in
Coonoor. It was released only after being subject to close examination by
several excited birdwatchers.

The summer migrants to the hills make their presence felt with transistors
end laud habits. But the feathered migrants that come in winter, less
jarring-and more enchanting, possibly deserve far more notice.
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MIGRANT WADERS AND THEIR ECOLCGY

K.S.R. Krishna Roju

A small study was made between October 1971 and March 1972 at Point Calimere
in the state of Tamilnadu and at Bharatpur in the State of Rajasthan, on the
ecology of certain migrant werie-e. The project was an ambitious one aimed
at exploring the food, feeding, population dynamics and other allied ecolo-
gical aspects including their behaviour and distributional diversities, A
considerable amount of data were collected and a paper is being finalisod
under the guidance of Dr. Salim Ali, under whose supervision this project
was carried upon. What 1 am about to mention here are only some of the
general observations that are being dealt with in thE paper more claooratul>

Tr-ngj glareola: Mostly seen in shallow waters tl-2' deep) picking or pro-
bing. It has been observed that the average peck rates were different for

the same species at Bharatpur and Point Calimere. Similarly they were found
more gregarious at Bharatpur than at PTC.

Charadrius dubius : Sometimes seen in water and often along the waters edge.
Never seen probing; invariably seen picking. They ore very fast on foot
and wore never abserved to have picked twice from the same spot. Active
during the early hours, at mid-day and again at sunset.

Calidris minutus : Those sociable little waders often feed in large flocks
and the largest flock I encountered during this study was of about 5,000
birds at Point Calimere. They generally feed by picking though not exclu-
sively, along the shoreline. Rate of feeding was more erratic and changes
more or less every hour, reaching its lowest between 1300-1500 hours. They
were often found to have indulged in Jabbing (A series of pecks at- a same
spot as if to needle out something).

They are very alert and active birds, settling down en masse at a place
suspeciously, stand motionless for a second or two, rising en masse again
emitting soft sounds like — tschik... tschik... This habit of group dis-
persal and rising aloft momentarily is conspicuous in this and in the other
graceful, red legged wader Trinqa totanus . To a certain extent in
Charadrius dubius also.

Trinaa tetanus-: Seen mostly in knee deep (Birds 1 knee) waters. From the
peck rate data collected it appears that they feed actively during morning
and evening hours and the slowest rate of feeding was noted between 0900-
1200 hrs. A sudden drop of peck rate was noted between 0800-0900 hours.
This aspect was discussed thoroughly in the mein paper. They arc also
found feeding with bill end head completely submerged and at times skimming
the water surface for floating algae or for other small insects.

Philomachug puqnn*: Swarms of them are common at Bharatpur during October
and November after which they are observed to be spreading further down to
the south. A large flock of about 8,000 birds was observed at a place near
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Bharatpur where they were found to be subsisting mostly on vegetable diet
like seeds and other grassy material. A definite relation between the leg-
colouration, age and the wing moult is being observed and we fire anxi s

collect more data.

Genera l observations : Non-breeding individuals of scvercl species of waders
are known to stay back in India during summer and this was substantiated by
the data collected by the BNHS bird migration teams ana my observations at
different places in India.

A comparison of the bird populations at both the study areas reveals that
different species of waders have definite habitat preferences and birds like
C alidris temminckii and Trinqa qlarepJL_a prefer inland marshes like those e.t

Bharatpur while their congeneric species like Z, minutus and ]_. totmus
prefer coastal end marine swampy areas like Point Calimere. This cculd be
due to their dietery preferences, availability of a particular prey item or
a means of survival developed in the evolutionary process to lessen the
inter and intra specific competitions. Some birds of the same species are
also known to adopt or explore different food items in two or more different
areas, even though all the items are available at each place. This aspect
needs to be studied properly in India to arrive at a concrete hypothesis
regarding the ecological problems of such migrant Waders.

The peck rates of different species differed considerably (Independent of
ptck success) and it was found that differences are minimal in one set of
congeneric species - C alidr ig, spp., while they are considerably larger in
the Trinqa species. The larger X- .

t
^
o^anus in that genus appears to have

more peck rates than the rest. It may be due to the poor peck success,
large food requirements or abundance or shortage of some dietery item.
This type of studies are to be carried out extensively in India.

The feeding routine for Calidris minutus changed erratically at Point
Calimere where the peek is between 1100 hours and 1200 hours, while at
Bharatpur the same peak was observed. • However, the lowest rates were
noted between 1200-1300 hours at Point Calimere and 1500-1600 hours at
Bharatpur, which is almost three hours lato. Tidal rhythms at Point
Calimere may be playing a role in the feeding habits of the migrants and
the details are discussed in the main paper more elaborately.

I do not think it is very difficult for a keen birdwatcher to keep a
particular bird under close observation and count the number of pecks it
makes during a period of say five minutes, or to note every time they sec
a mixed group the species composition, or to observe horizontal distribu-
tional data, etc. Details as to the methodology are available in most of
the reference books and the papers that are being published in scientific
journals. I t is high time for the readers of our Newsletter to develop
from birdwatchers to more serious ornithologists. The future of Indian
ornithology rests, by and large, on their shoulders. It is a pity that
we only have one 5alim Ali in a country of this size.
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CORRESPONDENCE

BIRDING IN THE ANDAMANS

J.S. Serrao

Mr. Rumulus Whiteker's list of the Andamnn birds between the dates 27. v anc'

31. vi. 1976 (Newsletter for Birdwatchers, Vol. 16, No. 10, October 1976)

tempts me to seok clarification on the following:

1) Common Swallow : If the bird implied by Mr. Whitaker is H irun_d_o rustica.

ft is the race guttural is which is a winter migrant to the Andaman^ anr1 tliL

Nicobars. There is no resident race in the islands, and in view of my

experience with the Common Swallows in the Maharashtra region of the count ;

the bird's presence between the dates indicated needs investigation. Wnct

he calls 'Common Swallow 1 is perhaps a mix up for the House Swallow

( Hirundo tnhitico )

.

2) Redrumped Swallow ; Is Hirundo daurica implied? If it is, no ornitholo-
gical worker, including Mr. Humayun Abdulali, in recent expeditions tc the

Andamans and Nicobars has come across the Redrumped Swallow in the islands.
The bird's southernmost migrational limit is Sri Lanka ICoylon) where it is

a straggler. As pointed out by Mr. Humayun Abdulali (J.. Bombay n.at. Hist .

Sec . 64: 176), Vaurie in The Birds of the Paleorctic Fauna, Passcriformes
(1959), p. 13 refers to a Redrumped Swallow collected by A,L. Butler in
January 1898 at Port Blair, but one does not come across a reference to this
specimen in Butler's notes of the expedition published in the Society's
Journals Vols. 12 and 13. There is egain the likelihood that what is taken
as Redrumped could bo House Swallow.

3) It is unlikely that Mr. Whitaker should have encountered a pipit. The
three pipits recorded in the Andamans and Nicobars are migrants of Palee—

arctic birds and it is rather difficult to accept that their stay in the

islands covers the lata dates indicated by Mr. Whitaker.

4) The Whitu Scavenger Vultur e ( Neophron pc rcnopterus ) recorded by Mr.

Whitaker needs confirmation. The bird is a rare straggler to Sri Lanka,

and its inclusion in the Andaman list suggests some sort of mix-up in

Mr. Whitaker's notes.

5) Yet one more item of dubious identification is the Brown Dove if the

name connotes the Little Brown or Senegal Dove (S trep topelia seneqalensis )

.

This bird was 'Recorded in the Andaman Islands (Port Blair) c_. 1B98j

possibly introduced. Not met by later observers, so evidently failed to

establish in palpably inappropriate moist biotope' ( Handbook Vol. 5:155).
Nor does the date range given allow ono to take them to be of the race
ermnnni suspected to be migrants by C.B. Ticehurst ( The Ibis 1923: 466)
and confirmed as such by Bombay Natural History Society's Ring B-1062
(see Dr. 5alim Ali, Newsletter for Birdwatchers, Vcl. 4:2$ 1964.
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In the penultimate sentence [ f thu first paragraph of his article the

author refers tc lick cf 'further references'. However, he appears to

have overlooked Mr. Humayun fvbduleli's papers and notes on the birds of
the Andamans nnri the Nicobars in recent issues of the J0ur.n 5j.__ \f .,th>„

A:..r "--. . ;,
'-'^''-i ''isl rv J ../, i.. r.

:
-

.

VISION IN BIRDS

T.V. Joso

This has reference to the reply to my note en Vision in Birds by Namido

Saiduzafar in the October issue of Newsletter.

Let us concede for the sake of argument that the collision of the keel

with white-washed wall was possible accident owing tc a momentary
diversion of its attention by its being chased by another bird or some

other reason of like nature. If on accident could occur to a koel in

spite of the fact that it lives among trees and not among houses with
white-washed walls, I wonder, how many times we should witness such a

collision in a day in a city like Bombay where thousonds of crows, reck

pigeons end sparrows live with us 1

Yes, speed is onuthcr possible factor in the occurrence of an accident.

But docs this mean that a rock pigeon is a laggard compared to a k:;el?

And is this the reason why the latter meets with an accident while the

former docs not?

Let us have another look at the issue. It's true driver may meet with

an accident while driving a motor car because of its high speed, but the

comparison of driver and his car with c fo^.t flying bird is invalid on

two points: one, the driver --nd the car have separate existence and, two,

the driving ability is en acquired one and not inborn. Hnd in actual life

experience, I've seen times without number pariah kites, comparatively a

big bird, swooping on fish, meat etc. held in the hands of people in

thoroughfares and snatching tht.m away dodging and turning and twisting

without hitting at people, poles, trees or tangles of cltctric wire over-

head. Example after example can be given to substantiate that speed of
flight in a bird is an inseparable part of its mode of life end therefore,

the ability to manoeuvre, is. to turn sweep, twist and dodge, also grows

along with the speed it acquires through generations.

Comparisons from human life are often not helpful to understand a bird,

because the mode of life is different.

The answer, still I feel, lies in the nature of visual perception. The

white-washed wall must have appeared like a white horizon, which is open
space, and the bird flew through it only to experience the unexpected

collision.
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FLYING ACCIDENTS

Mosaddique Umar

I refer to Mr. Jose's letter in the September issue. Once, when I wac in
the catapult stage, I was trying to flush a white breasted water-hen from a
water hyacinth covered tank. After I had directed a few pellets to whcLB
the vegetation had shown a movement, had clapped my hands and had snouted
;t the top of my vcice, a waterhen flushed and flew straight towards Q

barrack, with white-washed walls and block oil coated window panels, on
the opposite bank. The bird struck one of the closed windows with a loud
thuc: and dropped dead. A book describes the now extinct American passenger
pigeon spattering against barn walls like hnils. While another obs^rvur
s aw a flock of the some birds, 23 exores strong, flying easily along the
Grand Coyon without colliding with one another or the banks.

Driving at 70 or even 80 Kmph, I have found domestic rock pigeons, feeding
on the road, get off and dodge my cor by the proverbial thickness of the
hair but never get hit. While theix less fortunate smaller cousins, the
spotted doves, are often unable to avoid even a slower car.

It seems that some birds are yet to get adjusted to the outline, texture
or colour of man made objects.

I remember another mysterious flying accident fcr which no man made object
was responsible. My friend had fired at a flock of bar headed geese when
from the opposite direction took off in n storm of wing beats thousand
upon thousands of migratory ducks. Amang them, the common teals, the most
agile cf all ducks, gained obout 200 metres in a matter of seconds. Once
out of gun range, they gleefully treated us to a spectacular display of
aerobatics in mass formation. Then, after making an MIG like vertical
climb, one of the ducks fell out of the formation and, with wings out-
stretched, gently spun to the surface of the river. When I took our boat
near the bird, it made no effort to dive or swim away as wounded ducks
normally do. Although I examined the duck closely, I found na external
injury. The absence of another casualty ruled out the possibility of a mid-
air collision,

I will be interested to know my fellow readers' views on the above incidents.

CROWS CACHE

P.P. Mejumder

With reference to the lines about the crow in the Nowsletter, Vol. XVI «o.9,
September 1976, I have a few observations to moke.

In most hotels, restaurants and sweet meat shops in Calcutta, it is a custom
to offer some food to crows early in the morning before the commence of
any business activity. Not only crows, but also house sparrows and common
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mynas assemble to share the food. I have obsorved on several occasions th,;t

a crow pecks at any bird which tries to grab its food, be it a crew, a

sparrow or o myno. Therefore, it seems thr.t the crow is not rnly uncon-
cerned about the: fate of its companions, hut slsu abtut the fats rf any

other species of bird*

However, another event which I have also observed un several occasions leads
me to doubt the truth of the above statement in its entirety. I have seen
y ung boys catching crows, mostly these too young to fly properly. *nd,

invariably, within minutes after such An act, hundreds of crrws c :ngrcgate

and start cawing and flying around literally creating a p andumonium, Cn at

least two occasions, 1 have seen crows pecking at the boy, whe has caught
their fellow companion, until ho was forced to let go of his j:ossession.
Thty disperse s>-un after their follow companion is released fr-*m the

'fierce clutches' and is within safe bounds.

I have nlso scon crows creating a similar pandemonium when cne of thoir
fellow companions met on accidental death by coming into contact with a

live wire. On this occasion the crows dispersed after about 15/20 minutes.

Quito soma months ago, after I had observed the above mentioned events, I

conducted some experiments (indeed cruel!) to find out whether the beha-
viour of other birds were also similar. I caught hold of a house sparrow,
tied one of its legs by a string and took it antf. our terrace. With one
end of the string in my grasp, I let the bird fly around a little and call
out. But, to my utter surprise, no other sparrow showed any concern at

the calls of this bird, although many of them were busily carrying on their
activities around.

On another occasion, I caught hold of a young house sparrow which was born
in a nest in cur house. The parents of this bird started calling out
because their nestling was in danger, but no other sparrow joined them.
After about 30 minutes, I was convinced that no other companion of theirs
would join them, and so I handed over my captive to its parents.

This shows that crows ore better in some respects than at least one other

species of bird.

hi HOME

Readers are invited as my own guests for maximum four days and three in

numbers. (My home is very small). We have a lake, three minutes walk.

A park ten minutes walk and sea shore, one hour by bus. October to
February is the best time. Guests should inform us a week in advance.
My address is: Hekha Shukla (14 years)

Texas,
Kumud Wadi,
Bhavnagar Para 364 003.
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for ,fn *re now due - pi d the —* »•*«** *
In the newsletter. *

The Editor wishes you a Merry X'Mas and « Happy New Year.
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